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ABSTRACT

This study explores and analyses the Indonesian economy during the APEC era,
mainly focusing on the period just before and immediately after the formation of
APEC with an emphasis on politics and economic policy. In approaching and
analysing this topic, this study adopts historical and systemic approaches.

This study argues that during the Sukarno period, the Indonesian economy
was marked by the heavy involvement of state enterprises in economic activities and

the pursuit of a nationalistic economic policy based on the principle of self-
sufficiency. This study also reveals that in the aftermath of the Sukarno period of the
mid 1960s the Indonesian economy was on the verge of collapse with the inflation
rate reaching approximately 600 percent. Politically, Sukarno governed Indonesia in a
dictatorial style, relþg heavily on the support of the nationalists, the religious
organisations and the communists - a ruling coalition known by the acronym
Nasakom. However, due to a lack of political cohesion in this power base, in 1966
Sukarno could not consolidate his rule without the support of Major General
Suharto. Under Suharto's influence, inflation was brought under control and the
Indonesian economy was orientated towards returning capital invested in Indonesia
by foreign interests and reintegrating Indonesia into the world economy with export-
oriented strategies. Moreover, in stabilising the economy the government also used

loan assistance from international financial institutions such as the IMF, the World
Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the IGGI. Major programs aimed at
liberalising the Indonesian economy were introduced before 197O, then from the mid
1970s to the 1980s, Indonesia adopted more inward looking economic policies
through heavily regulated merchandise trade flows.

Indonesia had begun gradually orienting its economic growth towards
improving the use of international markets since the beginning of 1981. By 1987 the
value ofnon-petroleumproducts exported exceeded the value ofpetroleum products.
Even in 1992, the total value of non-petroleum exports was sixty percent of the value
of Indonesia's total exports. It can therefore be concluded that the Indonesian
economy achieved considerable success during the last three decades. As a member
of APEC, the Indonesian Government realised the challenges posed by globalisation.
The Indonesian Government had been continuing its reforms of the bureaucracy by
streamlining the procedures to create a freer business environment. Furthermore,
through a gradual series of policy reforms that began in 1983, Indonesia has been
unilaterally liberalising its economy by the reduction of tariffs and tariff barriers.
Globalisation forced the Indonesian Government to be flexible towards economic
problems. When the regime started to liberalise the economy in the 1980s, its reforms
often generated political conflict between elements divided over the benefits of
reform. Moreover, the Government's enthusiasm for economic involvement led to
serious market distortions. In short, the Suharto regime created a "crony'' capitalism
that benefited certain businessmen and conglomerates at the expense of the free-
market. When the crisis occurred n 1997, the Indonesia Government tried to review
its economic policy with assistance from the IMF, the World Bank and other
institutions to resolve the crisis.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is about Indonesia's economic situation and focuses predominantly on the

period before and after the formation of APEC. As APEC has become a signi.ficant

regional vehicle for promoting open trade and practical economic cooperation,

Indonesia has been attempting many things so that it could gain greater access to the

world' s competitive markets.

Chapter Two consists of a description and analysis of the political and

economic situation in Indonesia since the beginning of the era of the New Order and

prior to the country joining APEC. Initially, the chapter describes the legacy of

Sukarno's political regime that was an unstable economy which led to a high inflation

rate in the middle of the 1960s of approximately 600 per cent.l Furthermore, fiom

7966, the economic situation as managed by the New Order regirne was gradually

brought under control and the economy irnproved significantly when cornpared to the

previous regime. This economic recovery commenced with the period of stabilisation

during which the return of foreign capital and investors helped to get Indonesia

involved in the world economy. By establishing ties with the international aid

donor community and with financial assistance from Western countries and the

IMF, as well as introducing various changes in financial and credit policy, and

t Iwan J Aziz, 1994, 'Indonesia', in John Williamson, (ed), The Political Economy oÍ Policy

R efo r m, Institute for Intern ational Economics, Wæhin gton DC.
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increasing interest rates, inflation was brought under control. Then the Indonesian

economic growth rate accelerated and the economy grew at an average rate of

approximately 7 per cent from 1965 to 1990.2 This chapter also discusses the

situation of the ups and downs during the Indonesian oil boom period and the

management of the Indonesian state oil company, Pertamina. Apart from this, the

chapter also explains the expanded Indonesian macro-economy from the view point

of the secondary sector of industry from 1969 to 1990 and of reduced direct control

on the banking industry. The chapter then follows with an explanation of the growth

of Indonesia's GDP from 1986 to 1991 and ends with an examination of Indonesian

policies towards international tradc.

Having examined the Indonesian political and economic situation up to the

formation of APEC in 1989, this then study describes the history of APEC ìn

Chapter Three. This chapter initially explains how current APEC members economies

have different levels of economic developmont, whilst having the same goal of

advancing Asia Pacific economic dynamism and sense of community through the

reduction of barriers to trade and investment. They have committed the region to free

trade by year 2010 for developed economies and by the year 2O20 for developing

economies. Furthermore, this chapter will explore the evolution of the idea of

economic cooperation since the early in 1960s when a leading body, the Japan

Economic Research Centre (JERC) undertook studies on economic cooperation. In

the aftermath, JERC held the first intemational conference on Measures for Trade

z 'fhe World Bank Pubtication,lgg3,'Sustaining Rapid Development in East Asia and the Pacific',
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Expansion of Developing Countries.

In this conference it was proposed to welcome developing countries to join as

members in the Pacific free Trade fuea. This situation then lead to the idea of

regional consultations which was first espoused by the Japanese at high official level.

This was understandable since the Japanese economy was expanding rapidly and its

growth depend on continuing access to the raw material required for industrial

production and the markets for its goods in order to pay for those imports, Japan

was a vocal enthusiast for the liberalisation of international trade. Apart from this, an

idea of economic cooperation in the Asia and Pacific region, Japan played the role as

a bridge between the developed Pacific nations and Southeast Asia nations

(ASEAN). This chapter then discusses about how important it was for Japan's own

interests to contribute to projects that would strengthen Asean cooperation. This

Japanese diplomatic initiative can be seen as a significant step in political diplomatic

perspective in the Asia Pacific community with the efforts to develop the crucial

relationship between Japan and ASEAN particularly and the Pacific region generally.

Furthermore the Pacific Economic Cooperation (PECC) was established in 1980 on

the initiative of the Prime Minister of Japan and Australia. This institution is also

aimed at advancing economic cooperation and market-driven integration. The excerpt

of constructive ideas and energetic efforts from PECC has been a continuing source

of APEC confidence and inspiration to move forward. Finally, this chapter ends with

the proceedings of the APEC agenda such as the APEC ministerial meetings, the

APEC Leaders of Economies meetings, the APEC ten major working group meetings

and a brief description of the function of the APEC Secretariat'

3



As one of the founding APEC member countries, Chapter Four of this study

looks at the Indonesian government responses and policies towards APEC. This

chapter initially describes the Indonesian role in the APEC forum by endorsing a

number of proposals and action programs in the field of human resources

development, integration in the private business sectors in APEC cooperation,

cooperation in developing small and medium enterprises and cooperation in

developing infrastructure, either for public or commercial purposes. Apart from this,

the chapter also explores the prospect of the role of governments in sustaining

economic development in the liberalising world as reported by a survey conducted by

the World Economic Forum and confirmed by the analysis of other institutions. It

was then anticipated that towards the earþ part of the twenty first century, Indonesia

together with China, Thailand and Malaysia absorb the lion's share of the world

foreign direct investment. Moreover the Indonesian government is aware that the

country has to struggle evon harder in order to take part in the global

competitiveness To realise this, Indonesia signed many memorandum of

understandings in sub regional cooperation in three areas, namely the Indonesia -

Malaysia - Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT GT); Indonesia - Malaysia - Singapore

Growth Triangle (IMS GT); and Brunei Darussalam - Indonesia - Malaysia -

Philippines East ASEAN Growth Area (BIMP EAGA). This chapter also gives a

brief explanation on how Indonesia is to continue its reform of the bureaucracy by

streamlining its procedures in order to create a hassle free business environment

which may enhance the private soctor's business sense of professionalism. And finally

this chapter examines how a stronger Europe-Asia economic potential opens up a

4



variety of opportunities for synergy in the world business network that will at last

give mutual benefit to the countries involved in the world markets.

Chapter Five describes the opportunities and experiences of East Asian

countries that have been gained by them prior to the free market. Initially this chapter

examines the Japanese economy that was rebuilt using the world market and exports.

The Japanese economy re-emerged in the 1950s in industrialisation sectors and

economic growth in the 1960s was attributed to the rapid growth of heavy industry.

This rapid economic growth experience was graduaþ coming to an end in the early

1970s and the traumatic events of the OPEC induced price rises n 1973-74 and the

associated world recession hastened the transition. From t974 to the 1980s the

Japanese economy was averaging just over 4 per cent growth annually. Meanwhile

the 'tiger economies' of Asia also entered the world market with foreign loans and

investments creating export platforms and efficient economies. But the precise

experiences and policies of the four tigers - South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and

Singapore - were all a little different.

Other tigers then began to emerge. Later, Thailand's economic structural

changes were the most significant in the last three decades and it has been

transformed from an agricultural economy towards manufacturing and other non-

agriculture sectors. Since 1979, the manufacturing sector had replaced the agriculture

sector as the largest accumulator of income besides other sectors such as public

utilities, transportation, cornmunication, banking, insurance, real estate and services.

In the Philippines, there were remarkable changes since 1960 in the composition of its

export and changes in product composition of non traditional manufacturers since

5



1970 have also been significant. The export in this sector increased dramatically in

7970.3 This manufacturing export orientation followed the pattern of other Newly

Industrialising countries such as Malaysia and Indonesia, of which their period of

rapid economic growth was during the 1970s and at the beginning of 1980s. Finally,

this chapter ends with a description of Indonesian industry and deregulation packages

issued during 1990-1996 that were expected to give private and foreign investors the

chance to engage in strengthening the national economy.

Chapter Six describes and analyses the phenomenon of globalisation and its

impacts on Indonesia. This chapter initially highlight difficulties that might hamper

the Indonesian economy from entering the era of globalisation. These issues include

the accountability of the political and economic structures which have been the

central focus in country now involved the global interaction. This issue is very

significant for every state including Indonesia, because globalisation performs in the

international system and will open interaction and competition amongst countries.

This chapter then explains the relationship between economic problems and

international politics that could not be fully controlled by the state. Globalisation and

economic interdependence should be understood as not merely involving the states

and the actors should be interdependent, but the more important one is that the

development refers to mutual international relationship of which each actor easily

influenced by dynamic changes in other states.a In the aftermath, the chapter also

3 National Census and Statistic Offrce, Foreign Trade Statisflcs, Philippine Exports 1960-90,

various years, Manila
a 

See Baldwin David A, 1980, 'Interdependence and Power: A conceptual Analysis', International
Organisation, vol3414, and Rosenau James S, 1990, Turbulence in World Politics, Wheatsheaf,

London.
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discuses the issue of whether economic development could be achieved without

political democratisation is blurred and anti-historical. It is true that not all market

economic development success uphold democratic politic systems, and also it can't

be denied that all democratic systems uphold market economic systems.5 Moreover

this chapter ends with an analysis of Indonesian business, and how it must cope with

the challenge of producing export products that will be competitive in global markets

Chapter Seven describes and analyses the Indonesian political management of

the deregulation process during 1988-1998. This chapter starts with a description of

the political structure of the Suharto regime which was marked by a dominant

military government due to its dual function of security and intervention in socio-

political affairs. The pros and cons of the debate of this dual function still remain

unresolved and continues under the current Habibie regime. Further discussion in

this chapter is about the 'masses' of article 33,1945 Indonesian Constitution, as it is

the foundation of Indonesian economic. Then in reality, it is found out that this

economic system just created 'crony capitalism' in the Suharto regime. As a result of

this situation, it can be seen that weak management of most state owned companies

was due to having joint ventures based on practices of extensive nepotism'

Moreover, this chapter analyses the pressures for reform which derived from the

technocrats' domination during the Suharto regime for Indonesian economic

accomplishments. In the aftermath, this chapter continues to examine the pressures

brought about by globalisation, particularly in Indonesian relations with the WTO,

s 
See, Mirsky Yehudah, 1995, 'Democratic Politics, Democratic Culture', Orbis , vol.374.
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AFTA and APEC as forum for free markets. Apart from this, criticisms of the role of

the IMF and the World Bank are also discussed in this chapter. As it can't be denied

that the involvement of those institutions in the international economic development

of developing countries has a significant impact. Fina[y this chapter ends with an

analysis of the political conflict between liberalisation and dirigisme of which this

chapter gives some examples such aS the automobile industry, cement,

petrochemicals, cloves, the banking sector, rice and cooking oil.

The final Chapter describes and analyses the Indonesian economic crisis of

lgg/-98. This chapter initialty explores the reasons for the economic crisis in most of

the Asian countries that was fust experienced by Thailand in mid 1997. The baht

collapsed in value against the US dollar and the international money markets

withdrew financial assets from Thailand. This pattern was then repeated in Malaysia,

Indonesia, the Philippines and South Korea. One of the reasons for the following

crisis in Indonesia was the unsound condition of the banking system, long before the

economic crisis erupted. Therefore this chapter discusses and investigates the

government policies on deregulation in the Indonesian banking sector which started

in 1983 and continued to 1997. Apart from this, the chapter then describes responses

from the Indonesian government together with the recommendations made to it by

the IMF on the steps to handle the crisis. Further, after having negotiated with the

IMF, the Indonesian government liquidated sixteen banks which it considered as

being insolvent. In the aftermath, debate emerged about this government policy and

the pros and cons of its impact on society. However, ffiffiY other problems were also

faced by the government where lots of companies collapsed and huge numbers of

8



unemployment occurred. Finally, this chapter also discusses the political implications

of the crisis, such as the conflict between the government and the owners of the

banks being liquidated, the visit of the US special envoy, Defence Secretary William

Cohen, and several phone calls from heads of states who were sympathetic to the

Indonesian government during the crisis. Moreover, the crisis contagion in Indonesia

as also in the gains of the Jakarta Stocks exchange, the price of basic requirement

became much higher and the riots, that occurred almost throughout the country.

9



Chapter Two

THB INDONESIAN ECONOMY L966. 1990

The legacy of the Sukarno period

During the 1950s the situation facing the Indonesian government was one of

uncertainty, but the political participation of the people was very high. One observer

of Indonesian politics has documented the political dynamics of this period and

argued that this period was the most liberal period in Indonesian history.l Meanwhile

during this period, the Indonesian government implemented economic strategies that

had a strong tr^661alistic bias. The sentiment against foreign capital was very strong

particularþ against the Dutch owned companies in view of the anti-colonial war and

then the dispute over 'West Irian. In the course of a situation like this period, the

government applied a series of economic policies aimed at creating an indigenous

capitalist class in Indonesia?

In 1957, President Sukarno decided to nationalise Dutch owned companies as

well as declaring a state of emergency. This emergency situation gave the Indonesian

military more power by being involved both in political and economic affairs

throughout the country. After dissolving the parliamentary democracy system,

President Sukarno established a new style of government which was known as

Guided Democracy (DemokrasiTerpimpin). This guided democracy inlndonesia

1 See, Herbert Feith, The Decline of Constilutional Democracy in Indonesia, Ithaca, New York,

Cornell University Press, 1962.
2 For further discussion, see Richard Robison, Indonesia: The Rise of Capital, Allen and Unwin,

Sydney, 1986, ch.2.
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was marked by the heavy involvement of state enterprises in economic activities.

President Sukarno pursued a nationalistic economic policy based on the principle of

se6-suffrciency.' Sti[, in this period, many foreign companies had been withdrawn

from Indonesia due to anti western sentiment. In the aftermath, by the middle of

1960s the Indonesian economy was on the edge of collapse with the inflation rate

reaching approximately 600 per centl

Politically, President Sukarno governed Indonesia in the style of a dictatorship

and relied heavily on the support of nationalists, the religious organisations and the

communist groups - a ruling coalition known by the acronym Nasakom. However

this support did not sustain him for long because there were tensions and rivalries

among these groups. These tensions led into political crisis in 1965 which brought

Major General Suharto into power.t The biggest losers in this crisis were the

Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) and other left-wing organisations.

The Period of Stabilisation 1966'1970

In the late 1960s, Major General Suharto formed the New Order Government and

invited a team of prominent economists from the University of Indonesia led by

Professor Wijoyo Nitisastro to manage the Indonesian economy which had been left

in disarray by Sukarno. This team was known as "Berkeley Group" because many of

them graduated from the University of California at Berkeley in the early 1960s6.

t tbid, cn.3.
o lwan J Aziz,'Indonesia', in John Williamson, ed, The Political Economy of Policy Reform,

Washington DC, Institute for Intemational Economics,1994, pp' 385-416'
t S"", John Bresnan, Managing Indonesia, The Modern Political Economy, New York, Columbia

University Press, 1993, ch. 1.
u tbid, ch.3.
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These technocrats advocated free market and export oriented strategies and

controlled the Ministry of Finance and the National Development Planning Board

(Bappenas).

Under this team, the New Order government created a new economic policy

which favoured the return of foreign capital and investors to Indonesia and the

reintegration of Indonesia into the world economy. With financial assistance from

Western countries and the IMF, the New Order government brought inflation under

control by the end of 1968 by introducing various changes to financial and credit

policies and increasing interest rates.T Furthermore, within this period, as H.W. Arndt

has stated, the rising tide of optimism was marked by the Indonesian government's

concern to control the inflation rate above all else, to re establish ties with the

international aid donor community, and to rehabilitate physical infrastructure.t The

introduction of orthodox monetary and fiscal policies brought inflation down

surprisingly quickly.

The government's clear commitment to economic orthodoxy and its close

relationship with the international aid donor consortium resulted in a strong response

from both domestic and foreign investors. The Indonesian economy grew at an

annual rate of 6.6 per cent in 1966, then 1968 marked the beginning of the strong

recovery phase with growth then accelerating to 10.9 per cent.e

During this period of economic stabilisation, the Indonesian government still

relied heavily on foreign aid. As in many other developing countries, this problem of

1 lbíd, pp;70-'11.
t H.W. Arrndt, 'The Indonesian economy has turned a corner, the first objective of the Suharto

government, stabilisation has been achieved', Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies (BIES)

Survey, vol. 5, no. 2, July 1969,p.|.
n Ib¡d
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economic stabilisation was a central one for policy makers. For example while a

major issue of this period had been the rice price support system, the focus of

policy now shifted to economic development. Formally, Pelita I,the fr¡st Five Year

Plan for economic development came into force on the first of April 1968, and the

first year of the public sector plan being incorporated into the national budget for

the fiscal year 1969170 also began on that date.

In February 1967 Indonesia held a formal meeting with'Western and Japanese

creditors and other possible new lenders in Amsterdam. This meeting was the frst of

an informal arrangement that came to be known as the Intergovernmental Group on

Indonesia (IGGI) which was attended by delegations from Australia, Belgium,

France, 'West Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the

United States of America. This meeting also attended by observers from Canada,

New Zealand, Norway, and Switzerland. Other international institution were also

present such as the IMF, the World Bank (IBRD), the United Nations Development

Program, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),

and the Asian Development Bank (ADB). At this meeting Indonesia requested aid

totalling $ 200 million in 1967.10 This financial assistance was slow in coming and it

was not until the second IGGI meeting in June that the aid request was fully agreed

to with the USA and Japan each meeting one-third of the total. By the time it was

disbursed late in the year Indonesia was undergoing increased economic strain partly

as the result of a drought that badly damaged the end of year rice crop, but also

because public uncertainty about future assistance had fed speculative purchasing of

10 Bank Indonesiq (Indonesian Central Bank), 'Report for the years 1968-69' , Diakx¡a. 1969.
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foreign exchange. The $35 million requested from the IGGI for 1968 at a meeting in

November 1967 was still not finally endorsed by the next meeting in April 1968, a

pattern that did little to help confidence within Indonesia.

The financial resources needed in the first years of the New Order were

substantially assured by the willingness of the aid donor countries at a meeting at

Scheveningen in April 1968 to provide all the aid requested by Indonesia. New

domestic banking and credit policies were developed that were designed to mobilise

savings and stimulate investment. Late in 1968 the parliament approved new

legislation revoking the consolidation of five government owned banks into one

single institution which had taken place in 1965.1t There were then eight state owned

banks namely: Bank Indonesia/Central Bank (formerly called BNI unit I); Bank

Rakyat Indonesia (formerly a part of BNI unit II); Bank Ekspor Impor (formerly the

other part of BNI unit II); Bank Negara Indonesia 7946 (formerly BNI unit III);

Bank Bumi Daya (formerly BNI unit IV); Bank Tabungan Negara (formerly BNI unit

V); Bank Dagang Negara (status unchanged); and Bank Pembangunan Indonesia

(status unchanged). Bank Tabungan Negara was purely a savings bank and did not

engage in commercial or development banking because its financial resources was

very limited. The re-establishment of several units from the Bank Negara Indonesia

as separate entities clarified their legal status and made them more clearþ

accountable for their own operations. Apart from this it also contributed to an new

sense of purpose and responsibiJity in the banking sector. Another change affecting

the banking system was that the new bank legislation and the Development Plan

1r 
See Bank Indonesia (Indonesian Cent¡al Bank), 'Report for the years 1960-65, Djakarta, 1968,

pp.52-54,
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defîned the major areas of business concentration of several state banks, and directed

that all state banks except Bank Tabungan should engage both in longer-term

investment financing and in short term inventory and production credit. Bank

Pembangunan Indonesia would continue to concentrate mainly on long term

financing of manufacturing and transportation while the other state banks continued

to do much of the short term lending, but were also permitted and encouraged to

take on some long term lending.

The reasons for this policy towards banking credit were: first, several state

banks already had specialised competence in certain sectors and they were therefore

better qualified to evaluate the whole range of financing needs of their clients. And

second, the Indonesian government wanted to introduce some degree of competition

to give prospective borrowers some choices so that they were not dependent on just

one source of financing. A monopoly of the longer term lending activities especially

at low interest rates inevitably invites difficulties. The third basic change affecting the

operations of the banking system was a series of measures designed to expand the

fmancial resources available to the banks. These measures included: raising the

interest rates on time deposits; a subsidy from the central bank to state banks to

cover part of the interest payments on deposits; insured savings accounts for savers,

transfers from the government development budget to the state banks for making

longer term loans; Central Bank participation in fnancing longer term loans by state

banks; and substantial Central Bank credit to the state banks to finance imports of aid

goods under Bank Ekspor aid. Some of these measures had already added

significantly to the state banks' lending resources. Time deposits increased rapidly

after 1 October 1968 when the general interest rate was increased. On 17 March
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7969, the rates were reduced by one per cent per month, but deposits continued to

increase by more than four billion rupiah until first May when a second reduction in

interest rates came into effect (see table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Time Deposits at the State Banks

(in billion ruPiah)

23.8

Sep-68 Oct Nov Dec Jan-69 Feb March APril MaY

Source : Bank Indonesia, Report for the Years 1968/7969,1969

Government development budget allocations for lending through the banks

wore Rp 6.2 billion in 1968 (which went completely to Bank Pembangunan Indonesia

(Bapindo), and Rp 7.3 billion in the fiscal year 1969170, which was divided among

all the state banks in proportion to the amount of long term lending that they had

undertaken. In the previous two years, Central Bank credit had been used mainly to

support short term loans of less than one year. But beginning in April 1969, the

Central Bank notified the state banks that would consider loans of up to 5 years for

partial re discounting. It is expected that approximateþ 20 per cent of the total

Central Bank domestic credit increase during the coming year would be channelled

5

0
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into such investment credits. The other major source of fund for longer term lending

by the state bank was Bank Ekspor aid. In November 1968, the state banks were

authorised to grant loans for up to three years for the import of machinery,

equipment and spare parts financed with US aid. Subsequently this was extended to

aid from France and Great Britain, especially for investments in crumb rubber

processing facilities.

The Role of Foreign Aid' 1967 - 1973

In view of the shortage of domestic savings for capital investment and due to the fact

that assistance from the IGGI was to be used mainly for restructuring, achieving

macro-economic stabitity and rehabilitating the run down economy, during the earþ

years of the New Order, the government implemented the policy of the re-opening of

international commercial channels in order to attract direct foreign investment. The

impact of the global economy on Indonesian development was of great interest to

investors, because Indonesia did not at that time face great competition from other

countries which was to come later as Jakarta introduced a very liberal foreign

investment regime.

During the late 1960s the government had not yet introduced the requirement

that foreign direct investment could only enter Indonesia in the form of joint

ventures with Indonesian entreprenours. Thailand and the Philippines in those days

had more restrictive rules on foreign direct investment which insisted on local capital

participation. Another policy in favour of Indonesia was the abolition of foreign

exchange controls, although even today this policy remains a controversial matter in

Indonesia. In addition to this, Indonesia was able to offer foreign investors 'tax
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holidays', 100 percent of foreign equity ownership and the opportunity to exploit the

abundant natural resources were all factors recommending Indonesia as a suitable

place for foreign investments. Moreover, the relations between the technocrats and

the representatives of the IMF and the World Bank in Indonesia were very good and

grew on a more personal basis over time. The IMF's chief representative in

Indonesia was Kemal Siber, a Turkish national, while Bernard Bell was the chief

representative of the World Bank mission. V/idjoyo Nitisastro, Emil Salim and J B

Sumarlin developed close relations with these two men, based on mutual trust and

respect.12 Another important reason was the full support which President Soeharto

gave to the economic technocrats which shielded them from outside political pressure

and enabled them to do their job properþ. Of some significance was that generally

there was no Indonesian military interference because of their acceptance of the

economic programs prepared by the technocrats. In the aftermath, the government

began to dismantle themaze of trade regulations inherited from the Sukarno regime

quite quickly by introducing a series of major liberalising reforms in the period 1966-

1969. By 1970 a unified exchange rate had been restored and the international

capital account was virtuaþ completely opened. This economic policy reform laid

one of the key foundations for the New Order period. With this reform, Indonesia

was at last adopting the outward looking economic policies which have contributed

to the whole of East Asia's economic success.

However, merchandise trade flows continued to be heavily regulated from the

mid 1970s until the late 1980s. Despite its open international capital account,

tt Mohammad Sadli, 1993, 'Recollections of my Career' , Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies,

(BIES), vol.29, no. 1, pp.42-43,T\e Australian National University.
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because of its restrictive trade policies Indonesia remained an inward looking

economy over this period. From its openness to the world economy, Indonesia has

enjoyed a close relationship with the international aid community, both with bilateral

donors and multinational organisations. Meetings were arranged with non-

communist creditors n 1966 culminating in the formal establishment n 1967 of the

IGGI, which has met annuaþ thereafter. Indonesian debts which had been inherited

from the Sukarno regime were quickly rescheduled, and the consortium's confidence

in the regime facilitated the resumption of the private capital inflows. In yet another

positive case, the international economic environment was benign and Indonesia's

terms of trade rose steeply during the 1970s in the wake of Organisation of

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) initiatives, and remained historically high

level even after oil prices declined significantly from 1982 to 1986.13 Indonesian

exports have faced comparatively few international market restrictions, apart from

some primary commodity cartels and quotas on textile and garment sales which

became binding by the late 1980s. Furthermore, Indonesia has been favoured by its

geography. Its proximity to the high growth East Asian economies has propelled its

owned development.

The Oil Boom 1973 - 1979

In the early years of the second five year development (PelitaIl,7973 - 1978), the

Indonesian government through its department of mining wanted to make contracts

with foreign companies operating in the natural resource-based industries, specifically

13 The World Bank, 'Trends in Developing Economies 1992', Washington DC, 1992, pp.269-74.
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mining. In order to get profits from those projects, the government l¡rst signed a

contract with the American company Freeport Sulphur, which was mining copper in

Irian Jaya. Under the contact terms, Freeport received a three year tax holiday, a

concessionary tax rate of 35 per cent for the following seven years, and an exemption

from all other taxes or royalties sxcept for a 5 per cent tax on sales.ta Soon after the

flrst contract was signed, however, the government realised that it needed to be

revised to yield more benefits to the country. Hence, the second contract was made

more restrictive and less favourable to foreign investors, including the Canadian

company, INCO which was mining nickel in Soroako, South Sulawesi. Subsequently

for following contracts, the government tried to squeeze more fiscal benefits from the

arrangement, while ensuring that the new contract still remained attractive for foreign

lnvestors.

Short term lending was highly profitable, and the risks seemed lessened by

Pertamina's position within Indorlesia and the strength the oil industry generally.

Normally sober minded American and European bankers lent huge sums to Pertamina

without sighting a single balance sheet that could have given a realistic summary of

the company's financial position. Perhaps such a statement existed nowhere outside

Ibnu Sutowo's head, since separate accounting systems were used by Pertamina.

According to an American journalist, Seth Lipsky, who has closely followed

Pertamina, the first stirrings of anxiety came for one United States banker when he

noticed at Pertamina headquarters an open filing cabinet drawer with loan

agreements casually tossed inside.rs A massive investment by Caltex saw its

la The World Bank, 'TheWorld Bank Report 1980', Washington DC, 1990' p. 10.
ts Setlr Lipsky, 'The Billion Dollar Bubble', in Seth Lipsky, (ed) , The Billion Dollar Bubble, Dow

Jones, Hong Kong , 1978.
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production reach one million barrels a day, while from the early 1970s the offshore

platforms of the production sharing contractors contributed to bringing total national

output to nearly 1.5 million barrels a day by 7975!6

President Director of Pertamina, Ibnu Sutowo confidently predicted that

Indonesian would produce three million barrels a day by 1980. Not only that,

Indonesia also multþlied its oil income because of the substantial price rises which

had been set by OPEC n 1973-74. The price of Indonesian crude rose from US$

1|70 a barrel in October 1970 to US$ 4.75 in mid 1973, then after the Middle East

War and the related boycotts, in which Indonesia took no part, the price climbed

sharply to US$ 12.60 abarrel by mid 1974. From being a country with a chronic

balance of payments problem, the Indonesian position now seemed to be reversed.

Gross foreign exchange earning from oil rose from US$ 965 million n 79'12-73 to

US$ 5,200 million n 1974-75 or to 72 per cent of total exports in the same period.l7

The annual total of investment by foreign companies in Indonesian oil rose also by a

factor of five to nearþ US$ 1,000 million in 1975 . The funds flowed through

Pertamina into the central bank and a certain amount stuck to the pipe along the way.

Pertamina needed all the funds it could get. Not only was it initiating a vast

diversification program itself, but Ibnu Sutowo was the willing recipient of new tasks

entrusted to him by Suharto, many of them only distantly related to petroleum.

Two huge liquefied natural gas proiects were initiated in East Kalimantan and

Aceh with American partners at the cost of a billion dollars each. Fertilìser,

petrochemical and refmery plants added hundreds of millions of dollars more to the

1u Sritua Arief, The Indonesian Petroleum Industry: A Study of Resource Mangement in a

Developing Economy, Jaka¡ø, Sritua Arief Associates, 1976.
tt Hamish McDonald, SuharTo's Indonesia, Fontana - Collin, 1980 ch' 7'
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program. Following this, the Pertamina oil tanker fleet was rapidly built up on hire

purchase to total more than three million tonnes.l8 The Pertamina airline, Pelita,

purchased Southeast Asia's biggest fleet of helicopters and branched out into jet

passenger aircraft, even though this was officiaþ reserved for the national carrier,

Garuda Indonesia Airways. Work began to turn the island of Batam in the Malacca

Straits into a new industrial entrepot to rival Singapore. The untried concept of a

floating fertiliser plant, to be anchored over offshore gas fields was adopted and

European machinery manufactures set to work. The heaviest task lay in the Krakatau

Steel project at Cilegon in West Java , where an earlier Soviet built steel mill had

been rusting since 1965. The economics of the Krakatau Steel Plant were dubious

from the start, since the site had no nearby sources of ore, energy, or trained

manpower, and basic infrastructure was entirely missing. But Ibnu Sutowo took on

the task, raised the planned output target four times, and engaged a West German -

Dutch consortium to build an innovatory steel mill using gas which had to be piped

from 220 kilometres away. The cost of the Krakatau Steel alone was estimated at

about US$ 2.500 million.le

Approaching the end of 1974, the recession in the Western industrialised

countries, ironically a result of the oil price surge had its affects on the supply of

short term funds, as had the crash of two Western banks during the year. It was

increasingly hard to roll over Pertamina's bundle of short term loans, amounting to

the sum of US$ 1,500 million owing to foreign creditors. A curious parallel to ovents

tt Ibid.
tn lbid,
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a year later in Australia occurred.2o Ibnu Sutowo insisted he was offered a loan of

US$ 1700 million by a London based financier, acting on behaH of Middle East

interests. The Australian Labor Party Minister for Minerals and Energy, Rex Connor,

later believed he could raise up to US$ 4,000 million in cheap loans from a similar

broker in London.2l The big difference with the Connor-Khemlani loan affair in

Australia was that in Indonesia Ibnu Sutowo, by signing contracts to quadruple

production at Krakatau Steel, had already committed the money'

In February and March 1975, Pertamina fell behind in repayments to the

Republic National Bank of Dallas and the Toronto Dominion Bank. As United States

banking regulators begun pressuring banks to get clear of Pertamina, Indonesia's

allies became aware that the country 's entire financial structure hung in the

balance, not least because United States banks had placed cross-default clauses in

their loan agreements, whereby if a default occurred in one loan, all other lending

could be called in. If such an economic crisis was to occur, the future of the Suharto

government would also be on the line.

The realities of the Pertamina debt burden were not to be revealed for over a

year, perhaps because the US State Department persuaded American banks not to

call in their loans. Bank Indonesia had taken over responsibiJity for meeting

outstanding obligations, and Pertamina would not roll over any of its short term loans

nor borrow directly from the international market for the foreseeable future. The

Indonesian central bank began to pay out US$ 207 million in March 1975 and US$

l,OZl million over the next six months. In June 79'15, the Indonesian Minister of

to peter McCawley, 'Some Consequences of the Pertamina Crisis in Indonesia', The lournal of

Southeast Asian Studies, no. IX no' 1, March 1978, pp. 13-16.

" Ibíd.
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Economy, Wijoyo Nitisastro, gave a statement on the situation to the Indonesian

House of Representative (DPR), putting an estimate of US$ 2,300 million on

Pertamina's overseas debt of which US$ 1,500 million of this was short term loans

and US$ 120 millionbeing local moneys owing.

In January 1976 President Suharto spoke in ominous terms of the Pertamina

crisis in his budget speech to the Indonesian House of Representatives (DPR).

Following this in March of the same year, Ibnu Sutowo was suddenly dismissed with

honour from his position as a president director of Pertamina. His successor was Piet

Haryono, a director general in the department of furance. In early 1975, Pertarnina

commitments had become US$ 10,500 million, but cancellation and renegotiations

had cut this to approximately US$ 7,600 million, of which US$ 1,400 million was no

longer within Pertamina's responsibillty.t' The most startling revelation was that

Ibnu Sutowo had plunged heavily into the internationai super tanker trade,

committing Pertamina to the purchase or charter of some thirty four tankers,

totalling approximately three million tonnes, at a total cost of approximately US$

3,300 million, payable at the rate of nearly US$ 300 million a year. However, with

the industrial countries in recession, the tanker market was in the doldrums.

Pertamina's tankers were laid up earning nothing from the ports of Norway to the

back waters of East Asian ports.

The most obvious impact of the Pertamina affairs had been to greatþ

increase Indonesia's debt. By 1978 some of the huge projects such as Krakatau Steel

and the liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants were coming on stream, thereby

t'Ibid
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recovering some outlays. Over half of US$ 10,500 million contingent liabilities as

outlined by M Sadli 23 in April 7976 and by the end of 19'77, had been expunged by

projects cancellation or renegotiation. Many projects which were continued were

based on dubious economics; others were more expensive than they might have been,

and this might have been anticipated if rigorous feasibility work and competitive

tender processes had been applied. But Indonesia was at least getting an impressive

array of new industry and infrastructures.

Economic Growth and the Development of Secondary Industry 1978-90

In the Old Order before 1965, there were not many industrial projects planned by the

regime of Sukarno. Actually there was the fust fertiliser plant in Palembang, South

Sumatra presentþ to be known as PT PUSRI, and the other one was the frst cement

plant in Surabaya, East Java which is presently known as PT Semen Gresik. Despite

this, there were several plants that were initiated in the period of Sukarno's regime,

but then stalled due to political turbulence and escalating inflation around 1965, and

were only finally completed in the 1970s.24 This was because the concept of the Old

Order government to transform the country into an industrialised society by setting

up basic industries had not been clearly defmed. The concept was adopted for setting

up basic industries through the use of available natural resources, then developing

downstream industries.

In the New Order regime the policy on the concept of industrial society

became clearer by opening the country to overseas investors and introducing policies

" M Sadli was a minister for mining in the second five year development.
to A R Soehoed, 'Reflections on Indust¡ialisation and Industrial Policy in Indonesia' , Bulletin of
Indonesian Economic Studies, vol. 24, no. 2, August 1988, Australian National University.
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aimed at developing natural resources. In the late 1960s the latter was still limited

mainly to oil, owing to financial constraints. EaÙ in the 1970s it was time to develop

a long-range strategy which centred on basic industries and natural resources to be

initiated by the government, leaving downstream manufacturing to private enterprise

Table 2.2 z The Output of selected Industrial Products 1969-1991
(in percentage)

n.a. = not available

Sources z Nota Keuangan, and Lampiran Pidato Kenegøraan, various year, as quoted ftom tlall
Hill, The Indonesian Economy Since 1966 Southeast Asia Emerging Giant, Canbridge University

Press, 1996.

From 1969 to 1992 reallndonesia manufacturing output expanded by at least

9 per cent annually in all but the three years of consecutive decline from 1981-83.

Since 1978 a separate non oil manufacturing output statistical series has been

published which distinguishes between gas and oil processing - that in some years has
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accounted for approximately 30 per cent of manufacturing value added - and the rest

of manufacturing. During the 1980s and particularly after 1984, this non oil

manufacturing sector has been able to provide to provide the real industrial dynamism

for the country. In every year since 1984 non oil manufacturing growth exceeded 10

per cant and, apart from the special case of 7984, it has grown faster than total

manufacturing output. Rapid increases have been recorded in all major industry

groups, and for consumer, intermediate and engineering goods industries alike, as can

be seen in the table 2.2.

The initial period of very rapid growth from 1967 to 1973 was driven mainly

by liberalization and the return to stable economic conditions as a result of the New

Order's stabilisation policy. Inflation fell dramatically, and domestic and international

markets reopened. According to Hal Hill this was because there was a large backlog

in consumer demand, and consumer spending began to rise rapidly under the impetus

of higher economic growth.25 Furthermore, he mentioned that the oil boom led to a

fundamental reappraisal of industrial policy obiectives. It ushered in state directed

industrialisation characterised by high, but inefficient growth rates. The boom might

have been expected to shift resources out of tradeable goods producing industries

such as manufacturing. This did not come about because the Indonesian government

began to depart from its liberal trade policies that had been introduced in the late

1960s. Another reason was the Indonesian government began to recycle some of

the oil revenue into the state enterprise sector. During this period,19'15-79 ? the

policies of privatisation and divestment were abandoned and state commercial

25 Hal lftll, The Indonesian Economy Since 1966: Southeast Asia's Emerging Giant, Carrrbtidge

University Press, 1996, p.154.
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investments proliferated with a lag that ensured that much of the increase in

domestic incomes over this period fed directly into demand for domestically

produced manufactured products.

In 1982-85, before the very sharp fall in oil prices, the government's response

was limited to prudent macroeconomic management strategies and L large

devaluation of the currency in 1983. Huge state investments in oil and gas, planned in

an earlier era of abundance were brought on stream. This explains the extremely

large increase of 22 per cent in manufacturing output in 1984, when most of the

economy was in recession. The fourth five year plan (Pelita IV) which commenced

in April 1984, foreshadowed a maior thrust into heavy industry, substantially state

fìnanced, through equity investments and state banks loans. Within this period the

Indonesian government resorted to increased use of non tariff barriers (NTBs).

However, after 1985 for the first time in the history of the New Order exports and

the private sector became the primary engines of industrial growth. Non oil

manufacturing output grew on average by more than 11 per cent annually from 1985

to 7992.26 Increasingly, due to its fast economic growth, Indonesia began to

resemble its East Asian neighbours in economic performance.

The output of labour intensive industries, such as textiles, grew quickly in the

1970s, and this growth was maintained and in some cases - notably garments -

increased during the export phase in the 1980s. At the same time, output of

engineering goods industries slowed during the 1980s as the easy phase of import

substitution came to an end, and in some cases protection was reduced.

26 The World Bank,'Trends in developing Economies 1994' , Washington DC,1994,pp.229-233.
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The Banking Industry

The fust phase of financial deregulation commenced on I June 1983. This involved

the removal of direct controls on interest rates on most loans and deposits at the

dominant state banks, elimination of most of the subsidised loan programs handled by

state banks, and as the result some curtailment of the central bank's funding of these

banks. Simultaneously, the previous system for controlling the monetary aggregates

by imposing limits on the expansion of individual ba¡ks' asset was abandoned .t' The

second phase of banking deregulation was started in 1984 and began to address the

need for instruments that enabled the central bank to improve its capacity for

implementing monetary management, operating through the money market rather

than relþg on direct controls, and saw the introduction of BI certificates (Setifikat

Bank Indonesia, SBIs) for this purpose. This was followed a year later by the

adoption of SBPUs (Surat Beharga Pasar Uang, money market securities) as an

additional instrument to be used in open market operations by the central bank.

The next major phase of reforms commenced with 'Pakto' (October

package), a broad range of policy changes introduced in October 1988. These had a

most dramatic impact on the fînancial sector because of their heavy emphasis on

fostering competition arnongst institutions and between sub sectors of the finance

industry. Significant reforms of the capital market also began to make their

appearance late in 1988 and included the move in September 1989 to allow

foreigners to own shares in listed companies. Together with other policy changes in

December 1989, which significantly reduced the level of government control over the

27 Mcleod, 1993, argues that this system was ineffective.
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operations of the stock market which led to an explosion of activity.

The 1983 deregulation package had effectively put an end to most of the

previous system of subsidised lending. Then in January 1990 Bank Indonesia as

a central bank further narrowed the scope of the subsidised lending programs'

To some extents the former programs were replaced by requirements that banks must

meet certain quantitative targets for particular kinds of lending. The joint venture

and foreign banks were now obliged to allocate at least 50 per cent of their loans to

export-related activities, while domestic banks had to allocate at least 20 per cent of

their loans portfolios to small-scale enterprises and cooperatives. Interest rate

charged for such lending , however, were to be market determined.

The unleashing of competitive forces by Pakto (October Package) has not

been without problems, and regulators, concerned for the safety of funds entrusted to

financial institutions, especially the banks, reacted by bringing in new regulations in

February 1991 which aimed at imposing improved standards of prudential behaviour

on the banks. These were somewhat weakened in May 1993, in response to concerns

that they were having a negative impact on bank lending and thereby endangering

economic growth.

The sequence of banking reform in October 1988 opened the industry to new

entrants, removed most constraints on branching and allowed more banks to obtain

licences for undertaking foreign exchange business, including foreign currency

deposit-taking and lending.2s These changes were made largely in the absence of

adequate prudential standards. In the following policy package in May 1989, ceilings

28 Anwa¡ Nasution, 'An Evaluation of The Banking Sector Reforms in Indonesia, 1'983-93', in Asi¿-

Pacific Journal, vol. 1, no. l, June 1994. United Nations, ESCAP, pp. 64-65'
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on foreign borrowing by banks were abolished. At the same time a new regulation

sought to prevent banks from speculating in foreign currencies by imposing limits on

their 'net open positions' (for example their net holdings of foreign currency

denominated assets relative to capital).

Strict prudential regulations were finally introduced in February 1991, long

after the opening of the market to competition in October 1988 and following rapid

expansion of the banking sector during 1989-90. The legal lending limits were

nominally strengthened in May 1993, although the effect of the changes was probably

weakened by a rather long period over which they were to be phased in3e

Deregulation was used to significantly strengthen market competition and

reduce government controls on the allocations of financial resources. But in

Indonesia this has been accompanied by re-regulations or new governmental

intervention in the form of enforcing stricter prudential standards and supervision by

the central bank. This new regime of govemment intervention was intended to

preserve the safety and soundness of individuat banks, sustain public confidence in

the stability of the banking system, and improve the market infrastructure. The

fundamental objective was to ensure a well functioning market with low costs of

transactions and to ensure equity.

A New Tiger Economy: Indonesian Macroeconomic Performance 1986 - l99l

The economies of Southeast Asian countries generally maintained their dynamic

growth momentum in 1990-1991, despite the growing recession in the West. The

t' See GeorgeFane, 'The sequencing of economic deregulation in Indonesia', in Ross H. Mcleod,
(ed), Indo ne sia As s e s smcnt I 994, p. 1 0 1, ISEAS, Sin gapore, 1 994.
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rates of growth slowed somewhat in the face of emerging domestic constraints and

deterioration in international demand and prices since 1989. Malaysia, however,

improved its economic growth rate to 9.8 per cent in 1990 from 8.8 per cent in

1989. In the case of Philippines there was a sharp decline from 5.9 per cent growth

in 1989 to 2.6 per cent in 1990 and to an estimated -0.2 per cent in 1991.

In the case of Indonesia, as seen in table 2.3, its real GDP grew by 7.4 per

cent in 1989 and 7.1 per cent in 1990. These rates were indicators of substantial

acceleration from a less than 5.0 per cent average rate of growth during the period

1986 - 1988, when growth had remained depressed owing to low prices in and

revenue from the oil and gas sector. The Indonesian economy had undergone rapid

structural changes and growth was increasingly led by the non oil and gas sectors.

Both consumption and investment demand increased briskly in 1990' Real private

consumption expenditure rose by nearþ 10.0 per cent and investment by about 20.0

per cent. As a result non oil GDP registered a rise of 7.8 per cent. Growth in the

agricultural sector was slower a:"3.6 por cent compared with 4.3 per cent in 1989.

The rate of GDP growth in 1991 was to be slower at 6.0 per cent owing to

infrastructure constraints, as well as monetary and credit restraints applied in order to

slow down the high rates of growth of 42.9 per cent in 1989 and 15.9 per cent

respectively in 1990. A long drought was also adversely affecting agricultural

production adversely.

The inflation rate measured by the consumer price index rose to 9.5 per cent

in 1990 compared with 6.4 per cent in 1989 and 5.5 per cent in 1988. High demand

pressures buttressed by a high rate of monetary growth ran into capacity constraints,

while adjustments in the administrative prices of petroleum products, and 15.0 per
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20.21,8.218.617.316.113.0Invesunent - GDP

16.616.118.018.117.516.5Saving - GDP

-0.22.15.96.44.61.5
Philippine
Real GDP srowth

4.53.12.82.00.90.7Chanses in CPI

11.015.617.314.412.82.8Monev Suonlv

-5.2-5.0-5.54.3-7.7-10.5Budsetâry balance

-6,5-4.3-0.75,08.1- 0.6CAB - GDP

35.933,729.622.323.226.0Invesonent - GDP

32.133.033.936.337.332.1Savins - GDP

8.69.88.88.95.4t.2
Malaysia
Real GDP

't.s9.56.45.59.35.8Chanses in CPI

10.61s.942.9t3.39.214.9S

-0,9-1.1-2.0_to-0.8-3.5Budgetary balance

-3.8-2.4-1.4-1.8-3.0-5.1CAB - GDP

35.433.134.731.53r.428.3Invesbnent - GDP

3s.834.837.234.032.927.3Saving - GDP

6.07.17.45.74.95.9
Indonesia
Real GDP

t99l199019891988t9871986Countries

Table 2.3 : Indicators of ASEAN Macroeconomic Growth Performance 1989-91

(in percentage)3O

3o Source: ESCAP, based on IMF,International Financial Statistic,l99l
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cent salary increase for civil servants in July 1990 were also factors in accelerating

inflation. To curb inflation, the Indonesian government tightened up liquidity - money

supply was reduced to an annual growth of 15 per cent in 1990 and an actual decline

was indicated in 1991.

The government also adopted measures to remove some of the supply

constraints, for example, the export of certain items such as construction material

was banned. The inflation rate in 1991 was to decline to 7.5 per cent. The Indonesian

current account balance of payment deficit worsened in 1990 to 2.4 per cent of GDP

compared with 1.4 per cent in 1989. The government's fscal operations resulted in

larger deficits in spite of a buoyancy in domestic revenues. Both routine and

development expenditure increased rapidly in 1990 - 1991 as the government laid

emphasis on infrastructure and human resources in its development activities. A

major cause for the rise in routine expenditure was a rapid growth in debt service

payments which accounted for more than 45.0 per cent of total routine expenditure.

Indonesia continued to implement reform measures initiated since 1986, involving the

external as well as the fiscal and financial sectors of the economy. A major package

of reforms announced in June 1991 further reduced non tariffs and taxes and

rulisnalised tariff structure. During the course of implementing reforms, both public

sector and external sector deficits tended to increase.

The Indonesian Policy on International Trade

The fifth Indonesian five year development should be mentioned as a particularþ

imporrant one, since within this period (1988 - 1993) the basic framework for the

next and second long term development project of twenty five years was formulated.
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This PJP II (second long term development) was started with the stxth'Pelita' (five

year development), during which Indonesia was expected to be able to continue its

development through it national resources. Indonesian development in this period

was relying on a national program that involved an the improvement in the

contribution of non-oil and gas products to the growth of its economy. Out-ward

looking economic strategies have been implemented through improvements in

exports and in its international trade.

Export improvement is intended to be a significant contributor to the

stabilisation of the exchange rate and the current account balance. By looking at

how important export are for Indonesian development, the government suggests

some steps to be taken as follows: first, it is committed to increased export

achievement through the diversification of products and markets, by overseas

promotion as well as by being active in bilateral, regional and multilateral

negotiations on conìmodity trading in order to achieve a fair and open international

free market. Second, prices in the domestic market are being stabilised due to the

flows of goods and service running smoothly and luxury imported goods still being

under control. The third method is by the increase of domestic product

competitiveness both in the domestic and in the international market by making the

effort to increase the quality of product, reducing production and distribution costs,

as well as by improving overseas promotion. The fourth method involves the

increase of market transparency so that people rre able to see the market

development as the place of transaction. The ffth method, by the increase of the

capability of trading and marketing institutions particularly cooperatives to support a

fair competitiveness in their global market.
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It cannot be denied that the high economic growth rate of NIEs (newly

industrialising economies ) is due in part to outward looking economic policy and to

improving their exported products, especially manufacturing products. This includes

Iridonesia. In the early 1980s Indonesia relied heavily on the domestic market, then

beginning in 1981 it gradually oriented its economic growth towards improving its

use of the international market. Since the middle of 1980s, when the world economy

was in recession and international trade tended to be exposed to protectionist

restrictions, Indonesian economic development still maintained a high growth rate

through its export oriented policies with various non oil and gas products- In 1987 as

seen on the following table, the value of non oil and gas exported products exceeded

the value of oil and gas products. After this, the proportion increased further and in

1990 the value of non oil and gas products was US $ 14.6 billion or of 60 per cent of

total export value. At the same time the composition of exports of non oil and gas

products has been increasingly directed to the export of manufacturing products.

Table 2,4 zThelndonesian International Account Balance

(in US $ mil)

source: BpS, Indonesian Bureau of Statistic, Dept of Industry and Trade, Ekonomi dan Indust¡i

Tahun 1981 - 1995, (dalam angka) as quotedfrom Pusdataon line'

7.552.402.910.9010,463.30ß.7e.20)37.718.0033.953.80t99s

7.326.202.367.409.693.60738.3029.621.5030.359.801994

7.648.402.09'7.009345.40846.8026.230.80n.o'77.601993

8.555.802.115.1010.670.90(1.868.40)25.rø.5023.296.101992

8.584.702,310.2010.894.90(5.311.10)23.558.6078.U7.50t99t
9.150,601,920.5011.071.10(s.312.40)19.9t6.6014.604.201990

7.483.501.195.208.678.70(1.684,20)15.164.4013.480.201989

6.772.50909.107.681.60(802.50)12.339.4011.536.901988

7.478.001,078.008.556.00(2;722:10)r1.302.308.579.601987

7.190.301.086.408.276.70(3.103.70)9.632.006.s28.301986

11.42.301.275.60t2.717.90(3.109.70)8.978.50s.8ó8.801985

13.321.302.696.8016.018.10(s.31s.60)11.185.305.869.701984

E.IImportExportE.IImportExportYear

Oil and GasNon oil and Gas
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In this regard, the Indonesian government applied the following measures or

steps for enhancing its international trade regime in order for its performance to be

improved:31

¡ Exported products being developed should be concerned with opportunities to

compete on the international market by having a comparative value with

competitors from elsewhere.

o To improve the competitiveness of exported goods through efftciency, capacity

and quality improvement and the number of products, as well as the time

involved in distribution.

o To provide service and assistance programs needed by businessmen as an

integrated one from related institutions so that they could be competitive in the

market. These services to include giving information accurately and quickly.

o To maintain the programs of developing integrated exports through coordinated

activities, among other things; and to choose some products for which

Indonesian producers have a supply capacity and which face a huge demand. The

companies being chosen for these products will receive government assistance

after intensive consultation.

o To utilise any opportunity from the existing market or create a new one by paing

attention to the growth of the world economy and trade and by improving

Indonesia's knowledge of marketing.

31 see J. Soedradjad Djiwandono, Perdagangan dan Pembangunan: Tantangan, Peluang dan

Kebijaksanaan Perdagangan Luar Negeri Inàonesia (Trøde and Development: Challenges,

Opportunities, and the Policy of Foreign Trade), Lembaga Penelitian, Pendidikan dan Penerangan

Ekonomi dan Sosial (LP3S), L992, Jaka¡tach.3,
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o

To improve promotional activities and get into potential markets through

international trade exhibitions, distributing leaflets/brochures and conducting

trade missions.

Making an effort of getting access for a broader market through forums such as

GATT and UNTAD. To keep stabilise primary commodity price through

cooperation in regional or international levels and being an active participant in

APEC, ESCAP, and ASEAN.

To improve the role of Indonesian trade representatives in overseas as a centre of

business information.

From the above description or explanation, it can be concluded that the

economy of Indonesian during the period of the first long term development of

twenty five years (1968-1993) has achieved considerable success. This success has

been clearly documented and then accredited by the World Bank to Indonesia as a

miracle economy and newly industrialising economy. In this regard, according to J

Soedradjad Djiwandono, the government of Indonesia in undertaking its economic

development and is expected to play its role as a facilitator, supporter and giving

guidance in business matters.32 Moreover, he said that the policies on deregulation

and de-bureaucratisation should be continued without leaving out necessary action

from government, particularþ in creating business participation. Government action

is needed for the prevention of unfair or imbalance markets.

t'rbid,p.62
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Chapter Three

THE HISTORY Of APEC

The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation was formally initiated at a Ministerial

meeting in November 1989 in Canberra, Australia. It was formed in response to the

growing interdependence among Asia Pacific economies and the desire of the

regional countries' governments to accelerate integration.l It began as an informal

dialogue with limited ambitions and participation, However, APEC has since become

a significant regional vehicle for promoting open trade and practical economic

cooperation. The founding members of APEC were Indonesia, Australia, Brunei

Darussallam, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, the

Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and the United States of Arnerica. In 1991, new

rnembers were added including the Peoples' of Republic of China, Chinese Taipei and

HongKong. In 1993, Mexico and Papua New Guinea joined and were followed by

Chile in November 1994.

Although the current APEC members economies represent the rich diversity

of the region as well as different levels of economic development, they have the

common goal of advancing Asia Pacific economic dynamism and a sense of

community through reduction of barriers to trade and investment in the region by

year 2010 for the developed economies, and by year 202O for developing economie.s.

That they are cooperating together to sustain regional and world economic growth

1 Evans Gareth, 'summary Statement by the Chairman, Document of the Asia Pacif,rc Economic

Cooperation Ministerial-level Meeting', 7 November 1989, Canbena, Australia.
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reflects a growing sense of common commitment despite their political, cultural

and social differences. These differences can be seen from the different types of

states that comprise APEC. Japan, the United States, Canada, Australia and New

T,ealand are developed democracies and longstanding members of the Organisation

for Economic Cooperation and Development. South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and

Singapore were the original Tiger economies that have continued to experience very

rapid growth rates. The other ASEAN member states, including Indonesia, were

aspiring Newly 1n6u51¡ialising Economies (NIEs) with growing export oriented

industrial sectors. Communist China had a decade of liberalising its economy behind

it and was enjoying more rapid growth and anxious to integrate more closely into the

Asia Pacific capitalist economy. The Asia Pacific is experiencing the most striking

economic growth in the world and ever increasing interdependence.

Today, APEC includes all the major economies of the region and the most

dynamic, fastest growing economies in the world. APEC current member economies

had a combined Gross National Product of over US $ 13 trillion n 1994, about half

the world's total annual output. Together APEC members represent approximately

46 per cent of the world's total merchandise trade.2

The evolution of the idea

In the earþ 1960s, leading Japanese economists established an institution called the

Japan Economic Research Centre (JERC) which undertook studies of Pacific

economic cooperation. In the aftermath it proved to be of great importance to

2 The World Bank Report 1994.
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subsequent development of the Pacific economic cooperation idea. The flrst report of

this institution was entitled 'Economic Cooperation in the Pacific Area' and

proposed that annual meetings be held among representatives from the five developed

Pacific nations, namely Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and the United State,

to discuss issues of common interests in the fteld of economic relations,

transportation, and communication, as well as cultural exchanges. The status of the

representatives from the respective countries was left openl

In November 1965, JERC held the first international conference on

'Measures for Trade Expansion of Developing Countries'. Kiyoshi Kojima and

Hiroshi Kurimoto of Hitotsubashi University presented a paper entitled " A Paciftc

Economic Community and Asian Developing Countries," in which the idea of a

Pacific Free Trade Area (PAFTA) was proposed. In their proposal, Kojima and

Kurimoto said that a PAFTA comprising the five developed countries possessed the

conditions necessary for effective regional integration. Furthermore, if they were

willing to welcome additional developing countries that might wish to join as

associate members with preferential treatment, the result would be a vast expansion

in Pacific trade. This led to the idea of regional consultations which was first

espoused by the Japanese at a high offrcial level. This was understandable since at

the time the Japanese economy was expanding rapidly and its growth depended on

continuing access to the raw materials required for industrial production and the

markets for its good in order to pay for those imports. Japan was an enthusiast for

the liberalisation of international trade.

3 Morris Suzuki, Tessa, 1981, 'Japan and the Pacific Basin Community Concept' , The World Today.

December, pp.454-61.
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Encouraged by Prime Minister Sato, Foreign Minister Miki formally endorsed

the notion of an 'Asia Pacific Policy' for Japan. This foreign policy initiative could be

seen as the first attempt by Japan to play a greater role in Asia in the post war era.

Miki's policy focused on the fact that the central issue for all Asian nations was the

problem of poverty and suggested that any solution to this problem must be

predicated on the combined efforts by both the developed Pacific nations and the

developing countries in Asia.

Another development of Asia Pacific business cooperation in the period of the

1960s took place at a meeting in 1967 of the Japan - Australia Business

Cooperation Committee. At this meeting the Pacific Basin Economic Council

(PBEC) was established as a private organisation comprising of five national

committees (Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and United States of America).

The objectives of the council were to promote the study and discussion of issues

raised in regional trade and investment and greater cooperation between public and

private interests. Following this initiative Japan and Australia's bilateral economic

relations expanded rapidly, primarily responding to external factors and the growing

complementarity of the two economies. The reaction of those two countries to the

changing international environment moved them towards closer involvement with one

another.a In view of the emergence of a discriminatory trading bloc within Western

Europe around the European Economic Community - later the European Community

- Japan and Australia respectiveþ sought to encourage closer economic relations

with its major Pacific Trading partners and pursue a commercial diplomacy designed

a Drysdale, Peter. 1978. "An Organisation for Pacihc Trade, Aid and Development: Regional
Arrangements and the Resource Trade," in Lawrence Krause and Hugh Patrick (eds), Mineral
Resources in the Pacific Area.Fedelal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. pp. 613-14.
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to counter the effects of the intensification of European protectionism by developing

an alignment of interests within the Pacific economic community. Therefore it is not

surprising to see that Australia and Japan have become among the most active

proponents of the Pacific economic cooperation idea. It is also suggested elsewhere

that it was mainly the accomplishment of Australia and Japan in their effort to bring

the Pacific Basin concept into the agenda of national and international discourses.

Apart from this, the idea of Pacific economic cooperation can be seen to have

been internationali.sed in academic circle. In Tokyo, the first Pacific Trade and

Development (PAFTAD) conference was convened by Kiyoshi Kojima in January

1968 under the auspices of JERC which was headed by Saburo Okita. At this

gathering of academics and at the following PAFTAD conference in 1969, the pros

and cons of a PAFTA among the five developed Pacific countries was actively

discussed . These conferences involved an ever increasing number of policy oriented

economists in the discussion of regional foreign economic policy issues and became

an important vehicle for the development of Pacific economic cooperation ideas.

However, discussion in PAFTAD conferences revealed a lack of support for the idea

of a PAFTA and evenKojima later withdrew his support.

In addition to that, Japan also initiated important developments at an official

level, when Japanese foreign minister Miki outlined a four point Asia Pacific bloc

establishment plan after summoning all Japanese ambassadors to the Asia Pacific area

for a four day conference in May 1968. One of the key points of the conference was

the critical role which Miki wished Japan to play as a bridge between the developed

5 Gordon, 1981,'Japan and the Pacific Basin Proposal', Korea & World Affairs, Sununer, pp.268-

88.
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Pacific nations and the states of Southeast Asia. Miki hoped to press for a greater

Japanese role as the Vietnam conflict was subsided9 Mfü's plan manifested the

gradual revival of Japanese interests in Southeast Asia. However, Japan's leaders

were not sure at the time as to how they should promote relations with Southeast

Asia. The emergence of ASEAN as an effective institution helped to resolve this

uncertainty.

The Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN)

On August. 8, 7967 the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was

formed in Bangkok, Thailand.T Its establishment was marked by the signing of the

Bangkok declaration by the five original founding member countries namely,

Indonesia Malaysia, tne fnifppines, Singapore and Thailand. Brunei Darussallam

joined ASEAN on January 1984 and Vietnam on July 28, 7995 at the 28th ASEAN

ministerial meeting inB runei Daruss allam.

The Bangkok declaration set out guidelines for ASEAN's activities and

defined the aims of the organisation. The ASEAN nations came together with three

main objectives: to promote the economic, social and cultural development of the

region through cooperative programs; to safeguard the political and economic

stability of the region against great power rivalry; and to serve as a forum for the

resolution of intra regional differences. After being successful at its first summit

meeting in Bali n 7976, ASEAN appeared to have proved itself in Japan's eyes by

achieving greater cooperation from Japan. This was marked by Japanese Prime

6 Gordon. 1969. Towards Disengagement in Asia, Englewood Cliffs. NJ. Prentice Hall. p. 6.
7 ASgAN: AN OVERVIEW, ASEAN Secreta¡iat, Jakarta 1996,pp.l'2.
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Minister Fukuda's t977 tour of ASEAN countries which he subsequently announced

was part of his doctrine of 'heart to heart' diplomacy. Fukuda also pledged to

contribute to projects that would strengthen ASEAN cooperation, this Japanese

initiative also put to rest fear of Japan's possible domination in the region. Fukuda's

diplomacy can be seen as a significant step in a political diplomatic perspective in

Asia Pacific Community with attempts made to develop the crucial relationship

between Japan and ASEAN particularly and in the Pacific region generally.

As the Cold V/ar drew to close in the Asia Pacific region so the concerns of

the ASEAN states shifted away from the security issues which had led to the

organisation's formation and towards issues of economic development and how thi's

could be accelerated by regional cooperation.

The fourth ASEAN summit meeting was held in Singapore in January 7992

and was led by the (initiative of¡ former Thai Prime Minister Amand Panyarachum.

At this summit all the ASEAN Heads of economies agreed to sign the 1992

Singapore declaration and the framework Agreement of enhancing ASEAN economic

cooperation.t One of the major proceedings of this summit was a decision to set up

the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) within ffteen years (by the year 2008).

ASEAN member countries also signed the Agreement on the Common Effective

Preferential Tariff (CEPT) scheme as the main instrument to establish the ASEAN

Free Trade Area (AFTA).e

AFTA is devoted to global and regional trends and issues concerning the

rapidly changing international economic environment as well as highlighting the

8Ibid, pp.77-83
e Ibid, pp. 84-91
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increasing international economic interdependence, particularþ in the Asia Pacific

region. The formation of AFTA is also a strategic response of its members to pursue

ASEAN's goals in stimulating intra and extra regional trade, improving the

investment climate and enhancing the competitiveness of the industrial performance

of its member countries.

The Paciflrc Economic Cooperation Council (PECC)

PECC was established in February 1980 at the initiative of the Prime Ministers of

Japan and Australia. They called for the establishment of an independent, regional

mechanism to advance economic cooperation and market-driven integration.lO A

vital characteristic of the new body, they asserted , should be its independent,

unoffrcial status which would permit it to address economic issues and measures free

from the constraints of formal governmental policies and relationships. Hence, the

need for an informal process involving business and independent research institutions

alongside governments.

The Pacific Economic Cooperation (PECC) is a trþartite, non governmental

organisation committed to promoting economic cooperation in the Pacific rim. It

comprises 22 Asia - Pacific countries who meet regularþ to work on practical

government and business policy issues to increase trade, investment and economic

development in the region. This organisation involves business, government and

independent researchers together on an equal fboting to address key trade and

investment issues. Though it has an independent agenda, PECC maintain direct links

r0 Jusuf Wanandi, 1990, 'APEC and Other Regional Organizations', in lladi Soesastro (ed),

Indonesian Perspectives on APEC and Regíonal Cooperation in Asia Pacific, CSIS, 1994, Jakarta'
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to governments in the region to enable its work to be channelled to ministers and

policy makers.rr

From the time of its creation, PECC advocated the need for a formal, inter-

governmental organisation in the Pacific. The regional ministerial process of APEC

has realised that goal and now provides PECC with a formal channel by which its

practical recommendations can be implemented. The infusion of constructive ideas

and energetic efforts from PECC has been a continuing source of APEC confidence

and inspiration to move forward. Therefore PECC remains a principal player in

APEC affairs with its vital contributions such as the development of work programs,

the provision of expert advice, the conduct of meetings and participation in mapping

exercises across a broad Spsctrum of common concerns and interests.

In 1989, the Pacific economic cooperation process extended to the ministerial

level by the formation of an inter-governmental forum of APEC led by the Australian

Prime Minister, Robert Hawke. Initially a response to Australia's need for deeper

integration regionally into the dynamic Asia Pacific area, APEC soon captured the

interest of Eastern Pacific countries which included Canada and the United States of

America. This, in turn, led to the formation of a t2 nation forum comprising the six

Asean countries, Australia, Canada, Japan, South Korea, New Zealand and the

United States. Since then membership has been enlarged to include the PRC, Hong

Kong and Taiwan and more recently Mexico and Papua New Guinea. An agreement

also has been reached under which Chile became an APEC member with its

participation in the 1994 APEC meeting in Jakarta.

11 Moore Mike, 1989, 'Address given at the Opening Session of PECC VII, 12 November,

Auckland, New Zealand.
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In June 1989, the US Secretary of State, James Baker, endorsed Hawke's

APEC initiative and in July 1993 at the G7 Summit Meeting President Clinton

announced his administration's support for an APEC Summit meeting in Seattle in

November 1993, which emphasised the importance of APEC principles to US policy

in the Asia Pacific.

The History of APEC Ministerial Meetings

The APEC Chair, which rotates annually among all members, is responsible for

hosting the annual ministerial meetings. At its frst Ministerial Meeting in Canberra

ion 1989, it was agreed that it would be appropriate that every alternate ministerial

meeting be held in one of the ASEAN economies. Senior offrcials meet regularþ

between ministerial meetings to carry out the decisions of and make

recommendations to the ministers. Senior offrcials oversee and coordinate with

approval from the ministers, the budget and work programs of the committees and

working groups.

The fi¡st APEC Ministerial meeting was held in Canberra, Australia on 6-7

November 1989 to discuss how to advance the process of Asia Pacific Economic

Cooperation.tt At this meeting, discussions covered a variety of topics under four

agenda items namely; World and Regional Economic Developments; Global Trade

Liberalisation - The Role of the Asia Pacific Region; Opportunity for Regional

Cooperation in Specific Areas; and Future Steps for Asia Pacific Cooperation. The

topic of world and regional economic development and global trade liberalisation

tt 
See, Maclntyre Andrew et al, 'APEC motives and prospects' , Australian Journal of International

Affairs, vol. 46, no. 2, November 1992,pp.l6l-173.
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focused particularly on the need to advance the present round of multilateral trade

negotiations. Every APEC member represented at this meeting relies heavily on a

strong and open multilateral trading systom and no one believes that the Asia Pacific

Economic Cooperation should be directed towards the formation of an exclusive

trading bloc. The APEC ministers also agreed that the multilateral trading system was

a substantial and common interest for all counties in the region and therefore that the

Uruguay Round represented the most immediate and practical opportunity to pursue

this objective on a broad basis. The ministers reaffirmed their commitment to open

markets and to expand trade through the successful conclusion of the Uruguay

Round in December 1990 - although in fact it took a little longer. The conclusion of

APEC's first meeting was that the ministers expressed satisfaction with their

discussions which demonstrated the value of closer regional consultation and

economic cooperation on matters of mutual interest. Moreover, they noted the

significant role that ASEAN institutional mechanisms could continue to play in

supporting the present efforts to broaden and strengthen regional economic

cooperation.

The second APEC Ministerial meeting was held in Singapore on 29-31 July

1990. At this second meeting the ministers noted that without strong economic

performance, democratic institutions cannot flourish, nor can social justice be

promoted. Strong economic growth therefore assists in the promotion of security in

the region. The ministers also reiterated their appreciation of the importance that

ASEAN and its dialogue partners have continued to play in the development of

APEC and stressed that the enhancement of Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
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would complement and strengthen the constructive role played by ASEAN.I3

Furthermore, they reaffirmed that APEC was outward looking and did not aim to

form a trading bloc, thereby contributing to the further development of the global

economy.t' A range of topics were discussed at this second meeting including; World

and Regional Economic Development / Regional Economic Outlook; Global Trade

Liberalisation - GATT Uruguay Round; and APEC work projects. The ministers

agreed that for world and regional economic development, increased domestic

capital formation and foreign investment in the Asia Pacific region should be

encouraged. They also agreed that increasing financial resource flows lryere an

important requirement for sustained economic growth as well as a means to address

debt related problems. Furthermore, the APEC ministers agreed that the primary

objective of APEC that year ïvas to ensure a successful conclusion of the uruguay

Round. This was essential as it could promote and preserve as well as enhance the

open multilateral trading system on which their all economies depended. In this

respect, they agreed it was desirable to reduce barriers to trade in goods and services

amongst the member countries, so long as any such liberalisation was consistent with

GATT principles and was not to the detriment of other parties. The conclusion of this

second meeting was that the ministers exprossed their satisfaction in discussions

which reaffirmed the value of closer regional consultation and economic cooperation

on matters of mutual interest.

APEC's third Ministerial meeting was held in Seoul, South Korea on 12 -13

t' Further discussion se,e, Gu Zhengiu, 'ASEAN ready for closer cooperation', Beiiing Review,

vol.34, August 5,1991, pp 15-16.
to S"", Rowtey Anthony, 'The dying flame: regional trading blocs vs global trade', Far Eastern

Economic Review, vo1.154, October 31, 1991, p.65.
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November 1991. At this time the Republic of South Korea, in its capacity as Chair of

APEC, conducted consultations with the People's Republic of China (PRC), Hong

Kong and Chinese Taipei, and reached an agreement enabling them to participate in

APEC. It was therefore recognised that the participation of these three economies -

who have complex political relationships - would greatly contribute to the process of

economic cooperation in the region. Discussions at this third meeting centred on a

range of topics, including: Consolidation of APEC's principles and objectives;

Regional economic trends and issues; the Uruguay Round and trade liberalisation in

the region; APEC work program; and future steps for APEC. The resulting Seoul

Declaration represents the principles, objectives and understandings of APEC which

endowed APEC with a clearer international personality, and provided a firm

foundation on which to base APEC's work in the years to come. At this meeting,

after having considered the report prepared by the Ad Hoc Group on Economic

Trends and Issues which was chaired by Canada and Thailand, the ministers

identified the Asia Pacific as one of the most dynamic economic region with a

growing interdependence in trade and investment flows, and recognised the important

role that a regional organisation dedicated to economic dialogue can play.

Another APEC agenda of the Seoul Declaration was concerned the current

status of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. This Round reached

a successful conclusion in December 1993 as the most critical economic issue facing

the international community. Furthermore the APEC ministers emphasised that the

ma.ior and significant outcomes to the round were the need to underpin the growth

of world trade, to forestall protectionism pressures from within domestic political
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structures, to instil confidence in markets and to facilitate the continuation of

economic reform in the region and elsewherel5

APEC's fourth Ministerial meeting was convened in Bangkok, Thailand on

10-11 September 1992. Apart from discussions on the topics which had been raised

at the previous meetings, such as regional economic trends and issues, the Uruguay

Round and Trade Liberalisation in the region and the APEC work programs, the

ministers reaffirmed the basic principles adopted in Canberra on 6-7 November 1989,

in Singapore on 30-31 July 1990, and in Seoul on 12-14 November 199l.16 The

following are the general principles and objectives of APEC as stated in the Seoul

APEC declaration, namely:

o To sustain growth and development in the region for the common good of its

peoples, and in this way to contribute to the growth and development of the

world economy.

o To enhance the positive gains, both for the region and the world economy,

resulting from increasing economic interdependence, by encouraging the flow of

goods, services, capital and technology.

o To develop and strengthen the open multilateral trading system.

o To reduce barriers to trade in goods and services and investment among

participants

o in a manner consistent with GATT principles, where applicable, and without

detriment to other economies.

15 For discussion on protectionism, see Smith Chades, 'P¡otectionist fea¡ over t¡ade blocs', Far
Eostern Economic Review, vol 144, June 8, 1989.
t6 APEC Secretariat, Selected APEC Documents 1989-1994, Februmy 1995, pp, 67 -77 , Singapore.
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The APEC Ministers also created an independent, non governmental Eminent

Person Group (EPG) to develop a vision for trade in the Asia Pacific region to the

year 2000. The first report from the EPG in 1993 concerned the vision for APEC that

is namely Towards an Asia Pacific Economic Community.lT This EPG report

presented such a vision and rscommended a series of actions to begin 115 ¡salisation.

The report was submitted by the eleven members of the group with the hope that it

would provide the foundation for the creation of a true Asia Pacific Economic

Community that would begin from t993 at the APEC Ministerial Meeting and

Informal Leadership Conference.

APEC's fifth Ministerial Meeting was held in Seattle, USA, on 17-19

November 7993, together with an Economic Leaders Meeting. At this meeting

Mexico and Papua New Guinea also become members. Discussion at this fifth

meeting centred on a range of topics including : The report of the Eminent Person

Group (EPG); Economic trends and issues; Trade and investment issues. The EPG's

report emphasised that APEC must accelerate and expand cooperation in order to

respond to the three threats to the continued vitality of the region: Erosion of the

multilateral global trading system; Evolution of inward looking regionali.sm; and the

Risk of fragmentation within the Asia Pacific region. The EPG also recommended

that APEC carry out initiatives in four areas: Regional and trade liberalisation; Trade

facilitation programs; Technical cooperation; and institutionalising APEC.l8 In

economic trends and issues, the ministers emphasised the central role which sound

economic analysis plays in developing both national policies and regional cooperative

17 APEC Secretariat, 'selected APEC Documents 1995" December 1995, pp. 151-156.
tt APEC Secretariat, 'selected APEC Documents 1989-1994, February 1995, pp. 81-100.
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initiatives. The increasing interdependence within the region is producing shared

goals and aspirations and fostering a spirit of common purpose and community

among APEC members. Therefore the work of the Ad Hoc Group on Economic

Trends and Issues is crucial to promoting open trade and investment throughout the

region and increasing the economic well being of all peoples. Then the APEC's

minister directed the group to further strengthen its capability to prepare assessment

of long term economic trends and studies of specific sectoral issues. Moreover, they

directed senior officials to explore the possibility of transforming the group into the

APEC Economic Committee before the next ministerial meeting. Apart from this, the

ministers agreed to establish a permanent Committee on Trade and Investment (CTI)

and a Budget and Administrative Committee (BAC) to handle APEC's budget issues

as work programs developed.

APEC's Sixth Ministerial Meeting convened in Jakarta, Indonesia on

November 17-12, 1994. At this meeting President Soeharto expressed his wish that

APEC cooperation should be further developed in the future by continuing to

promote and facilitating the flow of investment and trade as well as strengthening

consultation in the areas of macro economic policies, infrastructure, human

resources, quality and quantity of small and medium ente¡prises and the acquisition

and development of technology.tn Discussions at this meeting centred on a range of

topics, including: economic trends and issues; trade and investment issues; the second

report of the Eminent Persons Group (EPG); and the reports of the Pacific Business

Forum (PBF). The ministers noted that both of the reports from the EPG and PBF

le lbi.d,pp.105-120.
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would serve as a valuable reference documents for APEC future deliberations. The

report of the EPG set out a number of fundamental and important principles for

APEC in three important directions, namely: trade and investment facilitation; trade

liberalisation; and technical cooperation.'o The ministers reaffirmed the significant

role of the private sector in APEC, and they endorsed the US proposal to create an

on going business/private sector advisory body as recommended unanimously by the

PBF. As mandated by the fifth ministerial meeting in Seattle the previous year, the

main purpose of the meeting of ministers in charge of trade was to review the

results of the Uruguay Round (UR) and its implications for the region and consider

the appropriate next steps for regional and global trade liberalization. Furthermore,

the ministers welcomed other initiatives reached by the meeting, inter alia, in

developing a series of APEC seminars or workshops designed to exchange views on

and explore scope for common regional approaches on the implementation of the

result of the Uruguay Round; and in conducting programs that will be particularþ

valuable in helping to implement UR results in the area of among others: anti

dumping, services, intellectual property rights, customs and rules of origin. The

ministers also took note on the importance of APEC contribution to global trade,

investment and economic growth and the emphasised the important of maintaining

the momentum of trade liberalisation.

APEC's seventh Ministerial Meeting convened in Osaka, Japan on 16-17

November 1995. Speaking as the Chairman of this meeting, Hartarto, the

Coordinating Minister for Industry and Trade of Indonesia expressed his appreciation

for Japan's leadership in facilitating the formulation of detailed proposals as

'o lbid, pp.1,39-14.
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mandated by the Bogor Declaration. In this regard, he was pleased to note that the

action agenda reflected the three major pillars namely: liberalisation; facilitation; and

development cooperation which are equally important and are closely interlinked in

the process of APEC. He also welcomed the proposal from Japan entitled 'Partners

for Progress' that represented a significant steps in narrowing economic disparities

between APEC member economies while supporting trade and investment

¡6s¡ali.sation. At this meeting the ministers' discussion focused mainly on the draft

action agenda which was prepared by the senior offîcials, in coordinating the

contributions from relevant APEC fora.2l The ministers agreed that the draft reflected

the voluntary commitment and the political determination of each member economy

to achieve the Bogor Declaration goals set by the economic leaders. Furthermore the

ministers underlined the strategic significance of the action agenda in providing a long

term framework to chart the future course of APEC cooperaúon, which will enhance

the prospects of accelerated, balanced and equitable economic growth in the region'

Apart from this, the ministers recognised that the action agenda would

comprise of two parts, part one consists of trade and investment ¡þg¡alisation and

trade and investment facilitation, while part two consists of economic and technical

cooperation. These areas are believed to be complementary and equally signifrcant'

Moreover, the ministers noted that part one of the action agenda included general

principles, framework for liberalisation and facilitation, and actions in specific areas.

They reached agreement on these general principles which are: comprehensiveness;

WTO consistency; comparability; non discrimination; transparency; standstill;

,t APEC Secretariat, 'selected APEC Documents 1995" December 1995, pp. 163-178
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simultaneous start; continuos process; and differentiated time tables; flexibility and

cooperation.22

The ministers also confirmed each member economy's determination to

submit their respective action plans to the 1996 APEC ministerial meeting in the

Philippines. These action plans were formulated in accordance with the general

principles and framework of the action agenda to realise APEC's economies long

term goal of free and open trade and investment. These action plans will comprise

steps to be taken towards achievement of the objectives set out in each of the fifteen

areas for specific action namely: tariffs; non tariff measures; services; investments;

standards and confonnance; customs procedures; intellectual property rights;

competition policy; government procurement; deregulation; rules of origin; dispute

mediation; mobility of business people; implementation of Uruguay Round outcomes

and information gathering and analysis.

APEC's eighth Ministerial meeting convened in Manila, the Philippines on

22-23 November 1996. President Fidel V Ramos opened the meeting and stated that

the Philippines had set three leadership tasks; carrying out the Manila Action Plan for

APEC 1996 (MAPA '96); strengthening economic and technical cooporation; and

engaging the private sector in the APEC process. At this meeting the ministers

adopted the MAPA '96 for endorsement by APEC economic leaders. The MAPA

integrates the Individual Action Plans (IAPs), Collective Actions Plans (CAPs),23 and

the Progress Report on Joint Activities of APEC members and the various APEC

22 APEC, 1995, the third report by the Eminent Persons Group, 'Implementing The APEC Vision',
the Leaders and Ministers agree on the principles, agenda of issues and timeøbles that will guide

the implementation process on decision that has been decided at Seattle and Bogor. A complete

report can be seen from APEC home page:htç://www.apecsec.org.sg/epg95.htnl'
23 IAPs and CAPs consists of 15 areas (see on this page).
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fora. The ministers also agreed on the importance of private/business sector

comments and views, particularly from ABAC, as member economies pursue the

evolution of MAPA '96 individuaþ and collectively towards the goals set by the

Bogor Declaration and the Osaka Action Agenda. The ministers also reaffrmed the

importance of APEC's collective action in supporting and implementing individual

action plans and in assisting all members to achieve the goal of free and open trade

and investment by 201012020 in accordance with Osaka action agenda' They also

recognised that collective action would contribute significantly to improving the

transparency of trade and investment regimes, developing the capacity of essential

infrastructure in areas such as standards and conformance custom and intellectual

property, facilitating the business activities to support obligations of the Uruguay

Round implementation and lowering transaction costs'

APEC Leaders of Economies Meetings

As APEC gathered momentum at these meetings of ministers and offrcials it was

determined that the Heads of State should also meet annually in order to give more

authority to the organisation. In order to avoid the political diffrculties associated

with the issues of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong these became known as Heads of

Economies meetings and began in 1993.

The first APEC Leaders' meeting took place in November 1993 on Blake

island near Seattle and was hosted by US President Clinton. Their vision was for an

Asia Pacific that harnessed the energy of its diverse economies, strengthened
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cooperation, and promoted prosperity.2a The APEC leaders envisioned a community

of Asia Pacific economies in which the spirit of openness and partnership deepened

and dynamic growth continued, contributing to an expanding world economy and

supporting an open international trading system. Furthermore, the Leaders envisioned

the continued reduction of trade and investment barriers so that trade would expand

within the region and the world and goods, services, capital and investment could

flow freely among APEC economies. Consequently, people in APEC economies

would share the benefits of economic growth through higher incomes , high skilled

and high payrng jobs and increased mobility within the labour market. Improved

education and training would produce higher literacy rates, provide the skill for

maintaining economic growth and encourage the sharing of ideas that contribute to

the arts and sciences. Advanced telecommunications would shrink time and distance

barriers in the region and link APEC economies so that goods and people move

quickly and effrciently. Finally, economies leaders envisioned an Asia Pacific in which

the environment is improved as APEC economies protect the quality of air, water,

and green spaces and manage energy sources and renewable resources to ensure

sustainable growth and provide a more secure future.

The second APEC economic Leaders meeting took place in Bogor, Indonesia

on 15 November 1994 hosted by Indonesian President Soeharto. This second APEC

economic leaders meeting discussed where the economies of the region need to go in

the next 25 years.zs In their declaration of Common resolve, leaders said that the

to ApEC Leaders Economic Vision S[atement, Blake Island, Seattle, 20 November 1993, APEC

Secreta¡iat Press Release, see also Burton Tom et aI, 'Collection of articles on the APEC summit

(lst: 1993: Seattle, Washington)' , Auslralian Financial Review,15 November 1993 pp'35-38.
25 Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), 1995, APEC: Where Do We GO From

Here?, Proceedings of an open forum, Jakarta 14 November 1994.
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foundation of economic growth is open trade. They agreed to eliminate impediments

to economic cooperation and integration. They also agreed that APEC members

economies should begin now set out to achieve free trade and investment in the

region, with the industrialised economies achieving the goal of free trade and open

trade and investment no later than 2020.'u The economic leaders added that

cooperation between APEC members economies should be based on equal

partnership, shared responsibility, mutual respect, common interests, and common

benefit. Moreover, APEC leaders agreed to reconcile the diversity among APEC

member economies so that industrialised economies would provide opportunities for

developing countries to increase their economic growth and level of development .

Developing economies pledged to aim for high growth rates. The aim is to move

ahead and to narrow the development gap in ways consistent with sustainable

growth, equitable development and the stability of member economies/countrie3.7

The third APEC economic Leaders meeting was held in Osaka, Japan on 19

November 1995, where the economic leaders entered the action phase in translating

the Blake Island vision and the Bogor goals into reality.2s The leaders adopted the

Osaka Action Agenda, a credible blueprint for implementing their commitment to free

and open trade and investment, businsss facilitations, and economic and technical

cooperation, and they determined to implement this blue print with unwavering

resolve. Part one of the Acúon Agenda which deals with liberalization and

26 A Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC) Statement to APEC, 'Implementing the APEC

Bogor Declalation', June 1995.
27 For further discussion sen, Asiaweek, 16 November 1994,'Here They Go Again'.

" APEC Secretrriat Press Release on 'APEC Economic l¿aders' Declaration of Common Resolve',

Osaka, Japan, November 79,1995; see also, Mc Mullan Bob, 'APEC: The Road to Osaka', Speech

at Síngapore Press Club and Foreign Correspondents, 3l August 1995.
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facilitation, applies to all sectors, provides for consultation and review, contributes

towards attaining overall comparabiJity of liberalization efforts, and ensures that

APEC member economies will work toward liberalisation goals by individual and

collective actions. Part two of the Action Agenda, deals with economic and technical

cooperation among APEC member economies. The economic leaders set out

detailed objectives for cooperation in areas such as energy and transportation,

infrastructure, small business, and agricultural technology which are covered in other

APEC fora. As a document, the Action Agenda, is the first comprehensive statement

of APEC's ongoing work programs and three pillars of liberalization, facilitation and

cooperation goals.

The fourth APEC economic l-eaders meeting was held in November 1996 in

Subic bay, the Philippines. In this fourth economic leaders meeting, they asked the

ministers to assess the preparation of concrete and sustentive Action Plans which has

been submitted in the 1996 Osaka ministerial meeting.2e The Leaders also directed

that overall implementation of the Action Plans begins in January 1997 by instructing

offrcials to have means of facilitating exchanges of information, to ensure

transparency, ap¿ to contribute toward attaining the comparability of respective

Action Plans. The goal of f the Philippines chair of APEC during 1996 was to lead

efforts among member economies in eight ministerial- level meetings, four senior

officials meetings, and a number of meetings of other APEC fora in which to

assemble and present a successful and complete Manila Action Plan for APEC to the

ministers and economic leaders.

2e APEC Secretariat Press Release on 'APEC Economíc lzsders Declaration: From Vision to
Action', November 1996, Manila, The Philippines.
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APEC's Ten Major Working Group Meetings

a. The Regional Energy Cooperation Working Group.

This working group began meeting in 1990 and has developed the energy component

of APEC's Action Agenda by consolidating and expanding its energy data base and

beginning work to produce a regional energy outlook by the proposed Asia Pacific

Energy Research Centre (APERC). The working group is identifying institutional,

regulatory and procedural features affecting investment in energy infrastructure and is

developing a guidance framework to facilitate investment.

The group is working to improve environmental performance in the energy

sector by expanding its activities designed to increase the adoption of cost effective

and environmentally sound technologies, products and systems.'o The working group

is seeking harmonisation of test methods related to energy products, appliances, and

services. In 1996 the working group began activities related to mines and energy

exploration and development. The aim of the APEC energy meeting which was held

in Sydney on 28-29 August 1996 was to provide support and guidance to the

working group.

b. The Fisheries Working Group

This working group was formed in 1991. Starting from 1996, a four year series of

studies has been conducted by this working group which expects to compile

information on and examine tariff measures, investment regulations, and subsidies

in the fisheries and aquaculture sectors. The group also plans to publish a manual on

3o APEC Secretariat publications, Regional Energy Cooperation Working Group, Compendium of
Energy Efficiency and Conservation: Policies/Progrøms, Regulations and Standards in the Asio

P ac ifi c E c o no mic C o o p e r atio n ( AP E C ) M emb er Ec o nomi e s, 199 4.
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air freighting live and fresh fish between APEC members. The group will also

convene technical workshops on: improving seafood safety inspection regimes among

member economies; addressing environmentally destructive fishing techniques such

as cyanide, dynamite, and chlorine fishing, including their fnhery resource and trade

implications; and equivalence of fuhery product standards in the different member

states.
3l

The group continues to conduct work on health and quality rules for fish and

fishery products, and will undertake further efforts on improving the availability and

comprehensiveness of seafood marketing information in the region. The working

group will hold a training workshop on sustainable shrimp culture with an emphasis

on health management and disease control, and will compile a survey of fisheries

administrations and organisations in APEC member economies'

c. The Human Resources Development Working Group.

This working group was formed in 1990 and manages about 70 projects. These

consist of 4 sub-groups; the Business Management Network (BMN) focuses on

executive education and development and management for organizational change.

The Industrial Technology Network (HURDIT) which involves with technical and

professional standards and identification of skill shortages." The Education Forum

(EDFOR) concentrates on the performance of education systems to prepare people

for a rapidly changing labor market. The Economic Development Management

31 APEC Secretariat publications, Fisheries Working Group, Who is Wo in Fish Inspection of
APEC Economies,1995.
32 APEC Secretariat publications, Human Resources Development Working Group/HURDIT

Network, Exemplary Training Models in h dustrial Technology , 1995.
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Network (NEDM) looks at the regional labor market and the use of all human

resources in economic development.

The first APEC HRD Ministerial Meeting in Manila, January 1996 called on

the working group to develop plans to analyse labor market issues, manage and

strengthen Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), facilitate mobility of persons,

exchange of information, liberalise and facilitate trade in services and implement

executive education and development. The working group's three cross-cutting

themes aÍe HRD for Small and Medium Enterprises, HRD for Sustainable

Development, and Lifelong Learning.

d. The Industrial Science and Technology Working Group

This working group was set up in 1990, under the Osaka Action Agenda and has six

priority areas of cooperation: improved flow of information and technology;

improved researcher exchange and HRD in industrial science and technology;

facilitation of joint resea¡ch projects; improved transparency of regulatory

frameworks; contribution to sustainable development; and enhanced policy dialogue

and review.33

The working group now is engaged in about 40 projects. It has held seminars,

workshops, and symposia, including the APECTechnomart inTaejon, South Korea,

in May 1995. The working group supported the fi¡st APEC Ministers' Conference on

Regional Science and Technology in Beijing in October 1995 and in November 1996

in Seoul, South Korea.

33 ApEC publications,'Guidebookto Industriol Science andTechnology Polícies in Selected APEC

Economies' , 1996,
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e. The Marine Resource Conservation Working Group

This working group promotes initiatives among APEC member economies to

protect the marine environment and resources, and ensures continuing socio-

economic benefits by maintaining the quality of the marine environment. A five year

program on the management of red tide and harmful algae blooms in the APEC

region is being implemented beginning in 1996, following an earlier red tide/toxic

algal project which was successfully completeda

The working group is also carrying out follow-up programs to the United

Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) Ocean Chapter in

the region ln integrated coastal zone management project will be implemented

based on information on land-based souses of pollution in member economies which

was published in 1996. A workshop also had been planned in 1996 to share ideas

and insights on integrated coastal zone management approaches for semi-closed bays.

The working group also will consider how best to support the goals of the

sustainable development ministeri al meeting.

f. The Telecommunications \ilorking Group

This working group was formed in 1990 to address human resource development,

technology transfer and regional cooperation opportunities for on-site visits,

obseverships, fellowships and telecommunications standardisation. The 1995 Seoul

Declaration on Asia Pacific Infrastructure Information (APII), adopted at the frst

APEC Ministerial Meeting on Telecommunications and Information, contains ten

34 APEC publications, Marine Resource Conservation V/orking Group, Final Report of Red

Tideloxic Algae Projecf , (2 volumes).
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core principles aimed at facilitating trade and investment. In 1996 the working group

set up steering groups for Liberelization, Business Facilitation, Development

Cooperation, and Human Resource Development. These four sub-groups are

developing a telecommunications action plan with emphasis on areas such as:

conformance to the Guidelines for Trade in International Value Added Network

Services (IVANS), conformance to the Guidelines for Harmonisation of Equipment

Certification, harmonisation of administrative procedures governing certification of

customer telecommunications equipment; and agreement to a model mutual

recognition agreement." In September 1996 in Australia, this working group held a

meeting on Telecommunications and Information industry at ministerial level.

g.The Tourism Working group

This working group plans to achieve long-term environmental and social

sustainability of the tourism industry through human resources development, an

enlarged role for the business/private sector in policy formulation, removal of barriers

to tourism movements and investment, and the liberalisation of trade in services

associated with tourism. The group has studied 'tourism and the environment' i-ssues

to higtrlight the diversity of circumstances and best practices affecting tourism

growth and the natural and cultural environments among APEC member economies'

The group has published a learning package covering key tourism management and

marketing issues for tourism administratorslu It is studying impediments to tourism

tt APEC publications, Telecommunications Regulatory Environm¿nt in APEC Member Economies,

1996.
tt ApEC publications, A Tourism Training Manuøl for Tourisrn Adrninistrators in the Asia-PacíJic

Re gion, 1996 (2 volumes).
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growth in the region as a first step towards implementing the Bogor Declaration.

The working group benefits from interacting with the World Tourism Organisation

and the Pacific Asia Travel Association as guests. This working group has also set

out to forge stronger links with business and other organisations related to tourism

industry

h. The Trade and Investment Data Review Working Group

This working group started in 1990 and has concentrated on improving

the comparability of published data of merchandise trade and has started work on

trade in services and international investment data among member economies in order

to minimise the discrepancies in merchandise and services trade statistics and

investment flows data. The working group began developing the APEC database

initiatly with merchandise trade data and then with services trade and international

investment data. In the process of developing its database, the working group has

reviewed the international trade data holdings of other international organisations in

order to avoid duplication. The working group has also run workshop to provide

experts with the technical expertise they need for current projects.

i. The Trade Promotion Working Group

Trade Promotion has been one of the most significant areas for APEC in regional

economic cooperation. The group has held eight meetings since its first met in Seoul

in June 1990. Its work centres on trade promotion activities, trade fmancing, trade

skill and training, trade information, and business sector participation. The working

group demonstrated its interest in business engagement, especially for SMEs during
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the fîrst APEC International Trade Fair and the Asia Pacific Business Network both

held in 1994. The working group has informed the business community through

APEC-NeI, publication of APEC Trade Show Directory, and held a venture capital

workshop in Seoul in September 1995 for the exchange of views on trade financing.

j. The Transportation Working Group

The transportation working group has brought public sector transportation experts

together with the business sector to increase the effrciency of the regional

transportation system. A signifîcant part of this effort has been going on for several

years with the priority of identifying transportation congestion points in the region.

This project will lead to important knowledge about common problems in the

transportation sector and the best practices to solve them. Issues such as effrcient and

safe services, increasing demand and urgency for optimisation on the use of technical

systems have also been addressed. It has published surveys of transportation systems

and directories of policy institutions and transportation research centres in Asia-

Pacific.3T The first meeting of APEC Transportation ministers was held in

Washington, DC, in June 1995 and will meet again in Victoria, Canada int997.

k. Agricultural Technical Cooperation Experts' Group (ATC)

The inaugural session of Agricultural Technical Cooperation Experts was establi-shed

by the APEC leaders in Bogor 7994. The fust meeting was in Taþei on 13-15 June

1995 which produced a Vision Statement and an Action Plan for further joint

3? APEC publications, Transportation Working Group, 'Transportation Systems and Services

Survey' , 1994, and APEC Datøbase ofTransportation Technology Research , 1995.
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activities in agricultural technical cooperation. The seven areas which were included

in the ATC Action Plan are: exchange of plant and animal germ-plasma,

biotechnology, marketing and processing, plant and animal quarantine and pest

management, cooperative development of agricultural finance, technology transfer

and agricultural technicat training. At the second ATC meeting in Canberra in May

1996 it was agreed that the ATC would concentrate its future work program on

developing dialogue and action programs concerning the agriculture and production

chain, processing, marketing and distribution with special emphasis on technical

cooperation.

The APEC Secretariat in Singapore

At the lgg2Bangkok ministerial meeting hosted by Thailand, APEC ministers agreed

to establish a permanent APEC Secretariat in Singapore. They agreed that to cover

APEC administrative and operational costs, APEC's members should make annual

contributions to the APEC fund on a proportional basis in accordance with a scale

determined by ministers. Additional contributions from the pubhc or private sectors

of any APEC members and other sources may also be made directly to APEC

activities on a voluntary basis. They also approved a budget to support the secretariat

and the work programs of APEC's policy-based groups and the ten sectoral-based

working groups. At the 1993 APEC ministerial meeting chaired by the United States

in Seattle, the meeting agreed to establish a permanent Committee on Trade and

Investment (CTI) and a Budget and Administrative Committee (BAC) to handle

APEC's increasingly complex budget and administrative issues. Following this in

Lgg4, at the Jakarta APEC ministerial meeting it was agreed to establish an
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Economic Committee (EC) and a Policy Level Group on Small and Medium

Enterprises (SMEs). Furthermore, also at ministerial meeting in November 1995 in

Osaka, Japan, it was agreed to established the ABAC (APEC Business Advisory

Council).

Functiorts

The APEC secretariat was established as a support mechanism to facilitate and

coordinate APEC activities and to provide logistical and technical services as well as

administer APEC's financial affairs under the direction of the APEC's Senior

Officials Meeting (APEC SOM):

o The APEC Secretariat will be empowered to act on behalf of APEC members

under the direction of Ministers as communicated through the APEC SOM.

o The APEC Secretariat will report directþ to the APEC SOM. It will be

composed of three elements: an Executive Director; Professional Staff; and

Support Staff.

o The APEC SOM will oversee financial administration, monitor contributions and

expenditures and make recommendations on financial operations.

o An auditor approved by the APEC SOM will audit the APEC secretariat accounts

on an annual basis.

o The annual accounts together with the report of the auditor will be submitted to

each annual APEC ministerial meeting through the APEC SOM'

o For better coordination, direct and regular communications will be established

between the APEC secretariat and the APEC member states.
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Chart 3.1: APEC Organisational Structure

Apart from this, the Seoul Declaration also recognised the important

contribution of the private sector to the dynamism of the APEC economies and called

for active participation of the business/ private sector in APEC deliberations.

Furthermore, the ministers committed APEC to enhance and promote the role of the

private sector and the application of free market principles in maximising the benefits

of regional cooperation.

APEC Budget Cycle

In January - March APEC members make their annual contributions to the APEC

fund. From January to May Working groups coordinate proposed projects for

funding from the APEC fund for the next fiscal year. At the end of February audited
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accounts for the previous fncal year are transmitted to the Senior officials meeting

through the BAC by the secretariat in the form of a financial report. In March/April

the BAC undertakes to review the selection of an auditing firm for next fiscal year

(next SOM meeting) and Senior Officials review and approve the financial report for

the previous year. Senior Officials approve the auditing firm for the next fiscal year,

and at the end of June working groups submit project proposals for the next fscal

year to the Secretariat. In July the secretariat prepares a semi annual unaudited

financial report which is transmitted through the BAC to Senior Officials on financial

matters relating to the current fiscal year.

The Secretariat compiles the working group's budget requests and prepares

an administrative budget for the following year. From the end of July to early August

BAC meets to review the semi annual financial report, the proposed budget for the

following year, together with recommendations to SOM, and instructions to the

Secretariat for the remainder of the fiscal year. In September Senior Officials meet to

review and transmit to ministers the budget for the next fiscal year. In November the

Ministerial meeting approves the APEC budget for the next fiscal year.

From the above descrþtion, it can be mentioned that the idea of fostering

economic cooperation in the Asia Pacific rim has been developing during the last

three decades. The beginning of this could be seen in the mid 1960s and by the

1970s more elaborate processes of cooperation were evident. Having realised the

growing economic interdependence of the region, governments required a new

mechanism for more effective communication and association with bilateralism no

longer being adequate, while regional rather than global considerations were
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considered more suited to the circumstances.3s The origin of the idea, however,

started with a concept that emerged in response to particular events that had already

occurred as a result of the operation of the private economic sector. For instance,

earþ concerns in post-war Japan with a scheme for broader regional economic

cooperation occurred at a time when Japan was far from sure that it could achieve

what was later described as an economic miracle.3e Another and different view was

expressed by the Korean academic Professor Chung when he suggested that the

Pacific basin could be made into a world economic center by promoting a freer flow

of trade and capital among the nations on its periphery. However, this did not come

into fashion until the actual rise of Japan as a major economic world powerlo

38 Fifield, Russel H, 1981, 'ASEAN and Pacifrc Community', Asia Pacific Community, winter, pp.

14-15.

'e Gordon. 1981, 'Japan and the Pacific Basin proposal', Korea and World Affairs, Summer, pp'

268-88.
ao Hoon-mok Chung, 1981, 'Economic Integration in the Pacific Basin: a historical review', in t{ang

Sung Joo (e.ò) , Cornmunity Buitding in the Pacific Region: Issues and Opportunities. Seoul, Asiatic

Resea¡ch Center, Korea University, p. 4.
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Chapter Four

THB INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE and
POLTCTES TOWARDS APEC, 1990-1995

The Indonesian government anticipated the APEC forum with its efforts to face an

era of globalisation in free trade and investment by pursuing deregulation which

aimed to reduce tariff and non tariff barriers. During the third APEC ministerial

meetings in Bangkok, Indonesia was appointed as the host of for APEC meetings in

1gg4. The differing levels of economic development within APEC's member

countries, is reflected in the different perceptions of how realise the priorities in

APEC co-operation.

In this regard, within the 1994 leadership, Indonesian proposed developrnent

cooperation that could support the achievement of, among other things: I

. Human resource development in its all its aspects;

o Integration in the private business sectors in APEC cooperation;

o Co-operation in developing small and medium enterprises (SMEs);

¡ Co-operation in developing infrastructure, either for public or for commercial

purposes.

Apart from the above sectors, there are other areas of cooperation which

relate to the interests of developing countries, such as in the field of technological

transfer, a program of APEC education, and business volunteer program' In this

1 The Econom¿st, 12 Novemb et 1994, 'The opening of Asia', pp.27-?A; Chia Siow Yue (ed), 1994'
,A\EC Challenges and Opportunities',Institute of South East Asian Studies (ISEAS)' Singapore;

and Hadi Soesastro, APECã¡er Bogor,Indonesian Quarterly, vol.23, no.1, First Quarter, 1995' pp'

2-9.
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case it is expected that developed member countries could provide the opportunities

for developing member countries to increase their economies and developments so

that the gaps could be minimised.

Particularly in human resource development, Indonesia had initiated an

APEC declaration on human resources development which was approved at the sixth

APEC ministerial meeting in November 1994 in Indonesia. At the meeting,

infrastructure cooperation become a topic on the agenda that should needed attention

from APEC member countries. For this purpose Indonesia had endorsed a number of

action programs to foster the programs in this field. In business circles, Indonesian

entrepreneurs also took an active role to succeed in the APEC forum by undertaking

a meeting among their counterparts in August in Jakarta. The meeting resulted in a

forum that was called the Asia Pacific Business Network (APB Net). This Indonesian

business initiative to establish the forum received support from the other APEC

members, as this initiative was in line with one of the APEC cooperative ventures

which needed to be developed. This active role of Indonesian entrepreneurs, actuaþ

meant much more than that. In the Pacific Business Forum, (PBF), Bustanil Arifin

from Indonesia had been appointed as a collective chairmen of the forum together

with other entrepreneurs from United States.2 Through the position as one of the

collective chairmen the aspiration and interests of Indonesian entrepreneurs could be

forwarded to the forum. This forum had the task to construct a vision for APEC on

how to develop economic cooperation in Asia Pacific.

' APEC Secretariat Publications, Pacihc Business Forum, 'The Osaka Action Plan: Roadmap to
Realising the APEC vision' ,1995.
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Sustaining Economic Development in a Liberalising World

Indonesia's impressive economic accomplishment recorded during the last three

decades received more and more international acknowledgment. V/ith the increasing

per capita income, which n 1994 achieved US$ 920, the World Bank elevated

Indonesia's status from one of the poorest countries in the world to one of the

medium income countries.3 Nominally, the Indonesian GDP was the highest among

the ASEAN countries . In 1995, Indonesia's nominal GDP was US$ 199.9 billion

making a per capita GDP increase to US$ 1,023. It appeared that the per capita

income would further increase in the coming years. The V/orld Bank recently

predicred that by year 2005 Indonesia's per capita GDP will have exceeded US$

2,300.

With its strong and steadily economic growth Indonesia is also referred to as

one of Asia's growing Tigers with the US classifying Indonesia as one the biggest

world emerging markets. In its Global Competitiveness Report 7997, the World

Economic Forum placed Indonesia as the 15th most competitive economy in the

world and indicates the country as the fourth most attractive investment destination

in the world. This showed the bright prospect of Indonesia economy as perceived

from outside in early 1997. According to the report, the Indonesian competitiveness

index is better than those of some European countries. The report appeared reliable

because it was prepared through the evaluation of 8 areas that were the main factors

influencing country's competitiveness. The 8 areas were 1) openness; 2) government;

3 See the World Bank, World Development Report 1994.
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3) finance; 4) infrastructure; 5) technology; 6) management; 7) labour; and 8)

institutions.a

The result of the survey by the World Economic Forum was conformed with

the analyses of other institutions. It was reported in International Investment: toward

the year 2001, a result of a survey conducted by the French in cooperation with

UNCTAD, that Indonesia together with China, Thailand and Malaysia, will for the

next five years absorb the lion's share of the world Foreign Direct Investment.

A continuing struggle to implement good policy is the key to Indonesian

economic accomplishment. During the First Long Term Development Program

(1963-1993), Indonesia recorded an average seven per cent annual economic growth.

This high economic growth is continued during the following years. Throughout the

year 1994, GDP grew by the rate of 7.5 per cent, while in 1995 it grew by 8'l per

cent, and in 1996 grew by around 7.5 per cent. The IMF recently reported that this

year (7997) Indonesian economy will grow by 8 per cent'

The industrial sector is steadily becoming the main engine of economic

growth and steadily transforming the country into an increasingly powerful global

trading force. Its contribution to GDP is continuously increasingly from 9'2 per cent

in 1969 to 23.9 per cent n Igg4, and further increased to 24.3 per cent in 1995.

Once limited to a relatively few simple goods for the domestic market, by embracing

technological advancement the industrial sector today produces a wide range of

products including the sophisticated products for domestic consumption as well as

the international market.

a Interview with Reno Puji Budiastuti, Deputy Assistant of Coordinating Minister for Production and

Disuibution, Indonesia, Jakarta 25 August 1997.
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The rapid development of the industrial sector has been driven by the

impressive increase in industrial exports. In spite of the decreasing rate of growth in

the last year, exports in the non oil industrial sector are still growing quite rapidly,

and export growth is still higher than the growth in some other countries. In 1996

Indonesia recorded US $ 49.81 billion in total exports, with non oiVgas export

rotalläng US $ 38.09 billion. The US $ 38.09 billion of non oil export represonts a

8.98 per cent increase.

However, the government was confident that in the future export growth will

strengthen again. In order to promoter greater export growth, the government has

been releasing a series of policy packages.s It was convinced that the packages would

yield results in the years to come. The development of the industrial sector has also

boosted employrnent opportunities, and caused structural changes in employment

from the agricultural sector to the industrial sector. Between 1971 and 1994, 44.4

million new jobs were created in industrial, agricultural, and service sectors. The

policy that the government has taken of making basic education compulsory

has prepared the worked force to face the shift in the job opportunities. As

industrialisation continues to occur foreign investment is now steadily flowing into

the country. The following factors have increased the attractiveness of investing in

Indonesia:6

o Stable macro economic and political environment.

s For further discussion, see Rauta Shofi Inayati, 'Deregulasi Perekaonomian Indonesia Dalam

Rangka AFTA dan APEC in Ikrar Nusa Bhakti et al (eds), ' Indonesia and APEC', PPW -LIPI,

Jakarø 1996; Thee Kian Wie, 1995, 'Economic Reform and Deregulation in Indonesia', The

Indonesian Quarterly, vol.XXil no.2, CSIS, Jakarø and in Chapter Seven.
6 Ministery of Investment/ Invesulent Coordinating Board (BKPM) publications, ' 8 Good Reasons

to Investin Indonesia 1996.
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. A regulatory environment increasingly supportive of business indicated by the

deregulation and de-bureaucratisation measures and privatisation of the sound

state owned enterprises.

o An increasingly expanding and prosporous domestic market.

o Strategic production based for entering the ASEAN, Asia Pacific and global

market.

o An increasing better educated work force possessing diverse skills open mind

toward outside world.

Up to 15 December 1996, new investment totalled 810 projects with

domestic investors to the value of Rp. 100.7 trillion, and 959 FDI projects with a

value of US$ 29.9 billion. The development of infrastructure including power supply;

electricity networks; telecommunication; water supply; road; harbour and air facilities

will provide substantial support to the development of the industrial sector in the

future.

Vision For The Year 2020

Considering the economic success during the first long term Development Program,

without forgetting the attention paid to coping with unresolved problems in the

previous development period - poverty reduction, the reduction of the gap between

the rich and the poor and the development of the region outside Jawa and Bali, the

government looked ahead to the future with confidence. Nevertheless, Indonesia is

not soothed by the international acknowledgment of the country's accomplishment.

Instead, Indonesia is aware that the country has to struggle even harder in order to

maintain its place in the competitive global market.
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The government of Indonesia has made preparation for the implementation of

subregional cooperation (AFTA), so that it will make Indonesia as an efficient

production base and Indonesian products will be more competitive in the world

market. The effîciency of establishing production base in Indonesia will be even better

considering the success of the development of sub regional growth centres which are

connecting ASEAN complementary economic resources. Up to now Indonesia

together with ASEAN countries have developed three growth areas namelyÍ

o Indonesia - Malaysia - Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT - GT)

o lndonesia - Malaysia - Singapore Growth Triangle (IMS - GT) and

o Brunei Darussalam - Indonesia - Malaysia - Philippines East ASEAN Growth

Area (BIMP - EAGA).

Table 4.1 : Sub-regional ASEAN Economic Cooperation ( in US$ mil )

1.196.9 + PM482.242.86 + PM118BIMP-EAGA
254.8 + PM17319.9 + PM18IMS-GT
518.2 + PM4t3.410 + PM59IMT-GT
InvestmentNumberlnvestmentNumber

Subregional
Cooneration

MOU in IndonesiaTotal of MOU

PM = Project Management
Source : Coordinating Ministerfor Production and Distribution

Cooperation in the Indonesia Malaysia Thailand Growth Triangle includes

four Indonesian provinces; Aceh, North Sumatra, 'West Sumatra and Riau. To

support this cooperation, a council has been established of which its members are

7 See Indonesian Investflent News, Vol IX no.l, 1997, 'Economic Cooperation in the ASEAN

Subregion'.
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businessmen drawn from the area involved. A ministerial level meeting on this

cooperation is held once every six to eight months. It is preceded by senior off,rcial

and private sector meetings as well. The Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore Growth

Triangle includes seven Indonesian provinces; West Sumatra, Riau, Bengkulu, Jambi,

South Sumatra, Lampung and V/est Kalimantan. The cooperative mechanism is like

the IMT-GT. The Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines-East

Growth Area involves ten Indonesian provinces; West Kalimantan, Central

Kalimantan, South Kalimantan, East Kalimantan, North Sulawesi, Central Sulawesi,

Southeast Sulawesi, South Sulawesi, Maluku, and Irian Jaya. Again the working

mechanism is the same as MT-GT.

The realisation of AFTA by year 2003 will be the hrst benchmark for the

Indonesian economic growth taking the benefit of the open ASEAN market.

Considering the ASEAN population of around 500 million, opportunities for

Indonesian based producers is indeed huge. Indonesia will be in a strong strategic

position when APEC developed member economies realise free trade and investment

by year 2010. With its fast growing economies comprising a total of more than two

billion people, enormous opportunities will arise from APEC liberalisation.

The benefits for Indonesia could be even greater when Asia and Europe

through ASEM, finally taking the facilitation and ¡þe¡alisation measures. As Europe

has long been one of Indonesia's major trading partners, the adoption of the

facilitation and liberalisation measures will promote greater export to those

countries.

In the meantime, learning from the success of the development of sub

regional growth contres that Indonesia has developed together with other ASEAN
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countries, and taking into account the economic complementary and the potential

benefit that the country could mutually render, last year ln 1997 the Indonesian

government signed an agreement on bilateral cooperation with Australia.s The

cooperation has been decided to establish a subregional growth centre named

Australia Indonesia Development Area . It is expected that the Eastern part of

Indonesia could be developed through this co-operation.e The Indonesian provinces

that will participate under this assignment are West Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan,

East kalimantan, South Sulawesi, Southeast Sulawesi, Central Sulawesi, North

Sulawesi, West Nusa Tenggara, East Nusa Tenggara, and East Timor. While from

Australia, it will include the participation of Northern Territory, Queensland, Western

Australia, New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia.

According to Alexander Downer, the Australian government will provide

total assistance in the amount of A $ 35 million for educational programs and training

in Eastern Indonesia. This program started n 1997 and will last for five years. This

cooperation is also aimed at improving the quality of human resources in eastern

Indonesia so that they will be able to support industrial development. Apart from this,

Australia will also provide a further A $ 225.000 for a study of investment and trade

opportunities. This study will be conducted over a twelve month period. Moreover,

in association with the International Finance Cooperation (IFC), the Australian

government give other assistance in the amount of A $130.000 for feasibility study of

all business activities in the eastern area of Indonesia. All the funds for this

8 Indonesian Investmznt N¿ws, Vol. 9, no.l, l997,'Pursuing Growth Through Bilateral cooperation',

BKPM (Indonesian InvesÍnent Coordinating B oard).
n Kompas, 25 Oktober 1996, 'sembilan Menteri RI jumpa enam menteri Australia', (nine

Indonesian ministers meet six Australian ministers).
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development provided by AusAid (Australia Agency for International Development).

Meanwhile according to Hartarto, the progress or failure of this cooperation

will rely very much upon the business circles of the wo nations. This business sector

involvement will include tourism, agriculture, fisheries, animal husbandry, mining and

energy including the Timor Gap, industry, trade, transportation and human

resources. He added that due to the condition of infrastructures in Indonesian eastern

part are still a problem. Therefore Indonesian government has prepared an

infratructure development program such as roads, telecommunications, electricity and

harbours.lo

Considering the huge opportunities and the past economic accomplishments,

the government of Indonesia has set ¡salistic targets for the second 25 year

development progr¿Lm which will be ended in the year 2018 including:

GDP was projected to expand initially by just over 6 per cent per year to

reach in excess of 8 per cent annually toward the later part of the plan period,

producing average annual growth of 7 per cent;

o A further decline in population growth to an annual rate of less than 0.9 per by the

end of the period. With that rate of GDP and population growth, per capita GDP

would have become US $ 3,800 at 1983 constant prices. According to purchasing

power parity, by that time Indonesia will have become one of the five biggest

economies in the world with a nominal GDP of US $ 2 trillion.

. By the end of the period, Indonesia will have become an industrialised country

10 For further discussion on the Eastern part of Indonesia, see Colin Barlow and Joan llrardjono,
(eds), 1995, 'Indonesio Assesmeflt 1995: Development ín Eastern Indonesia',Institute of South East

Asian S tudies, Sinagapore.
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with non oil manufacturing reaching 32.5 per cent of GDP. Indonesia is projected

to become a new industrialising country by the end of its seventh five year

development plan when the per capita income achieves US $ 2,000.

Continuing Reform

Fully aware of the more intense future challenges, the Indonesian government was

committed to continue its reforms and open up the economy to corrections. The

country will continue the reform of the bureaucracy by streamlining bureaucratic

procedures in order to create 'hassle free business envi¡onment that will enhance

businessmen's ssnse of professionalism'. Furthermore, through a series of policy

packages, Indonesia has been unilaterally liberatising its economy by reducing tariffs

and eliminating tariff barriers (see the schedule below). The liberalisation that

Indonesia has achieved so far to some extend has already exceeded its commitment

within the Uruguay Round agreement. This unilateral liberalisation will increase

efficiency, while showing Indonesia's seriousness in its attempts to accomplish the

goal of APEC.

Table 4.2 : Scheduled Indonesian TariffReductions

40VoLÙVo75Vol54o207o20Vo25Vo25V"3O7o

40VolÙVolÙVolÙVo75Vol57o20Vo20Vo257o
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<5Vo5Vo5Vo57oll%ol0Vo
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Source: DeparEnent of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia
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Human Resources Development, is one of the sectors that the government

must seriously address because it is the key success in the future. Increasing literacy

rate, due to the undertaking of the compulsory primary education, is a good start for

further Human Resources Development.

As in most Asian countries, infrastructure development must be given serious

attention because inadequate infrastructure will impede economic development. As

the globalisation of the world economy invigorates trade activities, the development

of infrastructure which will facilitate trade activities including utilities,

communication facilities, roads, railways, harbours and ports, becomes even more

important. As government resourcos allocated for the development of national

infrastructure are inadequate, the government seriously encourages the participation

of the private sector in the development of this sector. In this regard, the

government will take the necessary steps to ensure that investment in this sector

becomes more attractive.

Mastering technology and balancing the distribution of economic

development throughout the country received no less attention. It appeares that with

the government's commitment to develop eastern part of Indonesia, investment to

that part of the country is increasing.

Recognising the importance of protecting Intellectual Property Rights,

Indonesia has amended its law on Copyright, Patent, and Trademark. Simultaneously,

it also ratified the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and the

Convention Establishing the WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organisation), the

Patent Co-operation Treaty (PCT) and regulation under the PCT, Trademark Laws
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Treaty, the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and the Artistic Works

and V/IPO Copyright Treaty.ll

Based on the past economic accomplishment, coupled with the struggle to

maintain economic and political stability, whilst continuing reform, and taking the

opportunities offered by regional as well as global liberalisation, Indonesia

confidently faced the new century intending to sustain its impressive economic

achievements, to realise its vision of becoming fifth largest economy in the world by

the year 2020 (based on purchasing power parity). To continue this economic

development, like other Asian countries, Indonesia is ready to create and strengthen a

mutually beneficial synergy with its partners.

Europe - Asia Opportunity in the World Business Network

Europe's distinct role in the world constellation is unquestionable. Some European

countries are members of OECD, and also members of G7 which to a certain degree

provides a significant contribution in the shaping of world economic trends.

European people have long been trained as global players. They have been travelling

all over the world since modern history, searching for economic resources and

markets. With the establishment of colonies by their goverrurents, Europeans are well

trained to play globally. They have also frmly established a world wide business

network. Industrialisation in Europe, which began much earlier than in Asian

countries, has made European technology advanced in comparison. This has made

11 For further discussion see, Primo Braga. Carlos A, 'Trade related intellectual property issues: the

Uruguay Round agreement and its economic implications', in Wil Ma¡tin and Alan Winters, (eds),

The Uruguay Rounf anl Developing Countries, World Bank, Washington DC, 7996,pp.341-374.
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Europe the source of technology to many developing countries including to Asian

countnes.

Europe is not only the source of technology, it also is the source of much od

the world's capital. Sir Leon Brittan claims that Europe represents the source of

about a quarter of world-wide investment flows. In Asia, certain European countries

have indeed becomes the major investors. In Indonesia, the UK, the Netherlands and

Germany consecutively are the second, seventh and tenth largest foreign investors

respectively. The inflow of Europe investment to Asia among others is influenced by

the long recession in the past few years, although certain European countries have

already recovered from the recession, a number of other European countries still have

to struggle with their economies. European investment in Asia continues to increase

particularly driven the awareness of European companies of the lucrative business

opportunities in Asia.

Taking into account, the above factors, the dynamics of the world economy'

the position and the economic potential of Asia, including Indonesia, and the position

and economic potential of Europe, it is clear that a stronger Europe- Asia partnership

will be mutually beneficial. The complementary nature of the economic potential of

Asia and Europe opens a lot of opportunities for synergy between Asia-Europe

businessmen.

Asia's rapid and steady economic growth, its innumerable human resources

and increasing skill levels, its vast natural resources, and its continuing economic

reforms toward more and more liberal economies, offer European businessmen a very

competitive production base. By investing in Asia, European businessmen will be

more easily access the burgeoning Asian market, and even the huge market of the
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Asia Pacific region. Experience indeed shows that business activities in Asia have

made European multinational companies wealthier while at the same time

contributing to Asian economic growth.

In the meantime, there are also opportunities for Asian businessmen to invest

in Europe and take advantage of European single market. In line with that there are a

lot of opportunities in two way trade especially when considering the complimentary

nature of Asian - European trade in electronics products, wood and wood products,

and footwear.

Through the forum of ASEM, governments of both regions will seek ways to

facilitate 1¡s ¡ea.lisation of greater economic cooperation through which both Europe

and Asia will be better able to seize global opportunities.t'In turn, it is for the private

sector as the main player in economic activities to develop the actual business

cooperation for mutual benefit. As stated by Germany Minister of Economy, Dr

Gunter Rexrodt and a hundred of Germany enterpreneurs who accompanied the

courressy visit of Helmut Kohl in Jakarta October 1996 acknowledged that the

Indonesian role in ASEAN market was very big, and that is why they would like to

use Indonesia as their access not only for domestic market but also for the ASEAN

markets.l3

tt ASEM (Asia Europe Meeting) which was inaugurated in March 1996 in Bangkok and in Sept

1997 ASEM - Economic Ministerial Meetíng held in Makuhari, Japan. The proceedings is to
increase trade and investment flows between two regions tìrough the AsiaEurope Business Forum.
t' Kompas, 29 Oktober 1998, 'Pengusaha Jerman Akui Peran RI di Pasar ASEAN', (Germany

enterpreneurs acknowledged Indonesian Role in ASEAN market).
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Insert to page 89 at *

Introduction

As Asian countries are considered potential market places, many foreign investors,

including those from European countries, put their investments in Asian countries to

expand their business. Similarly, the countries of Asia and East Asia aim to imptove

their economic conditions and provide better lives for their citizens while also

contributing to international stability and prosperity. Whether or not these goals are

achieved, foreign investment will certainly have an impact on technology and skills,

as well as alter the economic development of the Asian region.



Chapter Five

THE OPPORTUNITIES ANd EXPERIENCES
of EAST ASIA

*

The second AELM meeting was held in the middle of Novernber 7994 in Indonesia.

After that time, Indonesia faced APEC with the spirit of being one of the pioneers in

realising economic cooperation in a free market in the Asia-Pacific region. V/hether

that APEC objective itself could be realised, and what consequences APEC holds for

Indonesia, or in other word whether Indonesia has been well prepared to face the

realisation of APEC itself is open to question. These questions were raised due to the

heterogenous capacity of APEC's members. Despite this there is still a lot of time

until 2020 for Indonesia to prepare itself to be a winner', and gain significant benefits

from APEC's actions. As APEC's members open up their economies, trade, service

and investments will go to the countries where productions can be managed most

efficiently. As it can not be denied that people will buy the product of better quality

and cheaper price, this situation will lead to increased prosperity in the region.

However this scenario will only hold true if the economic development of each APEC

member country is equal or balanced. But in reality the ability of each APEC member

country is different, the weakest countries will only gain minimum benefits from trade

and service exchange. Therefore what value can be gained from being interactive in

global business for Indonesia through its participation in APEC ? Is there any added

value expected for Indonesia from a free market ? Indonesia had a great expectatioll
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to gain opportunities in a global market through its exports of non oil and gas

commodities.

The Japanese Economy was Rebuilt Uslng the World Market and Exports

The Japanese economy re-emerged in the 1950s in industrialisation sectors, and its

economic growth in the 1960s was attributed to the rapid growth of heavy industries

such as shipbuilding and steel. Included in this sectors are metal, chemicals, industrial

machinery, transport equipment and precision instruments.l As developed countries

lose their international competitiveness in traditional, low tech industries and shift to

the export of technology heavy industries, NIC's international competitiveness in

traditional industries will become stronger. In 1955, Japan's manufacturing industrial

structure was about to enter its rapid economic growth period with food industry

held the largest share (18 percent) of total manufacturing shipment value, this was

successively followed by textile, chemicals and other traditional industry sectors.

Whilst the machine industry which would eventuaþ lead Japanese industry in

percentage share of shipments, held a low position in comprising general machinery

(4.6 percent), electrical machinery (3.7 percent) and transport equipment (5.5

percent).2 In 1960, the harbinger of a rapid structural change in Japanese

manufacturing appeared. Although the ranking of shipment shares showed no

significant change compared to 1955. Food still the first, then textile, the shares of

these top two industries dropped by nearly 5 percent, whilst steel's share increased to

1 Hirobisa Kobana, 1990 'Japan's Economic Development and Foreign Trade' in Chung H Lee and
Ippei Yamzawa, eds, The Economic Development oÍ Japan ani Korea, Praeger, New York,
Wesq)ort, Connecticut, London.

'Ibid,
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10.6 percent and ranked third. In this period, the machinery industries could be seen

to be more significant as general machinery rose to 7.7 percent, electrical

machinery rose to 8.3 percent and transport equipmentto 8.5 percent.3

In 1970 postwar Japan's extremely rapid growth period ended. At this time

the share held by the textile industry, which was the leading industry in prewar Japan

and the representative of light industries had declined to 6.4 percent.a The electrical

machinery and transport equipment industries share had increased to more than 10

percent and general machinery industry to 9.9 percent, slightly higher than that of

steel industry. The textile industry's share of total manufacturing shipment value

continued to decline throughout 1970s and 1980s, and was at all time low of 3.2

percent in 1984.s This declining trend also marked a change in steel industry's share.

But in comparison, the share of the electrical machinery increased to more than 15

percentin 1984.

During the period 1980-1984, the performance of manufacturing sub-sectors

varied substantially. Six sub-sectors, including the petroleum and coal products

industries, the steel and metal industries experienced an absolutely decrease in

shipment values. However, the contribution of electrical machinery rose to 44.3

percent in this period. The contribution ratio of other machinery industries such as

transport equipment and general machineries were also high. These three industries

were responsible for three-fourth of the manufacturing total shipment increase in this

period. Although not all electrical machinery industries are high technology, the

T MITI (Minisfy of InternationalTradeandlndustry), Census of Manufactures,1960,
a MITI (Ministry of International Trade and Industry), Census of Manufactures, 1970
T MITI (Minisny of International Trade and Industry), Census of Manufactures, 1985
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electrical machinery industry is higher than the others. Therefore the high

contribution of electrical machinery industry to the total shipment increase implies the

growing importance of high tech industry in Japan's economy. The Japanese

experience of extremely rapid economic expansion for two and half decades, raised

Japan from an impoverished, war devastated nation to an advanced industrial giant.

That extraordinary period was gradually coming to an end in the early 1970s, and

the traumatic events of 197311974 - the OPEC induced oil price rises and the

associated world recession - hastened the transition. From 1974 through the first half

of the 1980s, annual growth was less than one-half of the earþ level, averaging ìust

over 4 percent.6 Although Japan's economic performance continued to be better than

that of other industrial nations, it was by a smaller margin. None of this was entirely

unexpected, and some economists had been predicting in the early 1970s that the

Japanese miracle would have to come to an end . But the actual performance has

been below the expectations of even the pessimists. Why did these changes take

place?.

The starting point for any explanation must be the end of the process of

technological catch-up. By the 1970s, the technological gap was largely closed,

reducing the productivity gains that could be ¡sali^sed by importing foreign

technology, thus decreasing the expected profits from investments in new plants and

equipment and causing investment to decelerate. Lower rates of investment also

slowed the productivity gains realised from economies of scale. This primary factor

behind the slowly of Japan's economic growth was supplemented to a lesser extent

u lb¡d.
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by other factors: slower expansion of labor inputs because of slower population

growth, a decline in labor force participation, a decline in hours worked; risittg energy

costs that brought both loss of income and longer run costs from shifting resoaks out

of labor-intensive industries; less favourable world market conditions for export; and

a shift in priorities away from economic growth per se to a broader set of social

goals. This final element may have inhibited productivity change by reallocating

investments to programs with less connection to increased output (such as pollution

control or building hospitals) but helped to keep investment levels higher than they

would have been otherwise.

As these represented long term structural changes for the Japanese economy,

rapid growth of the sort that characterised the earþ postwar period is unlikely to

return. If growth does not rise to earlier levels, then the changes in macroeconomic

structure (macroeconomic balances and policy responses) will remain for some time.

These statements may seem incongruous. How can the reality of slower

growth be resolved with the impression of Japan as a vigorous, hard working

exporter of superior manufactured goods l. If Japan is such a successful

manufacturer, why are investment rates and economic growth higher ?. The answer

is that exports represent only a small share of total economic activity, especially since

they are concentrated in relatively few products categories. Continued international

success of these products does not represent the state of quality, innovation,

competitiveness, profits, or investment levels in other sectors of the economy' Japan

is doing relatively well, but it is no longer a high-growth country.
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The figer Economies

The tiger economies of Asia also entered the world market with foreign loans and

investment creating export platforms and effrcient economies. But the precise

experiences and policies of the four tigers of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and

Singapore were all a little different.

The Republic of Korea

In 1960, South Korea had a per capita income of US$ 82 which was equal to

Japanese per capita income in 1868. The earþ increase in exports began in 1960 was

not the initial determining factor since the contribution of exports to GNP gro",vth in

the early 1960s was only about 15 percent, leaving 85 percent of total growth to be

explained by domestic factors. The overthrow of Syngman Rhee in April 1960 led to

the removal of the extreme constraints on trade with Japan and this was

supplemented by a set of policies that mostly adopted in 1959 to encourage exports.T

Further assistance was provided by the favourable conditions in Japan that encourage

Japanese enterprises to subcontract basic labor in South Korea.

V/ith most of the initial growth coming from domestic sources, the biggest

factor was not so much new investments as the rational use of under-utilised existing

resources. Accounting for the rapid rate of growth without the planned rise in

domestic and foreign savings by 1965, the Economic Planning Board decided that the

high growth rate registered with relatively small investment ration, was attributable to

the remarkable expansion of agricultural production, and also to the fact that hitherto

t Tony Michell, 1988, Fron a developing to a newly industriatised country: The Republic of Korea,

196l-82,ILO Offrce, Geneva, p. 1.L.
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idle capacity and surplus labor were more effectively utilised.s In this process,

economic planning also played an important part. An economic development plan

which had been under discussion since 1958 was rapidly completed after the

overthrow. The military group which was to rule the republic of Korea for the next

17 years was determined to achieve economic development, and energetically set

about creating a climate in which economic growth became the primary national goal.

The initial performance was disappointing, as growth slowed from 4.8 per

cent in 1961 to 2.2 n 1962, whtle inflation soared much faster than growth in 1963

and 7964. However after 1962, all sectors of the economy expanded

rapidly, manufacturing most of all. This began a structural transformation of South

Korea, so that by 1969 industry was contributing 20 per cent of GNP, as against 13.5

per cent in 1961. By 1968 export were contributing over 20 per cent of incremental

growth and rising fast as increased investment came to maturity. The second Five-

Year Plan (1967-1971) identified labour-intensive manufacturing as the source of

most of the rapid economic growth and encouraged investment in export industries at

the expense of other sectors.e The effect of this strategy became apparent in the late

1960s as the rural-urban gap grew dangerously and resulted in a massive rural

exodus. By the final years of the decade, Seoul and other major cities were

experiencing annual population growth rates of 11 per cent.

By 1969, in many sectors the export market was beginning to take a larger

share of industrial production than the domestic market. Export were contributing

'EPB lEconomic Planning Board): Economic Survey 1966, Seoul,1966,p,20.
e Kwang Choi and Young Sae Læe, 'The Role of the Korean Government in Industrialisation', in
Chung H Lee, et al (eds), The Economíc Development oÍ Japan and Korea, Praeger, 1990, pp.53-
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between 20 and 35 per cent of incremental growth. But the domestic economy

seemed in danger of slowing down. At the same time labour unrest was growing .

Lastly n 7977 presidential elections, rural electoral support for the goveûtment was

reduced. Despite the rapid relative increase of exports n 1972-73, government

concern was reflected in a new strategy placing great emphasis on building up a new

generation of heavy and chemical industries which would initially have an import

substitution effect, the modernisation of the countryside through the new community

movement and high agricultural support prices.

South Korea weathered the oil crisis of 7973174 and the subsequent recession

remarkably well. This was through good economic management, including the

maintenance of investment so that expansion could be resumed as soon as foreign

markets recovered. Hence n 1976 exports increased sharply by 43 percent. The

republic also assisted by adroit economic diplomacy which led to the rapid growth of

overseas construction in the Middle-East and allowed it to achieve a current account

surplus through its own earnings for the first time in 197110

Republic of China (Taiwan)

The foundations for Taiwan's economic rehabilitation and import-substitution

industrialisation occurred in the period of 1950-1959.11 Despite having to recover

from eight years of war, the Nationalists were on the victorious side, one of the

Allied Powers, and could count on the US backing even though the Americans were

10 A current account surplus occurred in 1965 largely through import restrâint and an increase in
aid, tourism and government tfansactions,
tl Thomas B. Gold, 1986, State and Society in the Taiwan Miracle, An East Gate Book, M.E.
Sharpe inc, USA.
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concentrating most of their vast resources on the rehabilitation of Europe. The KMT

(Kuomintang) or Nationalists Party, had its political headquarters in Nanking, alarge

cadres of officials, a formidable military machine, and a continent of untapped

resources

With the backing and advice of the Agency for International Development

(AID), the KMT government established institutions for guided capitalist

development after their retreat to the island of Taiwan, although their purpose at the

time was to stabilise the chaotic situation and revive production. The chastened

political leaders, notably Chiang Kai-shek and Premier, later vice President, Ch'en

Ch'eng, attributing their debacle in large part to the collapse of the economy, gave

greater scope over Taiwan's economy to Vy'estern -trained experts and intervened

less than they had on the mainland.

V/ithin the economic bureaucracy there was a division between those who

favoured continued state dominance of the economy based on its ownership of

dozens of confiscated Japanese enterprises in several sectors, and those who

advocated a more free range for the private sector.l2 Both sides could claim

legitimacy through Sun Yat-sen's vague instruction on the restriction or regulation of

capital.l3 Sun had written that the state should own enterprises in key sectors related

to national defence, natural monopolies, or wherg capital requirements were so high

that no private entrepreneurs could not afford the risk. Everything else could be left

to private capital. In the earþ 1950s, to revive production, the more toçiali.st oriented

t' Shih Ming, 1980 for a listing of these enterprises that included in sugar, aluminium, fertiliser,

alkali, shipbuilding, brick making, machinery, power' cement, paper, mining, printing, textiles, tea,

food processing, banking and finance.
tt Chiang, 194't, ch.4 and Ts'ui, 1959, ch.22.
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cadres prevailed; in the latter part of the decade, combining their own inclinations

with the US pressure, the free enterprise advocates came to the fore.

The Taiwan Production Board (TPB), established in May 1949, was one of

the organs designed to stabilise the economy. With the addition of an Industrial and

Financial Committee in early 1950, its activities expanded beyond coordinating

production, supply and trade. In 7953 it was absorbed into the Economic

Stabilisation Economy Board (ESB) which was established in 1951 on American

advice. The ESB itself was reorganised from the Financial and Economic V/orking

Group of the Executive Yuan. The ESB chaired by the governor and later by the

Premier, had committees for monetary banking and trade policies, utilisation of US

aid, budget and taxation, agriculture and price stability as well as an Industrial

Development Commission (IDC). The IDC was responsible for overseeing the

formulation and implementation of the economic plans that began the same year,

Moving the chief economic agency from provincial to national level increased its

power and merged the identity of the central government with the island. The state

thus had bureaucratic agencies to guide all aspects of the economy in addition to its

own unassailable position as, in effect, the dominant capitalist. Americans sat in on

ESB meetings, and many Chinese government agencies had to hold their

meetings in English for the benefits of American advisers. The key organ charged

with administering American assistance was the council on US Aid (CUSA),

composed of relevant cabinet members and chaired by the premier. Enjoying a degree

of financial independence and not being nested in any particular ministry, CUSA

maintained an autonomy comparable bodies in other recipient nation lacked. It was
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thus relatively free of the manipulation, corruption, and red tape that plague aid

programs elsewhere.

Americans who dealt with the CUSA were unanimous in their praise for the

agency and its members. The Chinese members, fluent in English and American

oriented, carried the ideology and methods learned from the CUSA experience into

their leadership of Taiwan's economy over subsequent decades. 'When the American

aid program resumed in Taiwan in 1950, its primary objective was to help the

Nationalists achieve political and economic stability.l4 American aid helped to

stabilise the economy, including controlling the rate of inflation, while permitting the

Nationalist to maintain their large military machine, which was consuming an average

of 85 percent of the national government's expenditures.tt By the middle of the

1950s, basic stability had been achieved and the economy had recovered to the level

of prewar production peaks. The character of aid shifted from plugging holes in the

dike to fostering economic development, even though it was still was justifred to

Congress as military support. The proportion of project aid increased,.which meant

that the recipient had to apply for assistance for a specific project, giving the donor

more control over the allocation of monies. The Chinese government also moved in

the direction of building up Taiwan per se, and in 1953 it produced a four-year

economic plan to this end. The ESB's first plan was a rather crude effort

encompassing only industry and agriculture.tu The second plan (1957-1960) added

separate communications projects and special projects such as the Shihmen

la Jacoby, Neil H, US Aid to Taiwan, Praeger, New York, 1966..
ls lbid.
tu Li K.T. 1976, The Experience of Dynamic Economic Growth on Taiwan, Taipei: Meiya'
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Reservoir, tidal land reclamation, vocational assistance for retired servicemen, and

public housing. It also specified measures for achieving the targets.lT The essence of

the plan was really a linking together of applications for aid monies.

Taiwan in the 1960s had adopted a strategy combining export orientation and

foreign direct investment (FDI) to stimulate industrialisation. This was not inherent

in its import-substitution economic strategy, although it could claim some legitimacy

from the inherited ideological legacy. Rather the shift from import substitution to

export orientation as a strategy for industrialisation derived from political debate

within the leadership influenced by American pressure, after it was decided that the

substitution of light consumer goods had exhausted its potential. When Latin

American countries faced a similar crisis of exhaustion of the import substitution

strategy, they did so from a base considerably different to Taiwan's. This naturally

influenced the direction they took and its consequences. Import substitution in Latin

American countries involved substantial trans national companies' participation.

Foreign cooperation invested in those countries, leaping tariff barriers to retain or

establish a presence in the large domestic markets. They denationalised a number of

industrial sectors, forcing local capitalists out.18 The states played a very minor direct

role in the economy. Any new policies to resolve import substitution problem would

thus have to consider the wishes and global strategies of the trans national

companies.

In Taiwan, the state dominated the heights of the economy and accounted for

a sizeable and crucial portion of industrial production. The few foreign investments of

t7 lbid.
lt Evans, Peter B, Dependent Development, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979
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note were linked to the state sector. Local capital and the state supplied the needs of

the small and poor domestic market. Extensive import prohibitions, especially on non

essential consumer goods, severely curtailed a foreign presence. Lacking both foreign

interests domestically and external economic pressures, the regime had greater range

to determine its relations with the outside, given American cooperation and

assistance. Large Japanese co¡porations began to invest in Taiwan to lower their

labor costs to recapture US market shares lost to offshore American manufacturers.

Taiwan thus became vital to the global production structures of multinational

corporations from two different core economies.

The government took another important step to solicit FDI and further

integrate Taiwan's economy with the global one. In 1965 it promulgated the Statute

for the establishment and management of Export Processing Zones (EPZ).It selected

a plot of reclaimed land in the harbour of Kaohsiung, a port city in the south of the

island. In December 1966 Kaohsiung EPZ combined a modern harbour with an

industrial park and centralise administration enjoying the decision-making power

beyond the red tape of ministries. Foreign and local investing fums enjoyed tax

incentives and avoided import duties on equipment and parts as long as they exported

all that they manufactured or assembled. By t970 , 161 investments had been

approved for KEPZ and 126 firms were operating.le

Local capital, singly or in partnership with foreigners actively invested as well.

Foreign Direct Investment in the EPZ and elsewhere concentrated in a few sectors,

most notably in electronic and to a much lesser degree in plastic and garments.

'n EPZ Concentrates 15,7-8 August 1980.
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Incentives were impoftant as was the nature of the investors' target market mainly

the United States. In addition as one trans national company gained a competitive

edge via investment in Taiwan, its competitors followed. Therefore one could see

virtuaþ all of the large American television manufacturers set up on Taiwan one

after the other. Soon their suppliers opened up there as well, to secure their market

after the assemblers began to obtain parts locally instead of importing them.

American investors in Taiwan were generally large trans national companies

that set up wholly owned subsidiaries to cut costs on goods targeted at US markets.

They were also willing to purchase locally made parts if they met specifications. By

contrast, Japanese investors, although including some large enterprises, tended to

comprise small and medium scale companies. The big firms often through joint

ventures and licensing agreement, desired to penetrate Taiwan's domestic markets in

addition to exporting to the United States and other countries except Japan. As

America imposed quotas on Japanese imports, the Japanese assembled their parts in

Taiwan for shipment to the United States before Taiwan fell under similar

restrictions. The smaller Japanese fîrms also frequently took local partners preferring

Taiwanese to mainlanders, as the former were more receptive and shared language

and other cultural traits which had been created during the Japanese colonial

period. Japanese sometimes aimed at local market but more often sold to Japanese

assemblers in Taiwan or back home. However, large and small they were all loath to

purchase locaþ made goods and continued to import parts from Japan. They had

invested abroad in response to the strategy of the Ministry of International Trade and

Investment (MITÐ to address Japan's pressing economic problems of the earþ

1970s. Labour shortages, high wages, lack of land, pollution and quotas led MITI
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to urge certain enterprises to invest abroad. Labor intensive, technologically simple

smaller firms migrated, so that the home islands could concentrated on high tech, for

example capital, and knowledge-intensive, high quality, and high value added

goods.20

Hong Kong

In the years since World War II, Hong Kong and Singapore have been in the process

of transformation from colonial entrepots into more complex city-states. Politicaþ

this development has gone further in Singapore as a result of its attainment of

independence, while Hong Kong was a colony of the United Kingdom until July

1997.

Hong Kong was confronted by two developments, either of which could have

been disastrous for the city-state . While an influx of former residents and refugees

from China and a high rate of natural increase quadrupled the size of its population

within 10 years, the important part of Hong Kong's economy was its entrepot trade

with China. This was interdicted by the United Nations embargo imposed during the

Korean War. Instead of collapsing under the combined impact of these events, Hong

Kong turned them to its advantaged through the dynamic entrepreneurship of its

businessmen, the energy the adaptability of its people and constructive government

policy. This outcome required a complete transformation of the nature of its

economy. From being primarily an entrepot, Hong Kong converted itself into an

20 Terutomo Ozawa, 1979, Multinationalism, Japanese Style,Princetown University Press; and for
detail see Chalmers Johnson, 1982, MITI and the Japanese Miracle, Stânford University Press,

ch. 8.
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industrial economy making an increasing volume and variety of consumer

goods and intermediate products for export to compeútive world markets.

Hong Kong's economic growth has been very rapid. During the period 1961-

68, the average annual growth rate of its real GDP was 9.3 per cent, while per

capita GDP grew 7 per cent. Only in recent years had growth slowed down with

GDP growing at 6.5 per cent per annum during 1986-91 and GDP per capita at 5.7

per cent. Rapid economic growth in Hong Kong began with its economic

transformation from an entrepot to an industrial city in 1960s. This economic

transformation was achieved without planning or even premeditation.

In the 1960s and earþ 1970s, when Hong Kong experienced a process of

rapid industrialisation, the role of government was relatively unimportant. The entire

industrialisation process represented a series of successful self-adjustments to

changes in the internal and external economic environments. Limited by its small

internal market, Hong Kong had to adopt an outward looking policy of export

oriented industrialisation from the very beginning. Due to changes in the world trade

situation and internal events such as the banking crisis in 1965 and the riots

associated with the Cultural revolution n 1967, the Hong Kong economy has

experienced considerable fluctuation in its level of activity. Nevertheless, its recovery

from economic setback has always been rapid and remarkable.

The process of Hong Kong's economic growth has almost invariably been

accompanied by structural changes involving the inter-sectoral shift of resources.

There have been three .phases of structural changes in the country during the
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past thirty years.2r The fi¡st phase occurred in 1950s and 1960s when there was a

shift of resources to the manufacturing sector. The second phase began in 1970s

taking a direction toward the development of filrancial services. The third phase

began in the early 1980s, after China initiated its open door policy. Since the

early 1980s, Hong Kong has become a complex service centre, notable for the revival

of entrepot trade, continuing expansion in fînancial services, and the rise of new

services in telecommunication, technology transfer, and information dissemination.

Many of Hong Kong's manufacturing processes have been relocated to southern

China and other developing countries, leaving the territory's companies to specialise

in technological development, product design and marketing'

The rising productivity, employment and incomes intrinsic in this successful

transformation have enabled its people to enjoy steadily improving living standards

that today are among the highest in the developing countries. For the Chinese, Hong

Kong is a painful remainder of their humiliations at the hands of the West. The

Communist rulers allowed its continued separate existence after 1949 because it

afforded China access to the outside world during a period of enforced isolation. As

China open its doors in the Deng era, Hong Kong played an important role in China's

development, particularþ that of its Southern coastal regions. Hong Kong therefore

conjures up in a microcosm the contradictory images many Chinese have of Vy'estern

Europe, North America and Japan as sources of cultural pollution and exploitation

and as forces for economic change and access to superior technology.

21 Edward K.Y. Chen and Kui Wai Li, 'Manufactured Export Expansion in Hon Kong and Asian-

Pacif,rc Regional Cooperation', in Shu-Chin Yang (ed), Manufactured Exporls of East Asian

Industriali sing Economie s, ME Sbarpe, Inc, 199 4.
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These contradictory images have not helped in China's protracted

negotiations over Hong Kong's political development, which have been rocky at best.

The People's Republic wants to establish its supremacy in the economic and the

political life of Hong Kong while not destroying Hong Kong's value as an

economic dynamo. A series arrangements have been established to provide for a

Special Administrative Region for 50 years following Hong Kong return to China in

mid 1997. These agreements include the Joint Declaration, the 1984 Sino-British

agreement on Hong Kong's future, and the Basic Law (the post 1997 constitution

drawn up by Beijing in 1990) setting election modalities for the head of the Special

Administrative Region and the Legislative Chamber. But there are different

interpretations of the letter and spirit of these arrangements by China, the United

Kingdom, and various groups in Hong Kong.

Singapore

Like Hong Kong, Singapore was confronted in the post war years by a series of

developments that could have been equally disastrous. Through the policies of its

government and the good sense and hard work of its people, Singapore, too was able

to meet its challenges in ways that at least offset their adverse impacts. While Hong

Kong's problems were concentrated in time and more massive in size, those of which

Singapore had to deal with were more varied in nature and were spread out over a

longer period.

Singapore's major challenge was the so called Emergency of 1948-60 the

prolonged warfare waged in neighbouring Malaya by communist guerrillas, that

interacted with the growing communist influence in the city-state's trade unions and
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domestic politics. A second challenge was the rising unemployment resulting from the

stagnation of the entrepot trade during 1950s, the continuing high rate of population

growth, and the attendant labor unrest. While the guerilla warfare was suppressed by

the combined effort of the British and Malayan governments, communist influence in

the trade unions and in politics continued to be strong in Singapore. It began to

decline only after Lee Kuan Yew and associates in the People Action Party (PAP)

successfully rode the communist tiger to power in the earþ 1960s and initiated a

strategy designed to cope with the serious unemployment problem. Their plan

involved political union with recently independent Malaya, which would provide a

large enough domestic markets for Singapore to industrialise on the basis of import

substitution; generous taxes and other incentives and protective tariffs to stimulate

domestic and overseas investors in manufacturing; and an ambitious program of low-

rent public housing and expansion of educational facilities.

The Singapore experience in economic growth and export development was

an interesting case of strategy changing promptly because of poltical circumstances

and the economic environment. Singapore economic development up to 1965, while

the country was part of Malaya, was based almost exclusively on Malaysia's policies.

Therefore from 1963 to 1965 the economic strategy was based on import substitution

and the idea that there would be a large domestic market. In August 1965, Singapore

was separated from Malaysia. Soon after this separation this strategy was refocussed

entirely upon export development. The slogan was 'the world is our market'. Along

with rapid economic growth, manufactured export expansion, and increased

competition from other developing countries, manufacturing industries in Singapore

began to move upward. In an island economy like Singapore, they have to be
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associated with multinational corporations (MNCs) in capital, technology, and

production. Hence the slogan soon broadened to 'the world is our market and the

world is our factory'. With remarkable success in constantly upgrading its

manufacturing industries and exports, Singapore has recently been faced with greater

competition from other newly industrialised economies and increasing protectionism

from developed countries. Therefore at the end of 1980s, it gradually shifted to a

strategy of developing into an international business centre for manufacturing and

services, particularly in fmancial and information services. Singapore, like Hong

Kong, had been forced to become a globally competitive economy.

Thailand

After 1967, Thailand's government initiated its path to economic development by

introducing a policy called the First National Economic Development Plan. Under

this plan the country has undergone meaningful growth and structural change. During

the 1960s, the Thai economy was able to develop rapidly, run by strong public sector

investment in infrastructure expansion and agricultural commodity production.

Moreover, private investment in the manufacturing sector, particularly in import

substituting industries was also actively assured. Since the early 1970s Thailand

slowly transformed its economy towards an export led development strategy. This set

out the subsequent rapid industrialisation and growth. Despite the oil crisis in the

1970s and the world economic recession in 1980s, Thailand's GDP grew at a

respectable annual average rate of 7 .3 per cent in 1965-80 and 7.9 per cent in 1980-
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ggl.22 And according to the report of Bank of Thailand 1993, Thai GDP increased

further in 7992 by 7.5 per cent.

Among the structural changes the most significant of the past three decades

has been the transformation from agriculture toward manufacturing and other

non agricultural sectors. Agriculture as a share of GDP has declined steadily from 40

per cent in 1960 to 27 per cent in 7970, and 20.6 per cent in 1980 and 14.5 per cent

1990 to 13.5 per cent in 1991. In contrast the role of manufacturing has grown

increasingly from 11.7 per cent of totalGDP in 1960 to 16 per cent tn1970,2t.7

per cent in 1980 and 24.7 per cent 1990 to 24.9 per cent in 1991. According to the

latest series of GDP estimates, before the Asian economic melt down, since 1979, the

manufacturing sector has replaced the agricultural sector as the largest source of

income. Other sectors have also become more important in Thai economy such as

public utilities (electricity and water supplÐ; transportation and communication;

banking; insurance and real estate and services?3

Agriculture's share of the labour force and exports has also declined over the

years. The former's share fell from more than 80 per cent in 1960 to about 60 per

cent in 1987, whilst the latter's share decreased from 82.7 per cent in 1961 to 27.9

per cent in 1987 and further to 15.1 per cent in 1991. Manufacturing sector products

made up only 2.4per cent in 1961 and rose sharply to76.2 per cent of the country's

export earnings in 1991.24

22 World Bank, World Developmcnt Report, Washington D.C' 1993.
23 National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB), Nalional Incomt Statistics of
Thaíland, New Series, Various Issues, 1970-92, Bangkok.
to Bank of Thailand, Exports by Economic Sector, 1962-7992, Monthly Bulletin, various issues,

Bangkok,
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The structural changes in Thailand economy extended beyond the sectoral

level and were widespread at the product level as well. There has been significant

diversification of products within each broad economic sectors, for example within

the agricultural sector, rice accounted for as much as 37.7 per cent of the value and

30 per cent of total export in 1960, but its share fell to 20.3 per cent of the value and

16. 2 per cent of agricultural sector's export in 1987. Other agricultural products that

have become more important since the 1960s include maize, sorghum, cassava,

rubber and mug beans. More recently, high value added crops such as fruits and

vegetables have become more significant in terms of output and exports. The fisheries

sector has also become a major generator of income and exports in the economy. For

example, frozen shrimp and cuttlefish are now major Thai export products.

There has also been significant structural change in the manufacturing sector

with diversification of products. Food, beverage and tobacco were important

industries in 1960; constituting 60 per cent of value added manufacturing in 1960.

While they are still important industries, their share of total value added

manufacturing has declined steadily over time. These three industrial groups declined

from 36.7 per cent in 1970 to 28. 3 per cent in 1987. Because many new food

products have emerged, there has been no clear declining trend for this industry since

1970. The beverage, tobacco, wood and wood products, petroleum products and

transport equipment industries have also declined in importance. In contrast, textile,

wearing apparel, printing and publishing, chemical and chemical products, electrical

machineries and supplies, and other manufacturing have shown clearly increasing

shares of value added manufacturing over time.
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The economic success of Thailand has been recognised as the average growth

of GDP was 7.5 per cent between 1960 and 1979. While a very unfavourable

international environment and internal adjustments resulted in a noticeable slowing

down between 1980 and 1985, the end of the 1980s has seen the Thai economy

taking ofT at a pace above 10 per cent a year. The Thai economic boom continues by

which GDP has increased 12.3 per cent, followng a 13.2 per cent increase in 1988.

Manufacturing industries and construction have been behind this increase, with an

average growth of over 15 per cent and 20 pu cent respectively for 1988/89. In 1990

growth again exceed 10 per cent. Thai manufactured exports had grown much more

rapidly than export generated by other sectors. This growth began in 1970s starting

from a small base manufactured exports grew at an average annual rate exceeding 30

per cent from 1970 to 1987. Manufactured exports are now amongst

Thailand's major export items in which garments have been the most important

earners in the export market since 1985, then in 1986 garments became the country's

top export item. Most of Thailand exports had been directed to developed countries,

with the European Community, the US and Japan are its most important markets.

The US market has grown particularþ rapidly over the previous decades.

Since 1984, the US had replaced Japan as the largest importer of Thai products. But

the EC countries are also an important market for Thai's goods. The Netherlands,

West Germany, the United Kingdom and France are important market for Thailand in

the EC. Among NIEs, Singapore is significant partner in trade, whilst Hong Kong is
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The Thailand economic boom as well as the recent Asian economic crisis

may be partly explained by the structural economic changes from agriculture to

manufacturing that absorbed large foreign investments but at the same time incurred

huge costs of foreign exchange. Finally, the high rates of investment led to a crisis

of foreign debt accumulation and repayment problems. The very high rates of Thai

growth are not sustainable in the long run given the expected fall in the rate of

growth of employment and the expected reduction of investment rates.



also an important importer of Thai products. Thailand exports to China have also

increased over the years."

*

The Philippines

Since 1960 there have been remarkable changes in the composition of Philippine

exports, and since 1970 important changes in the product composition of non-

traditional manufacturers. The share of non traditional manufactured exports

increased dramaticaþ from 1.2 per cent of all exports in 1960 to 36.4 per cent by

1980 and 73.2 per cent in 1990.26 The trend in non traditional manufactured export

followed the pattern of other developing countries and more recently, the newly

industrialising economies,2? reflecting the abundance of labor resources for producing

such exports as electrical component, garment food products, furniture and footwear.

Electrical components and garment constitute a proportion of more than 50 per cent

of non traditional manufactured exports. In fact this share rose from 40 per cent in

1,97 5 to over 60 per cent since 1985.

On the other hand, the more indigenous Philippine products have experienced

either a lower rate of increase or decline in export.. There is no doubt however that

the increasing proportion of manufactured good among the country's export is now

a permanent structural characteristic. The Philippine has also seen an increase in the

magnitude of its exports of non-traditional non-manufactured items such products as

" Bank of Thailand, Sha¡es of Thailand Exports by Major Country, 1970, 1980 and 1990, Monthly
Bulletin, various issues, Bangkok.
26 National Census and Statistics OfFrce, Foreign Trade Statisflcs, Philippine Exports 1960-90,

various years, Manila.
27 National Economic and development Authority, Phitippines Statistical Yearbook, 1988, and
Phílippine Dev elopment Report, 1990, Manila
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bananas, iron ores, fresh or preserved fish, and textile fibres.

Given this changing export performance, the basic question is whether the

development of Philippines manufacturèd exports has led to broader changes in the

economy in general and industry in particular that are consistent with this trend.

More pointedly, does this augur well for a sustainable structural change in the

economy toward a trade structure that reflects the country's comparative advantage

and resource endowments? Alburo has argued that these trends had developed on top

of the country's existing protectionism regime, rather than by simultaneously

reducing the protection.2t He added that a complete departure from the country's

past import-substitution era is needed, as certain aspects of the development of

manufactured exports put a drag on the country's ability to transform its structure.

Firstly, the outburst of manufactured export growth has really set in motion a

snowball effect in overall export growth, which was the case in the NICs. In fact it

was in the earþ and mid 1970s that both total manufactured export registered

respectable growth . In the 1980s growth rates for manufactured export decreased.

This decline was further aggravated by the 1983 crisis which set back any gains

achieved earlier. Secondly, the development of manufactured exports has been

overly concentrated in a few products, mainly electrical components and garments or

handicrafts. Manufacturing processes for the first two product groups are

characterised by packaging and assembly. These weaknesses (over-concentration and

packaging) were also found in the import-substitution regime of the three preceding

2t Alburo, Florian A, 1987. 'Manufactured Exports and Industrialisation: Trade Pattern and Trends

of the Philippines', in Trade qnd Sftuctural Change in Pacific Asia, C.l. Bradford, JR and W.H.
Branson (eds), University of Chicago.
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decades, which did not build a strong industrial base. Thirdly, the real foreign

exchange contribution of these manufactured exports is less than indicated, in the

sense that many are import intensive, where the value of import input s for

manufacture of electronic export was a lower contribution to foreign exchange

earnings. In contrast, export of handicraft, footwear, furniture, and food products

which have more domestic content earned more foreign exchange per peso exports.

Fourthly, it is questionable whether this development of manufactured exports has

resulted in broader base growth.

Although this question extends beyond trade and into the realm of macro-

economic and equity policies, it is relevant. For one thing this has not stimulated a

greater export orientation by Philippine manufacturing . For example, between 1960

and 1980 the proportion of manufactures to total exports grew faster than the

proportion of manufacturing output that was exported. This suggests a slow change

in the structure of the manufacturing sector. For another, while the factor content of

manufactured exports had declined among capital-using products, the content of the

largest share of the country's export s remains in the low capital, low skill category

with only marginal increases in the low-capital, high skill category. To the extent that

public policy inhibits backward linkages or fails to promote broader rural

development, the impact of the development of manufactured exports is more limited.

Finally, a significant portion of Philippines exports are classified under SITC

931 as 'special transactions, not classified according to kind'. These transactions are

defined as exports of products that are manufactured from imported materials on a

consignment basis. In the Philippines, these products are mostly electronic equipment

and garments. The country's share of exports by all developing countries has
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expanded rapidly, but it is not clear whether this has changed Philippine trade

structurally in the sense of adequately testing the country's marketing capacities

through exposure of production decisions to more external or global factors. Overall,

the development of Philippine manufactured exports has achieved the scale of trade

experienced by the NICs. However it is doubtful that such development translatss

into a sustainable structural change consistent with a country's participation in a

world trading system. Without concomitant policy reforms to harness this

development, the PhiJippine is unlikely to experience the transformation characteristic

of countries that have expanded their manufactured exports.

Malaysia

Malaysia experienced rapid economic growth during the 1970s and at the beginning

at 1980s with an average annual growth rate of 7.5 per cent. In part this was the

result of the New Economic Policy which sought to redistribute wealth between the

ethnic communities and create a generation of Malay capitalists, industrialise the

economy by state intervention and modernise the Malaysian economy. It was

however, an expansionist budgetary policy which enabled Malaysia to maintain a high

rate of growth at the beginning of 1980s. The fall in exchange rates reduced the value

of exports and consequently government receipts. Hence there were large balance of

payments and budgetary deficits of 17 per cent and 14 per cent of GNP respectively

n 1982. Adding to these financial imbalances were a protectionist industrial policy

and the uncontrolled growth of a particularþ badly managed public sector; non

financial pubtic enterprises represented one-quarter of GNP, and their deficit

exceeded 7 per cent of GNP in 1984. The government thus had to follow a vigorous
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adjustment policy in 1983/84.2e Combined with the continued decline in the term of

trade, this caused a strong recession in 1985 (with a decline of 1.5 per cent in GNP)

and stagnation in 1986, which in turn initially resulted in a worsening of the

budgetary deficit and foreign debt. Foreign debt represented 76 per cent of GDP in

1986, with the debt service ratio approaching 20 per cent. The unemployment rate

which had fallen from 8 psr cent to 4.5 per cent between 1970 and 1982, increased

rapidly to exceed 8 per cent in 1986. During this period one further event traumatised

the Malaysian government and especiaþ the Ministry of Finance; the closure of the

Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange, in the wake of that of Singapore, at the time of the

crash caused by the insolvency of the Pan Electric Group. Since that time, the

Malaysian government although not questioning the basic principles of the New

Economic Policy has had one constant concern that was to stabilise the economy by

encouraging the development of light industry, and to modernise the fìnancial sector

while reducing its dependence on Singapore.

The Sixth Plan (1986-1990) emphasised development of the private industrial

sector as the basis for growth, and public enterprises which were heavily in defrcit

were strongly urged to put their affairs in order. Steps to encourage investment were

taken and a policy of opening up the economy to foreign investors was decided upon.

The promotion of the Investment Act 1986 simplified the rules in this area, granting

numerous advantages to investors, notably tax credits, and relaxed the ownership

rules for foreigners. By contrast, investment by the public sector as a whole was

reduced, its share of GNP falling from 17 per cent in 1981 to 10 per cent in 1987,

2e The decision was taken under pressure from experts of Bank Negara, the Ministry of Finance
and the Economic Planning Unit, supported by the IMF and the World Bank.
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and public enterprises were restructured. The depreciation of the Ringgit enabled the

economy to compete in world markets again. In the financial sphere, numerous

measures enabled the Central Bank to gradually strengthen its control over

institutions whose management frequently left something to be desired, and to force

them to adopt operational rules more in line with financial orthodoxy and to increase

their capital.

In an international environment which has become more favourable since

1986, the Malaysian economy experienced a sustained recovery n1987188 by two

elements: an increase in commodity prices and growth in industrial exports. The year

1987 saw Malaysia emerge from the recession with foreign trade leading economic

recovery. This was a new phenomenon: it was not simply the improvement of

markets for raw materials which returned the Malaysian economy to growth, but also

a substantial increase in industrial exports. In fact, the slide of the Ringgit from 1985,

together with the policy of encouraging foreign investment attracted numerous

investors to Malaysia. Growth of exports from 1986/87 was particularly strong in the

electronics sector which accounted for more than half the exports of manufactured

goods. Overall GDP increased by 5.3 per cent in 1987 and by 8.7 per cent in 1988.

In 1989, the Malaysian economy continued to develop at a steady pace. GDP growth

estimated (on the basis of constant prices) af 8.7 percent is primarily due to strong

private investment (36.3 per cent) and consumption (15.9 per cent). For 1990/91,

the growth of 10 per cent was due to the high level of investment and the recent

surge in oil prices, the estimated rate for the frst half of 1990 being 9.5 per cent.

Not surprisingly, the manufacturing industry will lead the way with growth of 15 per

cent.
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In the 1990s Malaysia emerged as a new Tiger economy due to its dynamic

economic development. It has grown rapidly since the 1970s and particularly since

1987 after which its annual GDP growth was about 8 per cent and approximately 12

per cent in secondary sector. This growth shifted the economy from one with a

primary sector exporting emphasis to one undergoing a significant industrialisation

process. Furthermore, since 7994, the manufacturing sector contributed just under 32

per cent of total GDP and now Malaysia appeared likely to join the group of Tiger

economies alongside Singapore andHong Kong.

Indonesia

Indonesia experienced rapid economic growth during the 1970s, with an annual

average rate of 8 per cent until 1981.30 This growth resulted largely from rapidly

rising oil prices, caused by the OPEC cartel and the Iran-Iraq War after 1980, with

the state engaging in large programs of public investment funded by oil derived

revenues. At the same time, the government which had previously pursued growth

based on import substitution, again encouraged local enterprises to develop behind a

range of protective barriers, often in the form of licensing arrangements. The

Indonesian economic dependence on the oil and gas sectors made it more fragile,

since the country had over-estimated future revenues and borrowed to accelerate its

development, while the other highly protected sectors of the economy were not

sufficiently competitive to take up the slack in the event of a downturn in the oil

sector. The counter-shock from 1982 onwards, when the price of oil started the

'0 Laporan Perekonomian Indonesia, 1981, Biro Pusat Statistik (BPS), Jakarta, 1982.
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decline which continued intermittently into the late 1990s, and the increase in interest

rates, rapidly resulted in major imbalances. Once the government resigned itself (after

some delay) to reducing public expenditure in order to deal with falling revenues,

growth slowed down, and the balance of payments worsened. As a result it was

necessary for Indonesia to adjust its resource allocation.

The adjustment policy put into operation from 1983 permitted a reduction in

both the internal and external deficits. A further fall in the price of oil in 1986,

however, as well as the depreciation of the US dollar (against the other currencies

under the 1985 Plaza agreement) in which a substantial part of Indonesia's foreign

debt was denominated, obliged Indonesia to intensify its efforts at economic

adjustment and structural change. The reforms then undertaken were in particular

designed to liberalise the economy, and had as their objective the development of the

non-oil sector in order to find new sources of growth and to stabilise export

revenues. As a result of these measures, the economy began to diversify, the relative

importance of the oil sector falling from 26 per cent of GDP in 1980 to 18.8 per cent

in 1989,31 and from three quarters of total exports to less than half in the same

period. Despite these initial good results, the increasing burden of debt servicing at a

time when energy export prices collapsed obliged Indonesia to have further recourse

to international financial aid. It was only some years later that the economy began to

enjoy the benefits of this policy. By the mid-1990s public finances were being

progressively improved, the debt burden was becoming relatively lighter and inflation

was tending to slow.

31 The WorM Bank, 'Trends in Developing Economies 1992' , Washington DC, 1992.
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The sharp decline in oil prices that began in 1986 marked the turning point

in Indonesia's deregulation phase. Ironicaþ, declining oil revenues and the resultant

deteriorating balance of payments provided the political will for substantive

deregulation to take place. At this stage deregulation aimed to remove the bias

against exports that was caused by the high cost structure dictated by the prevailing

system of protection; but it did not aim to remove totally the source of distortion.

The first step towards reducing the exporters' high costs was the customs clean up

in 1985. Subsequent deregulation had a similar objective: to offset exporters' cost

structure by simplifying procedures; allowing them special facilities and slowly

dismantling the system of protection by changing from non-tariff barriers to tariffs

which are believed to cause less distortion.

In the fiscal year 1986-87 a deregulation package of policy measures for

removing the bias against exports and encouraging foreign investment was

introduced. It provided a new and improved duty-rebate system in response to

objections to the previous export cartificate scheme. Under the new scheme exporters

could obtain a refund of the duty paid on import monopolies as long as the item was

used in export production. Exporters were defined as producers who exported 85 per

cent or more of their total production. The unique feature of the new system was

that the applicants for duty rebate were not allowed to meet face to face with the

offîcials who processed their applications. Applications had to be sent by mail or

courier an all inquiries had to be made by telephone. This computerised and am's-

length application procedure was designed to reduced the abuses that existed under

the old system. Other important elements of this package were that Indonesian

exporting firms with foreign investors could be up to 95 per cent foreign owned;
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foreign fums operating in the country could utilise low interest export credits; and

joint ventures with 75 per cent or more Indonesian equity could undertake domestic

distribution

Nevertheless, the most significant reason for the rapid expansion of

manufactured exports since 1986 was the increase in foreign investment inflows and

the support from overseas environment in the form of a donor response, especiaþ

from Japan." In 1986, the government of Indonesia again devalued the rupiah in

response to a sharp decline in oil prices. Unlike the depreciations of 1978 and 1983,

this one succeeded in augmenting non oil exports because deregulation measures

were also undertaken, and inflation rates were low: 9 per cent during 1987 and 8 per

cent in 1988.33 In 1988 a tight monetary policy was adopted, and the rupiah was

depreciated with the objective of maintaining competitive real effective exchange

rates. Deregulation also began to alleviate the problems associated with the high cost

economy and the general direction of export promotion.

Textiles and garments constituted a major component of Indonesia's non oil

exports. In July 1987 the system of textile quota allocation to Indonesian exporters

was rationalised, after much press coverage of quota allocation system abuses and

dissatisfaction with the existing Textile Producers Association.'o The main changes

aimed to reduce the discretionary powers of officials and eliminate unnecessary

administrative procedures and costs. While the initial allocation was still based on

past performance, allocations by companies and size were henceforth published in the

" Hill, Hil, 1997, Indonesia's Industrial Transþrmation , Allen and Unwin, Institute of South-East
Asian Studies, Singapore, ch.1.
3t lbid.
3a Inlerview with }lanonangan Panggabean, Directorate of Textile, Garment and Footwear,
Department of Industry and Trade, Jakatta July 1997.
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media. The questionable fee to the Textile Association that had been linked to

allocation of quotas was removed. Unused quotas could now be exchanged at an

auction, but quotas would be reduced in the next year's allocation. Indonesian

garment exports have undergone diversification from its destination especially from

the markets which applied the quota system to the non quota markets As a result, in

1994 export to quota's market was 49.1 per cent lower than to non quota's markets

that was 50.8 per cent.35 The export growth of Indonesian textile and textile

products according to Sonia Prabowo36 can be divided in three periods namely the

first period from 1980 to 1985 was approximately 35.6 per cent. The second period

was from 1986 to 7992 of which the growth was approximately 38.8 per cent. This

high growth was due to conducive climate given by the government with lower

interest rate for export credits in this sector. The third period was from 1993 to 1995

where export in this sector declined approximately 0.9 per cent due to

competitiveness, price falls, and the increase of production costs.

Indonesi an Industry and Deregulation 1990 -1996

The Indonesian government ratified its inclusion into APEC and the WTO, and in

the course of strengthening effrciency and national economic resilience and the

competitive power of Indonesian products in the world markets, it has been carrþg

out economic deregulation gradually. One of deregulation's aims is to eliminate high

production costs by reducing tariffs on import or export. Deregulation had been

" Source: Pangestu and Bird, 1996.
36 Sonia Prabowo, 1996, Perkembangan Indust¡i Tekstil, Pakaian Jadi, dan Alas Kaki in Mari
Pangestu et al, eds. Transformasi Industri Indonesiu DøIam era Perdagangan Bebas, CSIS,
Jakarta.
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started in 1983 in the financial and taxation sectors, then followed by the sector of

trade in 1985. During the last decade, deregulation in the trade sector was more

focused on the government efforts at eliminating strict import licencing and

reducing protection. Before deregulation was conducted, more than 40 percent of

Indonesian products received protection through import policy or non tariff barriers,

and currently it remains at22 per cent of the whole products being protected with

non tariff barrier. Before 1985, tariffs averaged more than 35 per cent, whilst a

decade after deregulation applied, the tariff rate declined to be 20 per cent.

Henceforth, due to deregulation, Indonesian non oil exports grew 20 per cent

annually from 1986 to 1994, but in the middle of the 1990s the export of certain

industrial products such as textile, textile products and foot wear declined.

The Deregulation Package of 1990

A new economic reform package was launched by the government of Indonesia on

May 28, aimed at attracting private investors. The reforms focused principally on

lowering trade barriers. Tariffs on approximately 2,500 industrial products including

many for the rapidly growing export oriented electronic industry were reduced or

removed and quota restrictions on 371 industrial products were lifted. The result of

these measures was that approximately 98 per cent of all imported industrial products

attracted tariffs of les than 40 per cent and more than 40 per cent of all industrial

products attracted tariff of less than 10 per cent. The number of goods subject on

import quotas reduced to 660.

Other government policy in this year's package, was relaxing licensing

restrictions governing investments in a number of livestock rearing and fshing
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activities and eased export regulations for agricultural products such as nutmeg,

mace, sandalwood and coffee. These measures were supplemented by a significant

deregulation of the hitherto highly protected pharmaceutical industry. Non tariffs

barriers on the import of some prescrþtion drugs and raw material were replaced by

tariffs. Apart from this, foreign joint companies were granted the right to participate

in the wholesale distribution of pharmaceutical products. Though to some extent

symbolic, these reforms served to underline the commitment to the progressive

deregulation and liberalisation of the Indonesian economy.

The Deregulation Package of 1991

In February 1991, the government policy was continuing the October 1988 package

and starting the process of globalisation in the banking sector. This package consisted

of licensing, ownership, and management; guidelines for prudential banking practises;

reporting system procedures to access the soundness of bank operations and to

impose sanction in case of violation; and supporting element for promoting banking

business. As regards to the capital adequacy requirement, it is stipulated that banks

shall meet the minimum requirement of 5 per cent by the end 1992, and 8 per cent by

the end 1993.37

In the aftermath on June 3'd 1991, the government announced another set of

measures aimed at liberalising foreign trade and investment.3s Tariff and non tariff

barriers were further reduced or abolished, a number of export controls were lifted,

whilst additional sectors of the economy were opened to investment by foreign

37 The World Bank, 'Trends in Developing Economies 1994' , Washington DC, 1994, pp.229-233

" Ministry of Trade Decree, no.135/KpA/I/91, and no,137lKpA/U91, June 3,1991.
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enterprises. The measure were taken a week prior to the meeting of IGGI and were

apparently aimed at satisffing criticism that the government's five year liberalisation

program had concentrated on financial deregulation and ignored trade reform,

especiaþ import barriers. The 34û annual IGGI meeting took place in June 12-15

1991 in The Hague, in the wake of some controversial comments earlier in the year

by Johannes Pronk, chairman of the 18 nation group. Pronk had suggested in May

that the Indonesian goverTrment had failed in its responsibility to regulate the private

sector, with increased environmental degradation and income inequality as the

consequences. He then hinted that future aid from the IGGI could well be tied to

progress on economic and social problems. Such concerns notwithstanding, the

IGGI announced that it was providing Indonesia with US$ 4.75 billion for the

current fiscal year, most of which provided by Japan, and the V/orld Bank. Despite a

raise in donations of over five percent from 1990, the Indonesian government was

denied control over any portion of the financial assistance, which will consists of

entirely those measures that would expand the private sector and reduce remaining

trade barriers.

The June 1991 deregulation package reduced the maximum tariff rates on

finished goods from 40 per cent to 30 per cent and on intermediate goods to 15 per

cent.3e Particularly, it lowered tariff rates on 562 items and tariff surcharges on 365

items, abolished surcharges on 137 items, but increased tariffs on 71 items and raised

surcharges on 39 items. This reform package opened the car component manufacture

industry to new investors, and also opened new investment in commercial vehicles

tn Ministry of Finance Decree, no.522lKMK.00/1991
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and heavy machinery on the provision that at least 65 per cent of the output was

exported or met the local content requirements at the existing industries.

The Deregulation Package of July 1992

Ten days before the flrst meeting of the Consultative Group for Indonesia (CGI), the

Indonesian government launched a new economic reform on July 6, 1992 which was

aimed primarily at promoting non oiVgas exports and attracting increased private

investment, especially from foreign investors. This package contained a variety of

measures intended to increase the competitiveness of manufactured exports and to

improve the domestic investment sphere. The most significant measure included:

. The lifting of import restrictions on24l items, of which 226 items were connected

to the batik industry,12 are categories of agricultural products, and the remainder

are connected with the mineral water, metalware and electric transformer

industries.

o The reduction of the number of items subject to supplementary import tariffs from

400 to 225, and changes in rate of these surcharges on some 160 items; regular

import tariffs which are levied at rate of up to 200 per cent, continue to be charged

on more than 9200 items, with only modest shift in the rates applied to individual

commodities.

o A liberalisation of import restrictions on 36 categories of steel products which

previously could only be imported by or through the state owned steel producer

PT Karakatau Steel; under the new regulation, 365 of these products may be

freely imported by other producer importers, while the remaining category, rotary

combustion piston engine, may be imported by general importers or users
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. A liberalisation of regulations governing the import of reconditioned machineries

which previously could only be imported by approved state owned frms, but may

now be imported by a wide range of companies.

o An easing of the regulations governing the employment of expatriate labour, with

an assurance that an official decision on an application for expatriate employment

will be taken within four days of submission.

o A reduction in the number of activities closed to private investors under the

Investment Negative List that was from 60 to 51, with new investment now being

permitted in such fields as vaccines, matches and food seasonings.

. A relaxation of the laws governing land use enabling foreign joint ventures to

obtain land use titles which previously were only granted to the local partners in a

joint venture; the new regulations allow foreign joint venture to lease land for up

to 30 years in the first instance with a possible extension of 25 years, and will also

allow them to use the land use right as collateral for bank loans.

o A simplification of the procedures involved in obtaining offrcial approval for

investment applications, the previous two stage procedure involving the issuance

fìrst of a temporary license and then often after a considerable time lag, a

permanent license has been replaced by a single stage system; the number of

permits required to be issued by the National Investment Coordinating Board

(Badan Kordinasi Penanaman Modal/BKPM) had also been reduced from eight to

four and several permits from other offrcial bodies which previously had to

obtained via BKPM, may now be applied for directly from the bodies concerned.
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The Deregulation Package of 1993

In May 1993 Indonesian government policy was reducing some restrictions faced in

banking sectors in carrþg out credit expansion. As to encourage economic activities

through the improvement in the real sector, in 1993, the government continued to

undertake a series of deregulation measures in the area of production, trade and

investment. These measure were basically intended to increase the overall efficiency

of the economy and the competitiveness of Indonesia's non oiUgas exports, to

improve the business climate and to promote the domestic investment without

neglecting environmental preservation. These steps were important in facing

increasing competition in international trade and in attracting foreign investors, as

well as in confronting rising demand for environmental preservation.

In line with the above objectives, through the June 10 1993 deregulation

package, the government simplified various regulations in the automotive industry,

reduced import tariffs and relaxed import licensing procedures as well as shortening

the investment negative list.ao In the automotive industry, the package provided for

the exemption of import duties for those industries which could successfully increase

the local content of their products. The non tariff barrier system was replaced by the

tariff barrier system. To encourage the promotion of and to facilitate non oil-gas

exports, the package also provided for the simplification of regulations concerning

Export Oriented Production Entrepot and bonded zones. Furthermore, to enhance

the overall efficiency and the competitiveness of the economy, the package provided

the exemption of import duties and surcharges on certain products. To reinvigorate

oo Ministry of Finance Decree, nos. 641-44/KMK.01/1993, June 10, 1993
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investment and improve the investment climate, the government also shortened the

investment negative list by reducing the number of economic sectors that was closed

to investors.

Through the October 23 1993 deregulation package,ar the government,

among other things, simplified the investment licensing procedures at the regional

level, abolished the regulation of land appropriation for industry, and permitted 100

percent foreign ownership of ventures. The package also provided for the relaxation

of various import licensing procedures, the reduction of import tariffs, and the

simplihcation of procedures for conducting environmental impact analysis. This

fundamentally was intended to simplify investment procedure in the regional or

provincial level. Through these attractive investment incentives, it is expected to

have positive impacts on the promotion of investment, economic effrciency, and the

competitiveness of the economy.

The Deregulation Package o|l994

Despite Indonesia's export growth being flat in 1994, tnqeased domestic demand and

a resurgence of foreign investment led to GDP growth rate of 7.1 per cent

slightly exceeding the rate in 1993. Earnings from export of oil and gas, which had

expanded at a double digit rate during the latter half of the 1980s and declining textile

exports due to severe international competition reached low levels in late t993.

Although exports of industrial goods rscovered slightly, export expanded by a mere

ar Head of Coordinating Board for InvesErent decree no. 15/5111993, October 23, 1993, Ministry
of Finance decree nos. 849-57/KMK.01/1993, Ministry of Trade Decree nos. 309-13/Kplxll993,
and Ministry of Industry Decree nos, 230-31/M/SIí10/1993.
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7.2 per cent less than a percentage point higher than 1993.42 On the other hand,

foreign investment recovered rapidly from the low point of the year before. In 1993,

foreign investment in Indonesia had declined about 30 per cent because foreign

investors had turned their interests to newly emerging markets in Vietnam, China,

and India.

The government regarded this as major warning sign and made efforts to shift

away from its emphasis on the locali.sation of foreign investment. In June of this year,

the government announced a package of deregulation measures,a3 aimed at attracting

foreign capital which would ensure that wholly owned foreign subsidiaries would be

permitted in any sector except public works. The regulation forcing foreign investors

to sell over 51 per cent of the investment to local investors was scrapped with the

condition that even wholly owned subsidiaries would sell a portion of their stocks to

local investors within fifteen years, and foreign investment in harbour works,

shipping, aircraft and information industries, which until recently had been prohibited

for strategic or political reasons, would be opened to foreign investors. The effect of

this deregulation was an increase in the number of foreign companies applying for

permission to invest some 449.35 per cent higher than 1993. Companies invested US

S 23.7 billion n 1994, nearly three times the amount invested the year before. In

addition to large scale projects in chemicals, paper and pulp, investment in

automobile and electronic parts increased. On a country by country basis, Hong Kong

was the largest investor, putting US $ 6 billion in large-scale projects such as

az The Worl¿ Bank,'Trends in Developing Economies 1996', Washington DC, 1996, pp.43-47.
a3 Ministry of Finance Decree, nos, 286-96/KMK,Oltlgg4, June 27 1994 and Ministry of Trade
Decree, nos. 125-128 fi<PNIlg4, June27, 1994.
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electricity generation. Great Britain, Taiwan and South Korea followed. Japanese

investment rose 87 per cent over 1993, but continued to rank number six

The Deregulation Package of 1995

The policy issued by the government on May 23'd 1995 was aimed at reducing tariffs

from some posts and percentâge being reduced so that in 2003 could be matched

with AFTA agreement.4 However, if we see all the existing tariffs, there are some

posts are still keep remaining the same tariff. Apart from this, why were only certain

institutions such as the producers, Bulog, Pertamina and BPPC allowed to import ?

What is the negative impact if it is done by general importers ?. Since these

questions can not be answered, it might be seen as arbitrary, determined without

argument, or like being chosen a lottery. If general importers are allowed, the small

producers that are not able to import their raw materials can operate their business by

buyrng raw materials from those general importers. At this moment there are 32

tariffs posts monopolised by those certain importers.

In the investment sector, from the list of negative investments, there are ten

kinds of business in which foreign investment is allowed. Why only these ten, is this

for security or environmental considerations, or for the sake of interest of certain

producers ?. In this year there are 8 additional business to be included in the list of

negative investments, namely development and utility of harbour or sea port, to

generate transmit and distribute electricity for electric plants, telecommunications,

shipping lines, water, trains, atomic reactors. It can be said that this was a set back

ao Ministry of Finance Decree, nos, 215-23/KMK.0I/1995, May 23,1995 and ministry of Trade
Decree nos. 89-90/KpA//95, May 23, 1995.
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for the policy being pursued by the government. The reason is that in government

regulation no 20, 1994 these kinds of business were not open for a 100 per cent

investment from foreign countries. But if there is only 5 or more per cent of

domestic investment, so the business is open.

Other deregulation policies launched by the Indonesian government in this

year were on industrial license and industrial restructuring, which are new and

positive initiatives. As generaþ speaking Indonesian entrepreneurs accepted this

positively and enthusiastically, they are not cowardly to be challenged by their foreign

counterparts who joined in AFTA. However, we must wait to see the result of these

mltratrves.

The Deregulation Package of 1996

In January 1996, Indonesia undertook further deregulation by reducing import and

export tariff for some goods.as Therefore, in domestic markets, the price of goods

could be reduced, yet for exported goods, are prices expected to be competitive in

the world market ? This is only one possibility. Is that true that the consumers could

gain from decreasing price ?. It depends on the producers attitude, since they could

gain huge benefits from reducing their product costs, but not reducing the market

price. This year's deregulation could be significant if it has the result of encouraging

competitiveness. But in reality, it may not result in that situation. There were eight

major characteristics in this year's deregulation, namely, custom facilities, free tariff

in importing machines and automotive industrial equipment for recapitalisation,

a5 Ministry of Finance Decre,e, nos.42-491KMK.01/1996, January 26, 1996, and Ministry of
Industry & Trade nos, 10-18/MPP/SKV1996, January 26,7996.
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import facilities from the agency Bapelcsta for export, reviewing tax tariff for certain

exported commodities, reducing tariff for imported capital goods and raw materials,

eliminating the cost of controlling export for textiles and textile products, private

companies and cooperative allowed to conduct business as pawn brokers, and to give

a broader chance for foreign investments in the import and export sectors.

Table 5.1: Indonesian Bxport (Oil and Gas & Non Oil and gas)

(in US$ million)

53.M3,60tL.622,5541.821.051997

49.814.74tt.72t.8l38.092.931996

4s.417.9710.4&,4134.953.567995

40.053,439.693.6130.359,821994

36.822,979.745.4227.077.551993

33.967.006.687.4027.279.607992

29.142.403.n3.6025.868,801991

25.675,303.838.2021.837.101990

TotalOil & GasNon Oil & GasYear

Source: Modified frorn Ministry of Industry and Trade, 1997

By giving the opportunity for foreign investors to engage in the trade in

imports, this could tighten competitiveness for domestic products on the market by

foreign producers. It is good if domestic producers are ready for tight competition.

However, the compulsory requirement for this purpose is no obstacle by protection

that given only to certain people. If one side is hampered by domestic market

distortion and the other side faces a tight competition with overseas products, the

business will die if it is not in the inner circle of the governing elite and thus receives

protection and special facilities. Therefore, in the import sector, this regulation will

be useless without being followed up by a change in procedures in this sector. In the

course of exports, is there any intention from foreign investors to establish their
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trading companies purchasing Indonesian products for export purposes. How big

advantage Indonesian products that attract foreign investors to do their business in

Indonesia. Most Indonesian producers have had a relationship with overseas

principals, which is why many foreign managers just visit Indonesia or establish a

small representative office if their business is just export orienæd.
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Chapter Six

GLOBALISATION AND ITS IMPACT ON INDONESIA

The impact of globalisation in Indonesian has been to highlight those diffrculties

which might hamper the Indonesian economy from entering the era of globalisation.

The processes of globalisation that have been mobilised by economic cooperation, the

development of technology in information systems and communications have had

various consequences for political systems and national economies, including

Indonesia. The issues include the accountability of the political and economic

structures which have been the central focus in the country. In a broader context,

the state is not the only actor in international relations as well as domestic politics. It

is therefore the relationship between economic problems and international politics

that can not be firlly controlled by the state. Apart from this, the emergence of the

combined power in economy and technology as a phenomenon that could not be

avoided by international society.

This phenomenon of globalisation is not a new one, because it was established

in the 1950s and intensively developed over the following decades.t In political

economic literature, such a phenomenon has been placed into three

theoretical paradigms, namely realism, liberal-pluralism and neo Marxism. These

three paradigm have different visions of the globalisation phenomenon; as power

1 
See Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, 1977 , Power and Interdependence : World Politics in

Transition, Boston Little Brown Company; Francis Fukuya, 1989, 'The End of Wodd History',
Nationøl Interest, no.16 (Summer); Kenichi Ohmae, 1990, The Borderless World, New York
Harper Collins.
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expansion of nations for realists, as a phenomenon of the emerging new actors in the

world that becomes more complex and plural for Liberal-pluralists; and as the

extended power for global capitalists for neo Marxists. These all share the same

opinion that the phenomenon will colour international relations in both the political

system and the national economy3

Principally, globali.sation will involve many dimensions as reorganisation or

basic changes to the systems of production and distributions, mutual intervention,

penetration of national borders, broadening money markets and human and capital

activities within an international network. In line with this, the role of the

advancement of technology in communication and information is becoming more

significant as it leads to a level of interdependence that can't be denied. Although the

motivations of the actors involved could be different, the economic principles as the

power to move their activities such as profit and rational allocation of resources are

the same. Profits, efficiency and rationality that led them become involved as they

were not hampered by national borders either in politic or economic manners. This

can be seen from the incoming direct foreign investment by multi-national companies

on a global scale. The question raised is whether globalisation has been mobilised by

economic interaction and will communication and information technology suppress

or decrease the role of national sovereignty ?. This problem does not mean that the

role of the state has become unimportant, but rather that ther is a greater focus on the

capabilities of the state in a global context.

2 Roger Toozg 1992, 'Conce.ptualising the Global Economy,' in Anthony McGrew and Paul G
Lewis (eds), Global Politics, Cambridge.
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This issue is very important for every state because globalisation performs

in the international system and will open interaction and competition among nations,

individual and economic players, and so on. Apart from this globalisation will create

international arrangements either in political or economic terms which will reflect a

tight international dependence, mutual penetration on domestic and international

policy and the states will not have autonomy over their policies. Therefore,

globalisation and economic interdependence should not be understood merely as that

states and other actors should be interdependent, but rather that, this development

refers to mutual international relationship of which each actor is easily influenced by

the dynamic of change in other states.3

In the economy, it becomes diffrcult for the state to maintain an economic

policies that are independent and autonomous.o Moreover, government intervention

in all economic sectors is difficult in application and may lead to unpopular economic

policies. Even at the moment, the state face suppression in order to adopt the norms

of liberal economy and democracy.t International financial institutions such as the

IMF (International Monetary Fund), the World Bank and even USAID ( United State

Agency for International Development) are now strongly related to the success of

one country that receives funds to open its domestic market and its national economy

to the international economy. This phenomenon can be seen as the

internationalisation of states in which the processes of national economic policy must

3 
See Baldwin David A, 1980, 'Interdependence and Power: A conceptual Analysis', International

Organisation, voL 3414, and Rosenau James S, 1990, Turbulence in World Politics, Wheatsheaf,
London.
4 Garett Geoffrey and Peter Lange, 1991, 'Political responses to Interdependence: What Left for the
Leff , International O r ganisation, vol. 3414.
5 

See Jarres Goldgeier James M et at, lgg2,'A tale of the world: core and periphery in the post cold
war era', Internqtional organisation vol. 4612
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be adjusted with suppression of autonomy and acquiescence to the demands from the

global economy and other external actors.6

This situation is evident in the way in which the IMF attaches certain

conditions in relation to IMF loans. The recipient of the funds must meet with several

requirements, namely to limit credit expansion, to cut public expenditures, to attempt

devaluation, and to decrease subsidy programs and also to abolish protectionism.

These are all requirements for problem solving in economies through the system or

mechanism of an economy becoming market oriented. The same thing also applies

with the World Bank, with more political interests such as good governance related

to the economic funds with the issue of human rights and democratic principles with

mechanism for clear political accountability. In this process of the internationalisation

of states, which includes Indonesia, structural changes are necessary in the economy

and in politic affairs, among other things by issuing some deregulatory edicts (see

previous chapter). Foreign investment which was previously considered as the

domination by external powers in an economy and politics, is now considered as a

motivator of national development, and it is obviously that there is a strong effort in

extracting foreign investors by developing countries.

These development processes have caused the government to be flexible in

facing economic problems which previously had been considered simply in the scale

of the domestic front, but now this has been minimised. For example, international

reaction to Indonesia's national car project, the Timar, occurred because the

territoriality of economic activities has moved beyond any state's territory. In this

u Walters Robert S et al, 1992, The Politics oÍ the Global Econonic Relations, Prentice llall, New

Jersey.
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situation, conflict will emerge due to the fact that the scope of national economic

activity is no longer parallel with the concept of national sovereignty. The result is

that when national sovereignty is over riden by another country's economic activity,

it can be interpreted in various ways. The problem is not that the government no

longer has sovereign power, but that the government may need unilateral acts which

do not conform with international economic reality, such as nationalisation,

protectionism and other economic regulations. Apart from economic reasons, there is

also a lack of competitiveness and efEciency. Such measures will definitely invite

reciprocal acts by other countries. However, in this situation of reliance on

interdependence in the international economy, motivation towards cooperation and

coordination in the economy becomes greater. In the aftermath, the region states had

emerged with economic principles, such as AFTA, NAFTA and APEC.7

In contrast, the issues where globalisation impacts on politics is seen in more

sceptical and sensitive ways. There are two factors why is it so. Firstly, the process of

globalisation brings internationalisation ¿nd the dissemination of what amount to

subversive thoughts and democratic values as well as human rights. By many

countries, including Indonesia, this matter is considered extremely sensitive due to its

having a direct impact upon state legitimacy. Due to this sensitivity, the acceptance

and the acknowledgment of democratic values and human rights becomes universal

and may then be followed interpretation in domestic politics. Moreover, there is a

suspicion that democratisation and human rights are in fact the efforts of super

power - the US - to suppress developing countries. This opinion is motivated by

7 See, Ohmae Kenichi, 1993, "Tbe Rise of the Region State", Foreign Affaírs, vol.72 (spring) .
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cultural relativism and may become dominant in Indonesia and in other developing

countries.

But one thing that must be paid attention is that the dissemination of

democratic ideas and human rights can not be impeded by the govemment, as

information can go through in any ways and through individual contacts. This

development will strengthen the individuals' awareness of liberal political values.

They could compare social, economic and political condition in other countries. The

result is that the government can not monopolise the interpretation of democratic

ideas, as well as the fact that the government needs the status quo to defend their

legitimacy. The consequence of this creates friction that place individual in central

position emerges to the surface developing an agenda either for international relations

or domestic politics. From such point of view, it can be discussed whether the issue

of democratisation and human rights is a conspiracy of the powerful countries or is

just as natural development that can't be denied and keeps continuing with stronger

intensity. The apriority attitude from the government will only close its awareness

towards its development.

Matters of sovereignty and state legitimacy can be seen as to how the

government treats the individual. This activity nowadays is not considered as a

domestic political problem. Due to international relationships such as trans-border

population movement, investments and services which lead to democracy and human

rights problem is a significant variable for national relations. Not as suppression from

the big countries, but the more important thing is that any change in a country or

individual could influence other countries. As such change develops, people and the

state would not take any negative risks from those developments happened in other
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country. Therefore, unintentionaþ, any individual or country tend to influence each

other.

It would be premature to say that these matters of any external intervention

will legalised in international law against the conflicting principle of sovereignty.

However, any new progress on that matter will create new ideas on when and in what

situation such international intervention could be considered to be legitimised. Apart

from this, the absolute principle of national sovereignty weighs against matters

related to human interests. And in the same way the sovereignty is impinged on by

who is defining it and the violence which will be done to it, and who will lose and

benefit from that diminution. Those questions are quite relevant at the moment, for

example if the foreigners are allowed to buy a house and land in Indonesia this will

become a debate among Indonesians from the national sovereignty perspective point

of view. Should such a license given to foreigners be considered as a violation of

national sovereignty ? It depends on the interpretation and a consideration from the

viewpoint of the various interests related to that matter. Another problem that makes

the government sceptical towards the political implication of globalisation is that it

may decrease the state's power to control and maintain the loyalty of its people.s

The intensity of contact ¿rmong all parties involved in globalisation cause political

and culture affiliations that won't be limited only to a national level. This can be seen

for instance by the interaction between decision makers of multi national

corporations, and those in non-govemmental organisations and individuals or groups

in international scale. They all realise that they depend on the developments which

t Rosenau James N, 1994, 'New Dimensions of Security', Securiry Dialogue, vol.2513,
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take place in other countries.

Globalisation will also create various interest groups due to liberalisation in

the economic system that encourages economic growth, diversification of social

status that is based upon profession and interests and job structure divisions. Actually

the emergence of interest groups (NGOs) could be mentioned as one of positive

indicators of a processes of democratisation in Indonesia. They will articulate,

evaluate and aggregate any kind of interests, then submit them to state decision

making bodies. It is therefore these interest groups that make contributions for the

sake of the masses. But in many cases in Indonesia and in other developing countries,

the emergence of these NGOs have always been viewed with suspicion by the

government. The government will always consider these groups as the voice of

dissident and agitators with a single political vision and as destroyers of national

unity.e That is why the government applies strict control on these groups by using

the rationale of maintaining national development and political stability. Another case

is that market oriented economic development has always become a target for

criticism.

From this situation there emerges sociaVpolitical movements, that are often

supported by intellectuals, professionals, students and other activists. The form of

their activity is not always explicitþ political, however, their activities always have

political consequences. For instance, the issues of the environment, market distortion,

economic deviance between individuals or regions and so on are all political in

e Rueland Juergen, 1991, 'Process of Democratisation in Asia', Aussen Politik, vol.42l3.
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nature. Many individuals and interest groups in Indonesian society consider

themselves to be reformers for democracy. Despite their various forms of

organisation, program agendas and perspectives on society, they have the same

general characteristic in their commitment for democracy through education and

political awareness in civil society

The implication of globalisation

From the above explanation, it can be seen that there are at least three major changes

sparked by globalisation. Firstþ, the inter-relationship between the economy, politics,

and culture has changed. The second is that state's ability to control its population is

being reduced, national policies are no longer the exclusive domain of domestic

politics, but have become related to the relationships of nations and individuals on a

global scale. The last is the performing of identity and political awareness and a new

culture that make people ask about the state's existence as the highest entity that can

fulfil their interests. This case is related to sovereignty and loyalty towards the state.

The core of these changes is the emergence of individual awareness in the

case of the economy, politics and social pluralism. A consequence of this is the need

for democratisation and political accountability. One must ask the question, is

democratisation and political accountability a necessary consequence?. Several

countries such as Taiwan, Singapore and South Korea show that the success of

social-economic development is not related to the successful democratisation. This

indicates that different perspectives exist between Vy'estern and Eastern ideas of

democracy. That opinion has never been explicitþ stated as govemment policy and

has become the development paradigm in the Suharto regime that stressed economic
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growth acceleration and political stability. Those two things (economic growth and

political stability) have become a dogma in the economic and political üfe of the

country. All social activities must be orientated towards economic development and

political stability.

In the aftermath, the bureaucracy and government officials became mitigate

towards people's political activity, because they should be able to reach a high level

of economic growth and national political stability as a source of government

legitimacy. Moreover, this situation tends to create practices of collusion in business

and politics between the ruling elites and entrepreneurs, as well as impeding

democratisation. Economic development was a source of legitimacy in the Suharto

regime which created strong links between the ruling power and business groups.

These business groups' interests should be protected by the government, as they are

a mobilising force for economic development. It can be argued that the peoples'

political aspirations could threaten these business interests, therefore the successful

economic development of the country.lO And presumably, due to such economic-

politic relations, it is difficult for the Indonesian middle class, expected to act as

political reformers.

In a broader perspective, the opinion that economic development could be

achieved without political democratisation was very blurred and anti-historical. It is

true that not all market economic development successes uphold democratic politic

systems. Furthermore it can't be denied that all democratic systems uphold market

10 For further discussion, see Siagian PaisaI, 1994, Menangkap Peluang Demokrøsi di Indonesia,
Analysis CSIS, Tahun XXIII, no.1
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economic system.lr This economic-political axiom indicates that any economic

development is likely to have democratic implications. The people will have a chance

in education, health, information and so on that fmally allow social, economic and

political changes to emerge. These all lead to a higher demands to become involved

in political decision making related to their interests. Those who have sustained losses

through these changes will also demand greater involvement. And it is believed that

any success in a certain case will create further problems, at least in the long term.

Reactions to failure and success in a system always stimulate change, this is a

historical chain in social development.

Economic development could be achieved without political democratisation

as has occurred in China but it then tends to divide decision makers. The government

is torn between the objectives of political democracy and economic development.

Frequently, in the argument that is for the sake of economic development and

political stability, political democracy might be avoided by a regime , as in Malaysia.

Many reasons could be advanced for such a policy. This raises the issue: should

human rights and democracy be implemented successively, in social and economic

matters first, and then by developing civil rights in the political sphere ? This

argument is also weak, however, because it has an assumption that if economic

development failed, so people could not carry out their civil and political rights. Who

will defìne that at a certain phase of economic development, material success has

been achieved and therefore should be followed by the attention to political

democracy. If civil and political rights have not been developed, how should the

tt S*, Mirsky Yehudeh, 1995, 'Democratic Politics, Democratic Culture', Orbis, vol.37 14.
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government define on national economic development success ?

Meanwhile, different perspectives between the West and East on democracy

and human rights also need to be discussed. As an aspiration, democracy has an

universal appeal. Although there is an egoist tendency adopted by developed and

developing countries which each claim that their systern is better than the others,

democracy does not depend on the cultural system of a country. Democracy is

applicable to all systems and cultures involved in the West-East debate. The

difference between East and'West have recently been used as a reason to indicate that

each of them has a special system for democracy, as well as to indicate the other's

democratic value has failed to achieve an improvement in the political and economic

lives of individuals.

Actuaþ, the difference between the East and West is more related to their

political history, particularþ of the Western countries' colonisation of Eastern

countries. Moreover, this situation is exacerbated by reality of the discrepancy of

their economic, technological and political development between the West and the

East. 'West and East become labels for their different situations, then people realise

that matter and utilise it when conflict takes place. 'Western labels attached to a

different situation leads people in the east to view this as western arrogance. But

rnerely the context of East and 'West should not defure the worth of social and

political movements related to democracy and human rights. For the nations that

have been colonised, faced suppressed by authoritarian governments, and minorities

who have been excluded from the political and economic systems, and for poor

labourers struggling for democracy, these philosophical issue little releveance and

their have no relation with the East-V/est debate.
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Democracy as a process has been always changing and therefore democracy

can't be seen from'West and East perspective dichotomy and also can't be separated

from economic development and political rights. Democracy in one country should be

seen from its own political and socio-cultural approaches to achieving a sound civil

society.l2 Democracy merely oriented to representative political institutions, limited

government power, accountability and could be changed through the system that

has been agreed on, which respects for peoples' rights as applied in specific national

conditions. At the infra-structure level, democracy oriented may be more oriented

towards social pluralism and the freedom of organising and maintaining organisations

that interact free from government's involvement. It is often understood that such a

debate on democracy is what is being discussed by intellectuals and political elites in

Indonesia, The main problem is that the Indonesia's pluralist society in divided in

ethnic and religious areas, so the idea of functioning civil-society is predicted on

greater harmony which could disintegrate in a deeply sociaþ differentiated the

country, such as occurred in Yugoslavia. This would ruin national stability and

economic development that were a source of strength for the Suharto regime. In

relation to this, it needs to be highlighted that the concept of Indonesian nationality

as a political idea, not a culture one, which places stress on the intention of and

political commitment from all people to live in Indonesia uniting despite their

pluralism. As a political concept and objective it is pursued by political authority, the

government, which thereby enforces constraints on the behaviour of individuals.

Therefore the maintenance of Indonesian national unity imposes a cost, but which

tz Liefer M, 'The Challenge of creating a Civil Society in Indonesia', Indonesian Quarterly,
voI.XX[I/4, 1995.
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may be worth enduring in order to ensure the emergence of the primordial allegiance

and national integration which would be otherwise endangered.

Another problem involves the perception of the political elites in the period

of the Suharto regime on the issues of democracy and political objectives in general,

which were greatly influenced by the experience of the 1950s decade during which

there was a crisis in parliamentary government as the result of the multiplicity of

parties each with a narrow ideology that made executive government unworkable in

practice. Due to such an historical experience, the political elites of the New Order

became allergic towards open and mass social-political activities. And there was

some effort made to persuade the people that the pursuit of politics is dirty business.

Political parties have no chance to in these circumtances to develop their

organisations' activities. In this period the general public came to be known as the

'floating mass' and in line with this situation the power of executive became

correspondingly much greater. Eventually the concept \ryere used to justify

increasingly authoritarian and repressive rule designed merely to maintain the regime

in power and less and less to avoid the instability of the period of Parliamentary

democracy which had ended in the late 1950s.

Indonesian Business, Challenge and Chance in Global Market

Until recently, the echo of the free market in the global world has been heard in the

ears of Indonesian businessmen. Are they ready to face the opportunities and

challenges of a globalised marketplace ? According to BN Marbun, an Indonesian

lægislative member said that even Indonesian government offrcials do not know

exactly the content and meaning reali.sed by a free market. And it is beüeved that
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many Indonesian entrepreneurs still need to receive protection and other

discriminative facilities from the government to counter the goals of the WTO. As

can be seen most large Indonesian companies are still orientated towards domestic

markets. Why are so few of them ready to complete in the international market. The

answer is that since the end of the cold war in 1997, suddenly the world of politics

has entered a new phase, called the era of globalisation and democratisation.

All countries throughout the world see cooperation in trade and technology as

part of tealising the era of liberalisation. This situation was initiated by the V/TO

which came into effect n 1994, the realisation of the European Union, the agreement

of AFTA, NAFTA and APEC as well as most of the communist countries including

China, opened their countries for trade and technology from the western countries.

But in Indonesia, many businessmen and bureaucrats have not made any adequate

preparation to face this era 6f fiþs¡alis¿tion.l3 Marbun further said since the last three

decades the world needed Indonesia, but in the next third millenium Indonesia will

need the world. The question is whether the government offrcials are ready with the

appropriate laws, human resources, and diplomacy to survive in this era ? And how

about the condition of Indonesian businessmen, are they prepared to go global ?. If

they are not ready, the Indonesian economy will be dominated and dictated to by

foreign entrepreneurs who are already at ease in the international marketplace.

In AFTA, APEC and the WTO world business activities lead to liberalisation,

free from quotas, restrictions, protectionism and less tariff barriers oriented to market

mechanism. However this provision validates to reciprocal amongst nations. The

13 Interview with BN Ma¡bun, Indonesiah Legislative member, in August 1997, Senayan, Jakarta.
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Indonesian entrepreneurs, including bureaucrats have to change their way of

thinking, working from local to regional and then global. This of course must be

supported by human resources and law reforms. Indonesian businessmen in

cooperation with government bureaucrats should send their observers to all AFTA

and APEC meetings. Moreover, Indonesian entrepreneurs must be able to identify

exactly what kind of commodities will be most favourable in future global markets.

According to the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, there are

nineteen commodity groups that, since t997, have comparative and competitive

advantage based on their exported values and growth.to They are: other iron products

(SITC-69); furniture (SITC-82); metal which has no iron content (SITC-68);

vegetable and cooking oil (SITC-42); iron core (SITC-28); rubber and it synthetic

(SITC-23); shoes and footwear (SITC-85); photographic apparel (SITC-88); rubber

goods (SITC-62);paper and cardboard (SITC-64); other industrial goods (SITC-89);

other cooking oil (SITC-43); electric machine apparels (SITC-77); organic chemistry

(SITC-51); coal (SITC-32); plastic raw material (SITC-57); industrial machine and

its apparel (SITC-7a); automotive components (SITC-78); and telecommunication

and electronic (SITC-76). Apart from this, there are other commodity groups that

could be mentioned as the rising star such as pulp (STIC-251); vegetable oil and its

derivatives (SITC-4211422); and goods made from rubber (SITC-621,625).

Indonesia has a chance in the field of tourism, garments, and agribusiness, but not in

the field of sophisticated technology, this market is very small and too competitive.

ta The data taken from KADIN (Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry), 1996, 'Usulan
Produk Unggulan' , Jakarta; and also as reported to the writer in August 1997 by KADIN Public
Relations Manager.
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Chapter Seven

THE POLITICAL MANAGEMENT OF THE
DEREGULATION PROCESS, 1988-1998

During the period of the New Order economic policy was always determined in part

by the political structure of the regime. V/hen the regime started to liberalise the

economy in the 1980s, its reforms often generated a political conflict between the

supporters of the regulated economy and the pressures for change and liberalisation.

This can be illustrated by reference to a few key sectors including automobiles,

cement, banking, petrochemicals, steel and cloves

The Political Structure of the Regime

Military government

The role of the Indonesian armed forces (ABRI) as a socio-political force had been

an integral part of the Suharto regime during the past three decades.t This role was

initiated during the involvement of the Indonesian armed forces in the struggle for

Indonesian independence in the late 1940s. This role has since been acknowledged

through legal constitution, either by the Peoples Consultative Assernbly (MPR) or

other constitutions. The involvement of the armed forces in socio-political matters

can be seen mostly in government administrations from the local to central

1 For further discussion on the role of ABRI, see Kompas,23 September 1998, 'ABRI Diharapkan

Tinggatkan Dwifungsi' (ABRI expected to leave its dual function); and Kompas 5 Oktober 1998,

'Angkatan Bersenjata Menjadi Angkaøn Perang ?', (The Armed Forces become War Forces ?).
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government levels. It is hard to deny that the Indonesia's economic success during

the last three decades was due in some part to the involvement of the armed forces'

socio-political function.

However in line with the dynamic of Indonesian society, and with the

irnprovement of their critical and political awareness, the role of the armed forces'

socio-political function was often seen to be too dominant in political life. This could

be included as meaning that the socio-political role of the armed forces had exceeded

the limitations that should have been placed on its functioning.

Nevertheless, up to 1998, there is no certain rule to lirnit the armed forces

function in socio-political life. But according to Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, a

socio-political chief of the Indonesian Armed Forces, said that currently the armed

forces is to continue to observe the deveiopment aspirations of the society, including

the dwifungsl (dual role) of the armed forces.2 Further, he stressed that since 4 May

1998, there are not less than 35 of the ABRI top brass discussing concepts of its

political reform that will later be brought to DPR (the House of Representatives) and

other governmental institutions. The urgent agenda that needs to be discussed at

present is the joint role between civilians and ABRI when considering current

political developments in the country. However, this should not be meant as a Civil-

ABRI dichotomy. A political party from ABRI is also still being considered, but he

could not imagine what will happen if each member of the armed forces has diffèrent

political aspirations. So, the most important thing is that the spirit of unity in the

armed forces should prevail in this pluralistic countrt'

' Kompas,2Mray 1998, 'ABRI Bahas Dwifungsi' (The Indonesian Armed Forces Discusses its Dual

Function).
t tb¡d.
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The significant question now is how the armed forces will realise their

socio-political role in the future, especiaþ for the sake of political legitirnation.

There is considerable interest in involving the armed forces in socio-political lif'e, and

this historical legitimation will not abolish the armed forces role in socio-political life.

Discussion of civil and army relations especially in developing countries, could give

an interesting perspective on how and where the army should be involved in socio-

political activities.a The factors to be considered are among other things, the

background of the officer's life and the volatile institutions of politics. The volatile

political institutions, such as political parties and social organisations could create

more conflicts in the society due to there being no effective controls to filter those

conflicts and develop them into new institutions. This situation is a special creation

from a broad social phenomenon in developing countries, namely the general

politicisation of various social organisation's powers.s In such a situation, politics has

no autonomy and is not able to adjust to situations as they develop. All kinds of

social powers and groups are directly involved in general politic activities. The result

is that the conflict still remained in society without political accommodation resolving

it and therefore it could threaten the society itself. The military as an organised and

armed power has the abiJity to calm down conflicts by force, and in a positive sense,

to return and keep social order.6

a For further discussion see Janowitz Morris, 1981, Civil Military Relations: Regional Perspectives,

Beverley Hills, California, Sage Publications; and Albright, David E, 1980, 'A Comparative

Conceptualization of Civil-Military Relations', World Politics, vol 32, no 4, July.
5 Huntington, Samuel P, 1968, Political Order in Changíng Societies, Yale University Press'
u Abdullah Tauhk, 'Civil-Military Relations in the Third World: An Introductory Taxonomy',

Prisma no. 20, March 1981.
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The dominance of a single party in some of the countries of East Asia is often

thought to be an important factor in the ability of the state to adopt and implernent

long term public policy because potentially conflict can be internalised. The

dorninant party has control or veto rights over the mechanisms through which the

peoples' wishes can be made known. In the case of Indonesia, ftrndamental political

characteristics, including the election of the Indonesian political elite, is frstly,

by and large independent of financial contribution from certain groups in society.

The decision makers were not politicians who had to run for office but rather

bureaucrats. Second, the adoption of a corporatist strategy reduced the capacity for

political participation by groups from outside the state. A corporatist strategy

essentially means a structured and state designated means for political representation

which are differentiated on a functional basis. This was achieved by setting up a

representative body to represent the different groups in society that supposedly

ropresenting the collective interests of its members, especiaþ the five lnass

organisations of labour, youth, women, peasants, and hshermen. The leadership of

these strategic groups was overseen by state officials.

The restricting of the representation of interests within and to the state was

also achieved by reducing the potential influence of the opposing interests, such as

the nine remaining political parties at the beginning of New Order period which were

fused into two parties, the PDI and PPP. Further, the establishment of party offices

by these opposition parties in the villages and small towns was not permitted, as a

means of limiting their influence. In 1985, the army also was reorganised to reduce

the power of regional commanders. According to Maclntyre, who characterises the

structure that developed as one controlled by a military and bureaucratic elite in
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which GOLKAR was the ruling group, KORPRI (public servants) and the armed

forces were used as political instruments] Over the years this stmcture developed

and cuhninated in a 1985 law that required all social and political organisations to

have as their foundation, the state ideology of Pancasila (stafe doctrine in five

principles). This ideology is based on five social and humanitarian principles, but was

used by the government to expand formalising factional interests.

The Masses and the 1945 Constitution (Article 33)

According to Article 33, the Indonesian 1945 constitution stated that the Indonesian

economy was arranged and based on economic democracy which means prosperity to

the all people, not for a certain group of people. Indonesia is not a socialist country,

but the formulation of Article 33, tends to be socialists in nature or at least can be

seen as part of a welfare state. In other words, Article 33 was not to apply designed

to provide in a liberal economic system, because it has been reatsed that one result of

such a system is to increase the social gap and inequalities in the economy. But we

still do not understand the real substance and meaning of the economic system as

stipulated in Article 33, for some Indonesian economists formulated this to mean an

economic system of Pancasila.

To understand more deeply about economic democracy is not a lnere way of

arranging the economic system, but includes the final result of the economic system

being implemented in ways aimed at increasing the people's prosperity.s Peoples'

economy was expected to be a power resource of the national econorny in the future.

7 Maclntyre, Andrew, 1991, Business and Politics in Indonesia, Allen and Unwin, Sydney
8 For further discussion see, Mubyarto, 1997,'Ekonomi Pancasila: Lintasan Pemikiran Mubyarto',
Aditya Media, Yogyakarta.
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However, given the current economic situation, it could be said that this is an

appropriate moment to reflect that national economic resilience does not rnean

relying on several conglomerates that are still being considered syrnbolically as

effrcient and professional business in the era of globalisation. During the last three

decades of Suharto's regime, the Indonesian economic system had been carried out

with a pattern of distortions to some other parts by issues such as corruption,

collusion and nepotism. Various economic policies and deregulation packages was

issued as a whole to strengthen and also distort a free market economy. Cornpetition

in the economy was supported, but special licenses or treatment and too much state

intervention also took place that led to the economic platform in Indonesia becoming

fragile and weak.

In the aftermath, it was not surprising that during the last three decades there

has emerged conglomerates and cronyism. The effort of democratisation in the

economic system is related to the role of other social systerns. The other social

systems which are related in realising democratic economy are the legal system and

the national political system. Democratic economy can be only achieved if the

government has become more effective and efhcient, giving it the means to uphold

and maintain the principles of the rule of law. Legal system guidance becomes more

important in the era of deregulation as fair competition and market order can not be

maintained without having the legal system itself. Frankly speaking, up until now

there has been no anti-monopoly trust in Indonesia to keep the markets in order, the

government was simply issued deregulation to run the Indonesian econorny. The

Indonesian anti-monopoly trust is still being considered by the government.

According to one economist, Anwar Nasution, there are five main problerns that, at
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the very least, need to be improved in developing the legal system in order to achieve

economic democracy.e First, the legal system must be able to acknowledge and

protect personal rights on product factors. Second, this legal system must be

available to the entire society. Third, the legal system can force the validity of

contract amongst economic players. Fourth, the legal system could force economic

players to give compensation to other parties as the result of negative externalises

from fair market, either in money rnarkets, commodity markets or the product

markets. And finaþ, law enforcement is needed that can create transparency and

market acc ountability.

ABRI (The Indonesian Armed Forces)

ABRI, or the Indonesian Armed Forces, has a dual function role which grants the

rnilitary a major role not only as a national and security defence force, but also gives

it a socio-political management function. This was in line with the decision of

Peoples' Consultative Assembly n 1966 which determined the role of the armed

forces in socio-political activity.lO Since that time, senior members of the arrned

services, both on secondment during active duty and after retirement , fill many

important posts in the country's civil administrations. Morever, the armed forces are

guaranteed a substantial representation in its law making bodies in their own right.

n Anwar Nasution, 'Pembangunan Dan Demokratisasi Sistem Ekonomi Indonesia' (Development

and Democratisation of Economic System in Indonesia), in Elza Pedi Taher, (ed), 'Demokratisasi
Polirik, Budaya dan Ekonomi', PT Temprint, Jakarta.
r0 Peoples' Consultative Assembly Decree, No.XXIV/MPRRS/1966, on the Armed Forces role in
civil administration.
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The military has traditionally also been extensively involved in the economic life of

the country in a variety of ways. These include the appointment of rnilitary officers

to economic posts in government departments and agencies, and also to senior

positions in Indonesia's vast range of public sector corporations. Generally speaking,

in developing countries, members of the armed forced are often posted to positions

of control in development projects.

In addition, the armed forces own and operate a variety of business

enterprises. For example, Yayasan Kartíka Eka Paksi which carries out 26

companies, of which 22 are companies run by PT Tri Ubaya Sakti, and the rest are

run by individuals. The other one ß Yayasan Dharma Putra. Both of them control

several banks, an airline, and a variety of industrial and commercial ventures

including joint ventures with foreign companies.tt Military officers, both while on

active duty and after retirement are frequently also involved in business enterprises of

varying scale on an individual level, often in collaboration with Indonesia's ethnic

Chinese business community. A reduced perception of external threat during the New

Order period and significant improvements in the military's logistic capabiJities in

recent years, combined with a need for involvement in the econorny, have resulted in

major reforms of military commands.

There has also been a strengthening of the centrally controlled strike force,

including the Strategic Reserve Command and the Special Force Command, which

are to be provided with greater mobility to enable their units to be deployed rapidly

11 For further discussion on business carried out by the armed forces could be seen in Jakarta PosI,

1 October 1995; Indria Samego, 1998, 'Bila ABRI Berbisnls' (When the armed forces do business),

Mizan, Jakarø; Republika,23 Oktober 1998, 'Jenis Bisnis Institutional ABRI' (Types of the Armed
Forces business); Ibíd,'Perilaku Bisnis ABRI' (The Armed Forces' Business Characteristic).
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by air to any part of Indonesia up to brigade strength. The navy and air force are to

be removed from the territorial structure entirely and reorganised into western and

eastern fleets and operational commands respectively, each of which is to be

provided with several fully equipped bases. These reforms are expected to result in

considerable cost reductions with some estimates suggesting that annual savings may

be approximately US$ 2 million for each abolished territorial cornmand.

Important personnel changes are also taking place within the armed forces at

present, as senior officers of 'the generation of 45' who owned their positions of

authority to their part in the struggle for independence rather than to formal military

training, are gradually being replaced by later generations of more professionally

trained officers. This has given rise to increasing fears that a more professional

approach may be adopted towards the implementation of the dwifungsi concept in the

coming years which may lead to a more militaristic, authoritarian government.

The businesses run by the armed forces would not be a problem if they were

undertaken in a fair way in the context and process of market orientation that

involves competition. But, according to Hasnan Habib, it is hard to believe that the

armed forces business run without connections with members of the armed forces

either in the armed forces bureaucracy or in the government.t' However, in line with

Suharto's statement that the armed forces should be able to cope with the social

d¡mamics developed in the society, whatever role played by the armed forces should

have the goal of national development which lead the country to develop with its

own capability.13

tt Hasnan llabib, 'Pengantar, dalam Mitier dalam Politik di Muangthai', l98I-198ó, Suchit
Bunbongkarn, Jakarta: LP3ES, 1990.
13 President Suharto, Speech on the Armed Forces Day, 5 October 1991, Senayan, Jaka¡ta.
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The Suharto Family

Since Suharto's resignation on 21 May 1998, some governmental departments acted

immediately to review the ongoing business projects involving the Suharto's family.

Several projects that had been cancelled would now be handled by the new

government. During Suharto period in power, few media outlets dared to give

information on Suharto's family wealth in a transparent way. The following are

some examples of those projects: Privatisation of water plantation in Jakarta; a joìnt

venture amongst the local government of Jakarta and PT Garuda Dipta Semesta, the

company which belongs to Anthony Salim (son of conglomerate Liern Sioe Liong)

and PT Kekar Thames Indonesia (KATI), a joint venture company which is partly

owned by Sigit Hard'io'iudanto (Suharto's son). The result of this joint venture was

that water bills for water increased by 65.71per cent.la Apart from this, those two

private companies have not get paid yet their obligations to the Jakarta Local

government which amounted to Rp 100 billion, resulting in this sum being extracted

from the bill payments of customers for four monthsls

But in responding to that matter, according to John Hurcom, an executive

director of PT KATI, that sum of money is safe, because Sigit Harjoyr"rdanto has no

direct access to collect the money without an authorisation from the company.l6

Furthermore, he said that since the last four months his cornpany has repaired 300

pipes every week, provided a training for 700 Jakarta water employees, reduced the

to Kompas, 25 May 1998, 'Perusahaan Anthony Salim dan Sigit Belum Setor Uang PDAM'
(Anthony Salim and Sigit Companies have not get paid money belonging to PDAM
15 lbid.
tu Kompas, 26 May,1998, 'Direktur PT KATI: Uang Pelanggan PDAM Jaya Aman' ('The money
from Jakarta water customers is safe').
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water leakages and replaced 4000 water metres.l7 Other cancellation of the same

project, was done by the district government of Tangerang, West Java which

cancelled the construction of water installation that planned to be constructed by PT

Citra Lamtoro Gung Persada, a company owned by Siti Hadijanti Rukmana mbak

(older sister) Tutut.

The East Java government is to review a number of toll road projects, while

the Jakarta local government had been asked by the Jakarta House of

Representative to take over all the toll road projects in Jakarta. The toll road

projects that being under construction in East Java include a double decker from

Waru to Sidoardjo, carried out by PT Citra Marga Nusapala Persada, a company

belonging to Siti Hardijanti Indra Rukmana. Another one is a toll road from'Waru to

Taniung Perak under construction by PT Marga Raya, a company that belongs to

Bambang Trihatmojo. While in Jakarta, the construction of a four trillion rupiah

triple decker toll road is still uncertain. Another project is the reclamation of 325

acres of north beach, Jakarta, that will be constructed by Siti Hutami Adiningsih

(mbak mamik) with her company PT Manunggal Krida Yudha. This is also under

review.

Before attending a meeting between the Department of Mines and Energy and

the association of companies under the scope of this department, Minister Kuntoro

said that 120 companies operating within this department had been reported fbr

matters related to corruption, collusion and nepotism in the business of Pertarnina

(the Indonesian state oil company).t' It was announced therefore that Pertamina will

t' Ibid.
tt Kompas, 29 May,1998, 'Kelua¡ga Suharto Siap lladapi Pengusutan Aset', ('suharto's family gets

ready to face its asset investigation').
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review cooperation with private companies in the shipment of oil for export and

import. Formerly the shipment of imported oil was committed by two private

companies called Perta Oil Marketing Ltd belonging to Hutomo Mandala Putra (or

Tomy) and the other one Pernindo Trading Oil, belonging to Bambang Trihatrnojo.

This cooperation has been undertaken for more than a decade, and even in 1997 PT

Humpuss Intermoda Transportasi signed 15 year contract on the shiprnent of liquid

Natural Gas to Japan. The fee per barrel for the shipment is approximately 10 to 20

US dollars, while every year the government imports the oil of around 64.5 million

barrels.le What amazing benefit was gained by these two companies? It was

therefore announced that, after 1 July 1998, the policy of the government on the

shipment of imported or exported oil will be done by Pertamina itself, for the fust

phase is only 50 per cent while the rest conducted by the private sectors.

Private Conglomerates

Most of the private conglomerates in Indonesia have business operations in many

sectors, and they grew quickly due to the facilities provided under the Suharto

regime. They are trusted absoluteiy so that Indonesian economic growth could be

maintained at around 7 to 8 per cent a. yerr. However, in reality, it can't be denied

that gradually, state wealth could be utilised by some of companies that later grew

to become the big business groups through practices of monopoly and protection.20

In 1995 there were approximately 40 holding companies of which each had an asset

base of more than Rp 1 trillion, compared to five years ago when there were only 22

'e lbid.

'o Gatra, g September 1995, 'Tekad Konglomerat' (Conglomerates' will)
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big business groups. These conglomerates also could be seen now dominating in all

sectors of production, it was assumed that in 1995, 58 per cent of Indonesian GDP

was contributed by conglomerates,24 per cent by BUMN (state owned companies),

and the rest contributed by other sectors.2l

According to Robison, the eapitalism developed in Indonesia is very much

reliant on the state, and such a condition could be said to be state led capitalism." In

line with Robison's opinion, Kunio said that the economies in South-east Asian

countries should be mentioned as an 'ersafz capitalism'." Too much state

interference in economic matters will impede free competition in global markets, as

we know that in the global economy, Indonesian companies have to compete with

multinational companies of which most of them have become specialists. These

foreign companies also maintain good international business networks, not like the

companies run by Indonesian conglomerates. Apart from this, the dominance of

various production sectors as well as national assets run by some conglomerate

companies will worsen social jealousy in society. It is acknowledged that in the last

three decades before the crisis, general Indonesian prosperity has improved, but in

line with this, the economic unbalance is also becoming much worse. The visible

aspect of this situation is between conglomerate companies and small scale

companies. This economic imbalance can lead to social unrest, a situation which has

2r Revrisond Baswir, 1997, 'Agenda Ekonomi Kerakyatan' (People's Economic Agenda), Pustaka

Pelajar & IDEA, Yogyakarta.
22 Richard Robison, 1986, 'Indonesia, the rise of capital' , Allen & Unwin, Sydney.
23 Kunio Yoshihara,l988, 'The rise of ersatz capitalism in South-East Asla', Oxford University
Press
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been highly visible in Indonesia for a number of years.2a The following are some of

the characteristics of Indonesian conglomerates.

Conglomerate owner Bob Hasan (The Kian Seng) who is known as

Indonesia's Timber tycoon who is very close to Suharto held four holding groups of

companies, namely: Bob Hasan Group; Kalimanis Group; Nusamba Group; and Tugtt

Groups. He was trusted by Suharto to be Minister of Industry and Trade (frorn 14

March to May 22 1998). He is known not only as a forestry entrepreneur but also in

many other sectors with eighty per cent of stakes in Nusamba Group belongüng to

the foundations chaired by Suharto; such as Supersemar Foundation, Dharrnais

Foundation and Dhakab Foundation. Nusamba Group had bought 124 rnillion shares,

each costing Rp. 4100, or ten per cent of stake of PT Astra International.2s Those

shares were apart of one million shares of William Soeryadjaya, sold by his son

Edward Soeryadjaya because his bank Summa collapsed in the beginning of 1993.

But in the new regime, all of the fund resources' provision for foundations under

Snharto had been revoked by President B.J. Habibie on July 3, 1998.26 In the same

date, Bob Hasan, had been investigated at the Attorney General office to account for

US $ 113 million fund belonging to APKINDO (association of Indonesian wood

panel).27 Regarding this matter, Bob Hasan promised to return the money that had

been collected since 1985. Apart from this, a US $ 80 million saving fund belonging

to the entrepreneurs in utilising forests was deposited in BobHasan's bank (Bank

'o The example of social unrest described in chapter VIII ( the crisis).

's Kompas,25 Oktober 1996, 'Nusamba Beli Rp 4100/lembar' (Nusamba bought a Rp.4100 share)

'u Kompas,4 July 1998, 'Diaudit, Yayasan di Bawah Soeharto' (Foundations under Suharto being
audited).
n Republika, 13 July 1998, Bob Hasan Siap Kembalikan Dana APKINDO' (Bob llasan is ready to
return the APKINDO Fund).
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Umum Nasional). Before being investigated, the management of Apkindo had asked

this bank's management to clear the money, but this can't be done as at this moÍrent

the bank is still being supervised by BPPN.28

Conglomerate owner Eka Tlipta (Oei Ek fihong) with his holding company

of Sinar Mas Group of which its subsidiary called PT Indah Kiat Pulp and Paper

Corporation in 1993 had been in issue of using stolen logs as raw material for PT

IKPPC to make pulp and paper. As a result, the government had lost income

totalling about Rp 1.2 billion.2e

Due to the weak exchange rate of the rupiah towards the US dollar, one Sinar

Mas Group Holding company was PT Tiiwi Kimia Tbk, a paper manufacture has

gained benefits during the period Jan-March 1998 of net US $ 6.6 million, two tines

higher than the same period in the last year 1997 (US $ 23.7 million).3O

Badan Usaha Milik Negøra (State Owned Business Companies)

According to the World Bank, Indonesia was the slowest country in the East-Asia

region to make progress in its privatisation programs.'r The ongoing process of

privatisation was also considered mostly not to be transparent, therefore the people

were paþg more expensive prices and the positive impact were not as high as could

be expected. At the moment, Indonesia has 180 state owned companies (BUMN)

with 635 subsidiaries with total assets of approximately Rp. 143 trillion n 1994.32 In

28 lbid.

'n Editor, no.2,7 Oktober 1992, 'Angin yang Menerpa Sinar Mas' (The wind blows to Sinar Mas)
30 Bisnis Indonesía,14 July 1998, Tjiwi bukukan laba bersih US$ 46 Juta' (Tjiwi got US$ 46 million
benefit).
1t The World Bank Report, 1996,'Indonesia: Dimensions of Growth'.
t'Kompas, 22 Mray 1996, Bank Dunia tentang Swastanisasi di Indonesía, (V/orld Bank on
Privatisation in Indonesia),
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1988 thetotalsales of those state owned companies was onlyRp.40 trillion.3'Some

of those state companies operative under government dominance such as in the

sectors of land and the postal service, nevertheiess, most of these companies oper¿lte

in the sectors where private companies had started to exert their dominance.

The breakdown of BUMNs âre as follows: 28 companies with total assets of

Rp. 5.2 trillion in the industrial sector; 35 companies with total assets of Rp, 3.8

trillion in the agricultural sector; 30 companies with total assets of Rp. 12.2 trillion in

the financial sector; 17 companies with total assets Rp. 13.2 trillion in the

communications sector; 17 companies with total assets of Rp. 1.3 trillion in the public

work sector; 8 companies with total asset of Rp. 0.3 trillion in the trading sector; and

the other 7 companies with total assets of Rp. 32.4 trilhon have business in the

rnining sector. Apart from this there are 7 companies with total assets of

approximately Rp. 4.0 trillion in the postal and telecommunication sector, 6

companies with total assets of approximately Rp 0.7 trillion in the forestry sector, 4

companies with total assets of Rp. 0.01 trillion in information sector, 4 companies

with total assets of Rp. 0.4 trillion in the health sector, 2 companies with total assets

of Rp. 0.1 trillion in the defence and security sector. One company with total assets

of Rp. 0.02 trillion has in the education and culture sector, one company with total

assets of approximately Rp. 0.1 trillion in the manpower sector, and 10 companies

with total assets of approximatelyRp. 7.3 tritlion in strategic industriesla

The Indonesian government has carried out the program of privatisation like

many other East Asian countries by selling some shares of a number of state owned

t'Ibíd.

'n Source: BPS Indoneslø, (Central Bureau of Stâtistics, Indonesia), 1994 and the World Bank, 1994
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companies on the stock exchange and through concession contracts for infra-

structure projects. The arnbitious program of privatisatiou for state owned companies

was started by the govornment after 1989 But in 1990-1993 there was only one state

company on the stock exchange market, while concession contracts for the

development of harbours and electricity plants are still being negotiated. Contracts

were also given for the development of toll road networks by a private companies

with close links to political power, and in 1993, PT Satelindo was given the authority

to develop an international telecommunication and cellular phone network.

It can be seen that from 1994, the Indonesian government began rnaking

progress in privatisation, particularþ in joint operation between PT Telkorn and

private companies in the telecommunication sector. This joint-venture appüed private

management system and developed telephone networks outside Jakarta and

Surabaya. Separately, PT Telkom, the state owned company that handles the

domestic telephone network, and PT Satelindo, a company that handles the

international telephone network, went public. This was in line with the sixth 'five

year' development program which expected the role of the private sector in

investment and infrastructure development to increase and during 7994-1996 iL was

agreed to develop two electricity plants constructed by private companies with a

capacity of 2.450 megawatts. These projects, called Paiton 1 and Paiton 2 were a join

venture between Siemens and a domestic private company. Furthermore, PT PLN

(the state electric company) had agreed to buy electric power from a private electric

plant with capacity 1.320 megawatt and another one with capacity more than 5000

megawatt or 65 per cent of PT PLN's electric capacity in the of 1993. The V/orld

Bank considered that no one of these developing contracts done through a
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competitive bid process. The result was that the price of electricity per kWH was

more expensive.

Deals were also done without transparency between the government and the

private sector, such as the operation of toll roads and providing clean water for

Jakarta residents. In the case of toll roads, the Department of Public V/orks itself had

chosen a private operator from amongst 20 companies that had been successful in

initial selection for the development and operation of 19 toll-roads. Moreover, in

7995, PAM Jaya (Jakarta Water Company) had signed a memorandum of

understanding for a 25 year concession contract with two big companies. Also in the

telecommunications sector, the government had sold 25 percent shares of PT.

Tambang Timah (State Tin-Foil Mine Company) in the London exchange market and

increased 10 percent capital through tisting at Jakarta and Surabaya stocks exchange

markets in 1996 and succeeded in collecting funds of approximately US$ 225 rnillion.

Since the beginning of 1996, the government of Indonesia had planned for

sorne BUMNs (State Owned Companies) to go public by selling a part of thei¡ shares

such as PT Karakatau Steel, PT PLN (State Electric Company), PT Garuda

Indonesia (Indonesian Flag Carrier), PT Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI), as well as

several PTP's (State Farming Companies) through exchange markets.

Formerly, those BUMNs activities had been controlled and responsible to

their departments under the coordination of the Directorate General of State Owned

Companies, Department of Finance. But after the last general election held in March

1998, the Indonesian government appointed a new state minister to its cabinet with

functions in utilising, arranging and handling all policies and problems fäced by

BUMNs. In the aftermath, the minister for utilising BUMNs has appointed Goldrnan
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Sach and Lehman Brothers as consultants in the process of privatisation. There are

twelve state owned companies that will be privatised by the government." They are:

PT Telkom with consultants Merrill Lynch and Lechman Brothers; PT Indosat with

Goldrnan Sach; PT Semen Gresik with Jardine Fleming; PT Tarnbang Tirnah, PT

Aneka Tambang and PT Tarnbang Batu Bara Bukit Asam with Morgan Stanley and

Paribas; PT Jasa Marga with Lechrnan Brothers; PT Pelabuhan Indonesia II with

Goldman Sach; PT Pelabuhan Indonesia III with Credit Suisse First Boston; PT

Angkasa Pura II with UBSiSBC V/arburg Dillon Read; PT Perkebunan Nusantara IV

with Jardine Fleming and PTKarakatau Steel with Salomon Smith Barney.3u

The problem with the current situation faced by PT Karatatau Steel is in its

process of privatisation as some members of DPR (the House of Representatives)

asked to that the agreement of the memorandum of understanding on the purchasing

a part of shares of PT Karakatau Steel with PT Ispat International NV from England

be cancelled.3T There were about 25 questions mostly about transparency and that the

price was too cheap on the purchasing plan of PT Karakatau Steel. Apart from this,

the management of PT Karakatau Steel itself is not involved in that process of

privatisation. Furthermore according the some members of DPR, the note of

agreement between PT Karakatau Steel and PT Ispat International was made in a

hurry, the binding scheme was problematic and no one of directors board was

involved. The members also suggested to the state minister for utilising BUMN that

in any plan of privatisation, the minister should consult with the House of

Representatives, because all BUMNs are state assets including the rights of the

tt Kompas,6 June 1998, 'Kalau Memaksa Saya Mundur' (If it is forced, I step down).

'u lbid.
t' Kompas, g June 1998, 'Bat¿lkan Saja' (ust cancelled).
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people, According to Tanri Abeng, state r¡inister for BUMNs affairs, the agreement

has met the criteria of the system and procedure approved by the World Bank and the

Asian Development Bank (ADB)." Various opinions were voiced by the members of

the meeting at the hearing, and at last the speaker, in this Comrnission VIII,

concluded that the process of the privatisation of PT Karakatau should proceed and

its procedure must be completed upon receipt of written answers from the minister

on the unanswerable questions. The interesting aspect of this case is that practices of

collusion cotrld exist as members of the directors of this company did not get

involved in this plan, while PT Ispat International itself has the same kind of business

in Indonesia, and it could hold a monopoiy in the steel industry.

Still, the major current issue was with PT. PLN (State Electric Company) as

this company suggested it would cancel or break the ongoing contracts on its power

purchasing agreement with private companies. It is considered that those agreements

were not transparent and in reality many of the local partners held only ernpty

shares. This situation led to a raise in the price of electricity.3e Regarding this màtter,

according to Prof Sadli, a former minister in the Suharto regime, the cancellation of

those contracts by PT PLN only, was not a ffIatter if compared to when PT PLN

could not pay or should be bankrupt due to has to pay the high price of private

electric company.'o He also believes that PT PLN will have the support of the people.

Further, the private companies of who had their contracts cancelled could bring this

case to BANI (Indonesian National Arbitrary Board) for compensation.

3' Ibid.
3e Kompas, g June 1998, 'PLN harus Berani Batalkan Kontrak', ('PLN must be brave to cancel its
contracts').
no lbid.
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After the government issued a policy directive in July 1992, which allowed a

joint venture between foreign and local companies to get into the electrical

business,al there were at least fifty private companies registered to get these projects.

Twenty six of those companies had power purchase agreements with PT PLN. But

since the economic crisis, the government cancelled 16 projects and will only

continue with ten projects.a2 Those ten electricity plants are expected to be in

operation in the year of 1998-2000. In 1998, PT PLN has to pay its obligation

amounting to US $ 1.460 billion, gas purchasing amounting to US $ 590 rnillion,

geothermal amounting US $ 79 million, private electric US $ 400 tnillion, spare-parts

purchasing US $ 2S8 million and loans amounting to US $ 103 million.a'Due to

those huge payments, according to Djiteng Marsudi, president director of PT PLN, if

PT PLN continues with those ten pro'iects, the company will be in danger of collapse.

He speaks frankly that actually private electric is not needed, because PT PLN itself

has a 4000 megawatt power surplus. He also acknowledged that he was forced to

sign the contracts with private companies because at the time Suharto and Habibie

were present.e

The other one of the major current issues in state owned companies was PT

Garuda Indonesian Airways in which at the moment is in debt amounted to US $ 200

million. The reason for this, is that Garuda has unhealthy joint co-operation with PT

Bina Angkasa Wisesa in utilising cargo warehouse and PT Bimantara Insurance in

flight insurance and PT Ototrans in ground handling works. According to Republika,

al P¡esidential Decree, No.3'711992,9 July 1992.
a2 Presidential Decree , No.5/1998.
a3 Kompas, op cit.
an Tempo, interview wifh 'Djiteng Marsudi, List¡ik Swasta itu Mainnya Lewat Pintu Belakang',
(The private electricity company plays through back door), 6 June 1998'
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in 1996, PT Angkasa Bina Wisesa received benefits amounting to Rp. 6 billion fur

Joint co-operation with Garuda, but from such an amount, the monies that went to

Garuda itself were only Rp. 200 million.as Another reason is that 29 fleets of Garuda

used by leasing, while the number of passengers was decreased steadily and the

economic crisis still goes on. Due to bad management, 3,000 of Garuda's employees

held a dernonstration in the front of their ofhce in Jakarta dernanding that Garuda's

management be free from collusion, corruption and nepotistic practices.ou Robby

Djohan, a new president director, acknowledged that tho big problem which led

Garuda to be ineffrcient was due to intervention from the top ruling power authority

places his men, then they have to service that authoritylT

The power base of the reformers: Pressures for Reform

Technocrats

Since the beginning of the New Order in March 7966,Indonesian economic strategy

was marked by the abolishment of many of the numerous government regulations of

the Sukarno era and a greater reliance on rnarket forces to stimulate trade and

production. This was in line with the policies arranged by a group of economists from

the University of Indonesia - technocrats led by Professor 'Widjoyo Nitisastro.as By

1968, together with the assistance of experts from the IMF and the World Bank, the

rate of inflation was brought under control and production increased rapidly despite

as Repubtíka, 10 June 1998, 'Garuda banyak dirugikan projek KKN' (Garuda massive loss by
nepotism practices).
ou Kompas, 11 June 1998, 'Robby Djohan dipastikan Dirut Garuda Indonesia' (Robby Djohan
confirmed to be President Director of Garuda).q 

Kompas,16 June 1998, 'Tak Bisa Kerja Kalau ada KKN' (Can not work, if nepotism available).
a8 For further discussion on the role of technocrats in the beginning of New Order, see John
Bresnan, Managing Indonesia, The Modern Political Economy,1993.
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tight money policies which were adopted despite being painful and unpopular.ae

Apart from this, the new inflow of international aid from the United States, Japan and

the Intergovernmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI) consortium bolstered the

Indonesian economy. to

With the backing of the miJitary, Suharto was able to eliminate the

communists and create political stability at tho beginning of his government. In the

aftermath, to anticipate the first general election n 1971, Suharto together with the

army established a political organisation called the Golongan Karya (Golkar). The

victory of Golkar in this l97l general election was achieved mostly by implernenting

political pressure on civil servants to vote Golkar and more over due to Suharto's

achievements in rehabilitating the Indonesian economy. ln I974, many students from

various universities protested against the economic policy, which they considered had

favoured foreign investors, and against the widespread corruption ia the country.

This protest led to urban riots in Jakarta during the visit of Kakue Tanaka, Japanese

Prime Minister, on 15 January 1974. The following year 1975, the state oil company

Pertamina was reported to have failed to repay its debt totalling approximately US $

10.5 billion to several overseas banks.sl Since the fust tewnty fîve year of national

development program (1966-1993), the composition of the cabinet during the

Suharto regime was dominated by technocrats of which most of them held position as

ministers for up to three or four terms. But in the sixth term of five year developrnent

an Jamie Mackie and Andrew Maclntyre, 1994, "Politics", in Indonesia's New Order, the Dynarnic

of Socio-Economic Transformation, Hal Hilt (ed), Allen and Unwin, NSV/, Australia.
t0 IGGI was an international aid consortium of twelve nations, and since 1992 the function of this
institution replaced by CGI.
51 Acoording to Dr M Sadli, a minister of Mining, most of the money that has been spent was not all
related to Pertamina's mission. See John Bresnan, pp.166-67 .
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(1993-98), several men of Habibie were appointed to the cabinet. Moreover, in

March 7993, Suharto reshuffled his cabinet members of which Radius Prawiro,

Johannes Sumarlin and Adrianus Mooy, the technocrats who had put in decades of

service in Suharto regime were dropped out without any public mention or much less

a word of gratitude for their past service. Their removal was for several reasons but

one reason put forward by some cabinet insiders was that Suharto was insulted by the

amount of credit attributed to the technocrats for Indonesia's economic

accomplishments.

Foreign Pressures: Globalisation

In 1994, in order to increase its political and economic interconnection with the

international economy, the Indonesian government had ratified the Marakesh

Agreement which legalised Indonesia's membership of the World Trade Organisation

(WTO).52 After being ratified this agreement means that the Indonesian market

becomes a part of the global market. Besides this, regionally Indonesia also has a

commitment to become an integrated within the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement

(AFTA) under which its members will liberalise thefu economies respectively by 2003

and with APEC as well by 2020. The increase in the world business accountability

and stronger globalisation has led to increasing pressure in the Indonesian economy

to become more integrated with the world economy. This rneans that Indonesian

products which initially intended for domestic markets, now have a greater chance to

enter the global rnarket. At the same time, the products of other countries have also

s2 Indonesian Government Constitution no.'l ,1994.
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the same opportunity to enter the domestic markets.

Efforts have to be made to increase efhciency and ilnprove the quality of

dornestic products to be able to compete in the international markets. These issues

have naturally become more pressing in the national economic management. Under

an increasingly open economy, the importance of international and regional

cooperation among countries has become more pronounced. Indonesia is arnong

those countries that have actively participated in this cooperation in all economic

sectors. In the international scale, a number of trade and investment liberalisation

efforts were initiated in 1996 at both a global and regional level. At the global level,

the ministerial meeting of the World Trade Organisation in December 1996

reaffrmed the members' commitment to implement free trade and also discussed a

number of important issues such as investment liberalisation and working standard

conformity. Meanwhile, at the regional level the meetings of APEC leaders in Manila

in 1996 and ASEAN also stressed the importance of accelerating the process of

trade liberalisaúon among member countries.

There were four main objectives which emanated from the WTO ministerial

rneeting in Singapore December 1996. They were: ftrst, to evaluate the

implementation of commitments, agreements and decisions of the WTO; second,

to review ongoing negotiations and approved work plans; third, to study world trade

developrnent; and the fourth, to outline ways to respond to challenges on world

economic development.
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Foreign Pressures: The IMF

Despite the fact that the concept of globalisation has become something of a

aphorism, it is useful shorthand for an array of changes that seems to characterise the

contemporary era,. As far as nation-states are concerned, the most significant aspects

of the process are political and economic. Non state actors like the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) enjoy increased influence and therefore necessarily reduce the

autonomy of national governments. Foreign debt transactions offered by international

financial institutions are even less beneficial to developing countries, while the

management of those institutions are not fully accountable to the government and

scientists of developing nations. Criticisms of the IMF or the World Bank became

stronger from the developing countries. This could lead sceptics to believe that

governments could blame outside parties when their internal development

experienced problems. However, those criticisms are better to be conveyed, because

developing countries always agreed on what was recommended by those institutions

There are two factors which explain why criticism of these institutions

emerged. First, involvement in those institutions in the life of international economic

development of developing countries gives real influence. It can be seen in Peru

where Alan Garcia and his technocrats had taken to confrontation with these

institutions. This measure-had been taken before by Fidel Castro, because the funds

from those institutions went into the pockets of elites and capitalists. In the beginning

of 1989, the second factor, the IMF experienced an internal crisis which lead to

prominent figures who represent developing countries quitting due to various

weaknesses, authority abuse, and corruption in the institutions. In Indonesra

attention to this matter was still very sensitive. All recommendations from the IMF
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and the V/orld Bank became state secrets that might not be known by the people or

scientists. The result was that the Indonesian economic strategy fell in line with the

IMF and the World Bank. recommendations.

Meanwhile, the organisation of economic activity has undergone great

changes which constrain national policy options. This situation experienced by

Indonesia is that it has to negotiate with the IMF when determining the national state

budget for the fiscal year of 1998/1999 which has undergone revision several tilnes.s3

The activities of what are essentially political organisations like the IMF have enjoyed

a high profile in the current crisis since 1997, especiaþ in Indonesia. But it is the

changing nature of economic activity which has been at the heart of the current crisis.

A key to understanding the way that the management of the crisis has unfolded is the

link between political and economic interests in the wider international systern. The

general economic distress in East Asia represents a possibly unique opportunity for

countries üke the USA and the influential trans-national institutions like the IMF to

force the governments of East Asia to abandon policies of which they disapprove.

In short, the crisis represents a chance to promote the sort of market-centred,

neo-liberal policies that are the hallmark of countries like the USA, Britain

and Australia. If the IMF and the USA are successful in imposing neo-liberal reforrns

throughout the region this may well create the conditions for fttrther econornic

instability. While it rnay suit the interest of those who hold mobile financial asssts,

liberalising markets and removing impediment to flows of capital in and out of small

s3 For further discussion see Bls¿is Indonesia,26 Juni 1998, 'US $ dalam APBN dipatok Rp 10,000'
(US confirmed equals to Rp 10000); Kompas , 4 Juli 1998, 'IMF Masih Juga tak Percaya

Pemerintah'(IMF still not beleives the government); Kompas, 17 JuIi 1998, ' APBN 199811999

NaikJadiF':p2TT.l,Trilyun'(lggslggnationalstatebudgetincreasedtoPr9.LTT.Tbillion).
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economies like Indonesia's is a recipe for further volatility. It is true that the access to

external funds offers the possibility of accelerating the economic development. But

such dependence on external capital, especially short term, also leaves countries

highly vulnerable to rapid changes in market sentiment.

The Automobile Industry

An encouraging development in this sector was the continuing growth in exports of

motor vehicles and automotive components. After embarking on the export of chassis

to Hong Kong in 1988, the Indonesian license holder of Mercedes Benz buses have

now begun to export built up units to the that country.sa Apart from this, the

Indonesian licenses of Hino commercial vehicles, moreover also had signed US

$200,000 contract for the export of engine hoods to Malaysia. Furthermore, Malaysia

had been targeted as a major export market for the Indonesian motorcycle

components industry which expects to achieve export earnings of US$ 3 milliorf.s It

is hard to deny the reality that the automobile industry in Indonesia was only the

automotive companies that hold the license, just making components and assembling

since more than the last two decades.

But in 1996, with the issuing of Presidential lnstruction No.2 in February, the

government opened the Indonesia automotive industry to a new era of the national

so EIU (Economist Intelligence Unit), 'Country Profile 1989-90 - Indonesia', London: EIU, 199,

p.4'1.
st lbíd.
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car.56 Under the ruling, the government determined that a national car would be

developed which would eventually utilise a minimum of 60 per cent domestic

components. To accomplish this, the directive gave liberal tax and tariff incentives to

a company called PT Timor Putra Nasional controlled by Hutorno Mandala Putra, a

chairman of the Humpuss Group. PT Timor is a partner in the new venture with

South Korea's Kia Motors Corp, which will supply the technical expertise for

developing the vehicles. In the aftermath, there was an irnrnediate chorus of

complaints over the new policy which came from foreign and domestic automotive

companies who saw the special treatment granted PT Timor as unfair competition

and discrimination. The flag of free trade was waved in the name of APEC, AFTA,

GATI and the WTO.

In response to this national car proiect, according to Tungky Ariwibowo, a

Minister of Industry and Trade, the facilities granted PT Timor Putra as a pioneer

industry aimed at revitalising the stagnant domestic automotive industry. This

industry has been developed for more than two decades in Indonesia, but as can be

seen, its progress has not been very satisfactory.tt Howeuer despite the economic

crisis, this project will continue to be realised although Indonesia needs financial aid

from the IMF eventhough one of its requirements suggested to abolishment of the

facilities given to the national car project.st It is therefore, that PT Tirnor Putra

Nasional should pay a huge tax for importing those Timor cars. Apart from this, one

of the NGOs called Gerakan Masyarakat Peduli Harta Negara (Gempita) or a social

s6 Presidenîial Decree no.2, on 'The Development of National Automobile Industry', issued on
February 19,1996.
s1 Economic ønd Business Review Indonesia,June 1996
tt Suara Pembaruan, 17 Janua¡i 1998, Tanpa Fasilitas Proyek Timor Jalan Terus' (Timor project
will keep going without facility),
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rrovement that cares state properties had sent its warning letter on 23 June 1998 to

remind the government (directorate of taxes) and PT Timor to pay tax on the Timor

car when imported completely built uple

Cement

The high rate of development activity in Indonesia during the 1970s resulted in a

continuously rising demand for cement. Domestic production increased rapidly

reaching over 8 million tons in 198311984. Despite the increase in output, demand

growth averaged 77 per cent per annum during the 1970s and earþ 1980s and

continued to outstrip domestic supply and imports also continued to rise, fiom

148.100 tons in 1979 to 697,200 tons in 1983. Continued domestic capacity

expansion combined with a slow down of the economy resulting in a substantial drop

in imports in 1984 to approximately 80,000 tons. As demand growth slowed down in

1985 and domestic capacity was increased to 17.4 million tons through the opening

of new plants, the cement industry began to suffer from the severe problerns of over

supply in domestic markets and uncompetitiveness in potential export markets.

Although domestic consumption has since risen to 9.8 rnillion tons in 1987, its

growth has continued to lag behind the increase in supply which reached 11.8 million

tons in 1987.Improved productivity has however enabled the cement industry to tap

export markets in the meantime. Export rose from approximately 871,000 tons in

1985 to 3.1 million tons in 1988.ó0

sn Kompas,25 June 1998, 'Gempita Somasi Pemerintah dan PT Timor' (Gempita asked government
and Timor).
60 EIU op cit., p.47.
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5',7.27056.27046,87027.33023.370Total (BUMN & Privare)
65.464.8585661Private (7o)

37.45036.45027.35015.40014.200Total private
2.3002.300PT Maluku D Semen
1.8001.800PT Semen Gombong
1.8001.8001.800PT BosowaMaros
2.4502.4502.450PT Kodeco Semen

ó00600600PT Binøns Mandiri
6.7006.7004.1001.5001.000PT Semen Nusantara

13.20013.20010,8009.5009.200PT Indo Tunssa Pra
5.6005.6005.6003.0003.000PTSemen Cibimone
3.0002.0002,0001.4001.000PT SAI

Private comDanv:
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19.82079.820t9520tl9309.1'70Total BUMN
570570270180t20PT Semen KupanÊ
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8.7008.7008.7004.1004.100PT Semen Gresik
1.2001.2001.200600500PT Semen Baturaia
5.8705.8705.8703.5703.270PT Semen Padang

BUMN:
20032000199819961994Companvt s name

Table 7.1 : The Capacity of Cement Production

(in thousand tons)

Source: Ministry of Industry and Trade.

In the early 1990s Indonesia's cement industry had been suffering from excess

capacity as domestic demand slumped below the industry 's current installed capacity

of some 17.5 million tons per year, however, the construction boom resulted in a

strong revival. Consequently it is officially projected to expand its capacity by a

further 5.1 million tons per year by 1995. The state owned Tonasa cement company

in South Sulawesi and partially state owned Cibinong cement company in Bogor

West Jawa had planned to expand their output levels by 1.I million tons in 7992 and

1.5 million tons in 1993. In 7994 the Indonesian cement industry capacity amounred
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to 23.370 million tons of which 61 per cent (74.200 rnillion tons) was the production

of private cement companies, and the remaining 39 per cent (9.170 million tons) was

produced by state cement companies. In 1996 the total amount of cement produced

by both private and state companies was 27 .330 million tons of which 44 per cent

(11.930 million tons) was produced by state cement companies and the remaining 56

per cent (15.400 million tons) was produced by private cement cornpanies. This

cement production kept increasing in 1998 to reach 46.870 million tons of which 42

per cent (19.520 million tons) was produced by state cement companies and the

remaining 58 per cent (27.350 rnillion tons) was produced by private cement

companiesÍr

Petrochemicals

Indonesia's ambitions to acquire a major domestic manufacturing capacity for

petrochemicals and other chemical inputs for its expanding industrial sector suffered a

considerable blow in 1983 when the resources constraints imposed by the $ 5 per

barrel cut in OPEC's oil price structure resulted in the rescheduling of several large

scale public sector projects. These included a number of petrochemical projects such

as the US $ 1.5 billion aromatic plant proposed for the Plaju refìnery in South

Sumatera and a US $ 1.6 billion olefure complex to be located in Aceh. Most these

projects were subsequently revived, though on a modest scale, and a private

investment in the chemical industry was still actively encouraged. Consequently, the

last few years have witnessed the inauguration of numerous chemical plants

ut Laporan Menteri Perindustrian dan Perdagangan pada sidang kabinet terbatas bid EKKU
WASBANG, (Ministry of Industry and Trade Report at the Limited Meeting Cabinet for Economic
and Finance & Development Control), Jaka¡ta, 2 Oktober 1996.
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throughout the country which has resulted in a substantial expansion of the range of

goods produced by Indonesia's hitherto primarily fertiliser oriented chemicals

industry. In the middle of 1988 a new major expansion programme, involving

domestic and foreign private sector investments of more than US $ 4.5 billion in

twenty one separate projects were announced to become operationalin 7992.

One of these projects was planned by the US based Dow Chemical

Corporation which had planned a US $ 20 million plant for the production of 20,000

tons per year of general purpose and high impact polystyrene. This project was in the

form of a joint venture between the US company and an Indonesian company owned

jointly by the Indocement Group and PT Sinar Mas located in Merak, West Java and

has been in operation since 1991. The other two major projects had been launched in

1990 for the production of styrene and associated products. The fìrst projects

operated by the Indonesian company PT Graha Swakarsa Prima called for the

establishment of a US $ 500 million petrochemical complex by the South Korean

Lucky Engineering Company which will comprise four plants for the production of

styrene monomer, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, high impact polystyrene, and

styrene acrylonitrile resins. The second involved a joint venture between the well

connected Salim and Bimantara conglomerates and the Japanese trading house Toyo

Menka Kaisha Ltd for the establishment of a US $ 100 million plant to produce

styrene rnonomor. In addition, the state owned oil company Pertarnina has also

negotiated with three Japanese companies; Mitsui; Toyo Menka Kaisha and Marubeni

to finance a US $ 1.7 billion styrene plant.

Another maior chemical project planned in 1990 was to produce 200.000 tons

of polyethylene and 140.000 tons of poþropylene in a plant to be partly owned by a
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consortium of Indonesian investors called PT Pusaka Warna Propylene and partly by

British Petroleum, Mitsui and Sumitorno. This company had commenced operations

in 1993. Other important chemical projects included a plant for the production of

soda ash and purified terephthalic acid, this plant was built by PT Kaltim

Sahidtigamas Sodakimia, a consortium of several Indonesian companies including the

state owned Kattim fertiliser corporation and the Sahid Group located at the site of

the Kaltirn Fertiliser Plant in Bontang, East Kalimantan. This plant had production

capacity of 150.000 tons a year of soda ash and ammoniurn chloride in 1994.

However, this plant was expanded by the construction of an identical second plant in

1996. Meanwhile, the Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA) plant had been set up in

1994 n Serang, West Jawa, constructed by PT Amoco Indra Prakarsa, a joint

venture between the Salim Group and Amoco Chemical of USA.

The capacity of PTA from this company is approxirnately 250.000 tons per

year. In February 1996, the Indonesian government issued a policy to increase the

tariff for imported propylene, from 5 to 20 percent.62 This means that dornestic

producers of the same product, such as PT Chandra Asri Petrochemical Center (PT

CAPC) enjoyed protected tariff of 25 per cent in order to compete with foreign

products. Another reason is that by 5 percent tarifT imposed to irnported propylene,

domestic producers of the same product could not compete and even they have r

huge detriment. Apparently, due to the fragile financial condition of this company at

the moment, its president director Peter Gontha, stated that this Rp 3.26 trillion

project will stop its production.63 Further to this he said that the main products of this

u' Warta Ekonomi,6 March 1996, 'Akhirnya Proteksi datang juga' (at last the protection comes).
63 Republíka. 14 July 1998, 'Chandra Asri Ancam Hentikan Produksi' (Chandra Asri threats to stop
its production).
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company sold in domestic market such as ethylene and polyethylene wotld become

more expensive if sold abroad.ú Apart from this he also added that the existence of

this company was the result of depoliticisation, because the involvernent of

Bambang Trihatmojo (Suharto's second son) including his cronies at the

conglomerate Prjogo Pangestu (Barito Pacific Timber Group) and Henry Pribadi

from Grup Napan (Napan Group) as share holders. But, according to economic

observer, Faisal Basri, PT CAPC sold it products cheaper in the domestic market

because the company enjoyed protection given by the government, and he added that

this company itself was not able to sell its products in international markets.6s

Moreover he appealed to the government not to spoil this company any more,

because, theoreticaþ this company is going to be bankrupt as the result of

corruption, collusion and nepotism practices. To let this company collapse, because

of the protection given to the downstream industries in this sector were not efficient

and were detrimental to the society.

According to Rahardi Ramelan, Minister for Trade and Industry, the

government will move ahead in its plan to reduce import duties on petrochernical

products before the Special Session of the MPR (People's Consultative Assernbly)

takes place in November 1998.66 As a result tariff reduction on major petrochemical

products such as polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, ethylene and propylene,

of which the last two products produced by PT CAPC earlier scheduled for the year

2000 would now be moved foward to 1999.67

64

65
rbíd,
rbid.

66 Bisnis Indonesia, 14 July 1998, 'Reduksi ta¡if bea masuk kimia dipercepat' (import tariff
reduction on chemicals issued eadier)

'7 lbíd.
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Cloves

The cloves marketing monopoly granted in 1990 to the agency called BPPC (Badan

Penyangga Cengkeh Nasional) chaired by Hutomo MP (Suharto's youngest son), has

continued to generate sharp controversy. Apparently established to protect small

clove farmers from exploitation by the country's large and wealthy manufactures of

clove scented kretek cigarettes, the BPPC guaranteed farmers a minimum floor price

of Rp 7,000 a kg while setting its selling price to kretek manufäctures at

approximately Rp. 10,000 per kg.6t The impact of this policy is a substantial rise in

both the procurement price from farmers and the selling price to buyers and was a

significant distortion of market mechanisms. Despite only patchy implementation of

floor price policy and numerous efforts to ensure continued purchases by kretek

manufactures, the BPPC's stockpile of cloves has grown inexorably and irnposed

unexpectedly high handling and storage costs. While the agency was initially able to

cover these costs through low cost loans from the central bank and the state owned

commercial banks, the continued growth of BPPC stocks has pushed up its fmancing

requirements and significantly impaired its ability to meet its obligations, both to the

clove farmers and to its creditors.6e

Faced with these constraints and with a new bumper harvest looming in the

rniddle of 1990, Hutomo issued an appeal to clove farmers in February 1991 asking

them to cut down about 30 per cent of their clove trees and or burn about a half of

their crop. This demand immediately triggered howls of protest with some

ut See, Dr Syahrir, 1994, 'Ekonomi Indonesia Dalam Perspektíf Bisnls', Jurnalindo Aksara Grafika,
Jakarø.
6e For further discussion, see Tempo,25 September 1993, 'setelah KLBI Dilunasi' (After KLBI
being paid cash).
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commentators likening it to the Dutch colonial policy of uprooting unlicensed trees,

with the speaker of the DPR (House of Representatives), Kharis Suhud publicly

stating that the monopoly was hurting rather than helping the farmers. Even the

secretary general of GOLKAR, Rachmat Witoelar, came out openly against the

monopoly and called for its abolition. As this matter becarne more urgent, the

government issued new regulations which resulted in the conversion of the BPPC

from a private monopoly to a semi-public monopoly, with agricultural cooperatives

being assigned a leading role in the procurement of cloves. In addition, they also

stipulated a significant reduction in the price paid to clove farmers despite a norninal

increase in the floor price to Rp 7,900 per kg, of this price, Rp 2,000 a kg is to be

retained in the form of compulsory savings for the farmers concerned. The actual

floor price they are to receive amounts to a mero Rp 4,000 a kg, broadly equivalent

to the price prevailing before the BPPC was establishedlo

With cloves playing a pre-eminent role in the kretek cigarette industry, the

uncertainties in the clove market are now beginning to have repercussions on

the tobacco industry. Arguing that the high prices charged by the BPPC for cloves

are forcing them to reduce their cigarette production and diversify into other

activities, several major kretek producers have recently announced their intention to

cut their tobacco procurements substantially in the current year. This power play by

the cigarette industry has elicited a somewhat conflrsed response from the

government. In mid March 7992, the Minister for Agriculture Wardoyo suggested

that steps would be taken to export or stockpile the surplus. Weeks later the Minister

'o Kompas, 1 December 1997,'Paket Reformasi IMF dan Taø Niaga Cengkeh' (IMF reform
package and cloves trading system),
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of Inforrnation Harmoko encouraged farrners to cut their output in order to restore a

balance between reduced demand and the available supply.

The purchasing of cloves from BBPC to cigarette kretek companies during

1991 to 1995 was 348,052 tons. Due to overstocking and production, and in order to

reduce that matter, in September 7996 there was a decision taken by the cabinet to

carry out a conversion program on this crop. This programme followed by cutting

down the clove's trees that had been planned to be completed in November 1996.

But due to the ongoing economic crisis and the strong spirit of reformation amongst

the people in 1998 and as suggested by the IMF, this cloves agency (BPPC)

monopoly had been abolished by the Indonesian govemment in Jundr All BPPC

resposibilities should be settled towards its business partners including the 1995 firnd

from compulsory savings from clove farmers amounted to more than Rp 160

billion.72 The result as reported by Kompas, is that the price of cloves in West Java is

becoming far better when compared to five years ago. The current price of dried

cloves is around Rp 9,000 to Rp 11,000 a kilogram, depending upon its qualityl3

The Banking Sector

The banking industry in Indonesia was growing very rapidly, but without a clear

sense of direction. Indonesia has been confronted with major issues and problems

that usually elate to a modern financial system. The problems encountered are in

the form of when reforms should take place and what kind of reforms were

71 Presidential Decree, No: 21, 1998,

" Suara Pembaruan 23 January 1998, 'Monopoli Baru Jangan Sampai Muncul Setelah BPPC

Bubar' (the new monopoly should not come up after BPPC dismissed).
73 Kompas,l July 1998, 'Harga cengkeh membaik' (the price of cloves get increased).
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necessary. These problems have existed since the Indonesian government issued its

policy on banking deregulation in October 1988. This reform was created to liberalise

entry into many types of financial activity and to give motivation for the developrnent

of dornestic fînancial markets.Ta In the aftermath, the number of banks increases from

111 to 240. By increasing this number by more than 100 per cent, the banks'

operations became much more competitive.

The government objective of mobilising funds from society was

acknowledged as being a success. But, on the contrary, it came to realise that by the

late 1990s this industry was seemingly in trouble as banks had received liquidity

credits from the Bank of Indonesia totalling Rp 103.05 trillion. This situation meant

that the banking sector was unhealthy. The liquidity snpports were received

approximately by 25 per cent of banks in Indonesia of which at least 32 banks were in

difficulties to repay the rroney given by Bank Indonesia. This situation led them to

coming under the supervision of BPPN (Indonesian Banking Structuring Agency).

Some banking observers could not believe the policy that allowed such large sums of

liquidity to be given to banks. It is true that Bank Indonesia is the last resort of

lender, but why had this happened ? Initially the monetary authority considered

saving the banks from collapse due to many banks had undergone excessive rushes by

their clients to withdraw their money in cash.75 At that time, the situation was

difficult due to 16 banks being closed and the scarcity of basic requirements in the

markets.

to For further discussion on this reform, see David C. Cole, et al, 1996, 'Building a modern

financial system, The Indonesian experienc¿' , Cambridge University Press.
7s Republika, 8 April 1998, 'BNI Ketiban Rezeki Rp 1,3 triliun Bank-bank dalam Pengawasan

DilandaRush', (BNI getsRp.l.3 trillion benefits frombanks being rushed),
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During two weeks since 31 March 1998 (the date used by BPPN to decide

the freezing and taking over of banks) the funds for liquidity from Bank Indonesia

continued to flow. At that time the position amounted to Rp. 87.04 trillion. Bur

during the first two weeks in April, liquidity support from Bank Indonesia added to

Rp. 16 trillion, or at least one trillion rupiah was going to unhealthy banks a day. So,

the total amount of money used to bail out the unhealthy banks in Indonesia reached

Rp. 103.05 trillion. This situation made by bank Indonesia proved that it was not

reliable to handle the problems in the banking sector, and this role was replaced by

BPPN, which was established by the government.T6 The task of BPPN was extremely

tough, especially whether to withdraw state money ßp. 103.05 trillion), and to make

decisions over bank closures. The first action from this agency was to freeze the

activities of seven banks, take over a further seven banks, and place 40 banks under

supervision.TT

On April 23, 7998, BPPN announced the number of banks under supervision

was 38, of which six banks were taken over and the other 32 banks were under strict

supervision. Many improvements were expected from BPPN, but since its

announcement on 23 Aprtl1998 of which four state and private banks respectively

plus one regional development bank (BPD) were released from BPPN supervision.

Many bankers considered that BPPN works not transparent. Due to the fact that

those above mentioned banks completed mergers only, then were released from

supervision as healthy banks. Apart from this, according to Rini Soewandi, who

76 Presidential Decree No.27, 1998 on the establishment of BPPN, that was responsible to Minister
of Finance,
77 For further discussion, see D&JR, 11 April 1998, 'Akhirnya Likuidasi Babak Kedua' (hnally the
second round of liquidation).
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formally stepped down as a vice chairman of BPPN on 22 May 1998, this institution

is not as an independent it should be. She didn't see at the tfune-that BPPN was an

independent institution responsible to DPR (House of Representatives).?8 Further,

she believed that if this institution was truly an independent in making decisions and

directly responsible to DPR, the recovery pursued by the government could be

realised. The existence of BPPN itself is necessary, because over the years the

banking system in Indonesia had many problems, that is why the measures taken in

the banking sector should be free from any government influence. Moreover, rrany

observers were also pessimistic towards this agency in re-extracting funds that given

as liquidity, because many credits given by banks being frozen were used by insiders.

The result is that many banking conglomerates were shaken when their banks were

taken over or supervised by BPPN.

In line with the most current events of vandalism, arson, mobs attacking some

showrooms, malls, shopping centres and some ofltce banks, there had been excessive

withdrawals at PT. Bank Central Asia (BCA) since May 18, 1998. This rush

increased substantially over the following days and resulted in liquidity problems at

BCA. Approximately fifty per cent of BCA's operation is in Jabotabek (Jakarta and

its vicinities; Bogor, Tangerang and Bekasi) with 70 per cent of its shares belonging

to conglomerate Sudono Salim and his sons, while the rest belongs to Sigit and Mbak

Tutut.Te To overcome this liquidity problem, Bank Indonesia has asked the share

owners and management of BCA to increase its capital and subordinate loans to

18 Republika,25 May 1998, 'Rini Soewandi mundur da¡i BPPN' (Rini Soewandi stepped down from
BPPN).

" Kompas,31 May L998,'Terjunkalnya BCA, 'Meredupnya Kilap Salim' (BCA collapse, Salim's
shine blurred).
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raise fund from money market, to halt credit expansion, and to prevent fund

withdrawals by affiliated parties. However, additional liquidity provided by BCA was

not adequate enough to cover those withdrawals both in cash and clearing.

Due to the continuing and increasing rush, BCA suffered from a liquidity deficiency.

Although as of May 13, 1998 BCA's account balance in Bank Indonesia was still

adequate, recent withdrawals have resulted in a negative balance since May 18,

1998. Concerning this matter, Bank Indonesia as the last resort lender and in line

with the government policy to guarantee deposits, has to provide liquidity supports to

BCA to meet all ftinds withdrawals by cnstomers. As hquidity supports from Bank

Indonesia have exceeded 200 per cent of BCA's capital itself, BCA therfore meets

the criteria to be managed and supervised by BPPN from May 28, 1998, until its

conditions recovers.to

Rice

Several measures had been introduced since the New Order period began to increase

rice domestic production. To increase cultivable area, large scale irrigation projects

have been launched and extensive efforts have been met to increase yields through

the introduction of green revolution technology to the Indonesian rice sector by

providing farmers with new seed varieties, subsidised inputs, especially of fertiliser

and pesticides, and credit under a variety of intensification schemes. Between the

1970 and 1982 crop seasons the area covered by these scheme increased by 78

percent.sl To provide farmers with incentives to use the yield increasing inputs and

80 Bank Indonesia Decree No.31/3l/Kep lDtl,28 May 1998.

" Kompas,4 June 1998, 'Naikan Lagi Harga Pembelian Bulog', (Get Increased Buying Price from
Bulog).
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techniques and to maintain farm incomes, the governrnent fixed a guaranteed

minimurn price for rice which was linked by a complex formula to the subsidised

price of inputs. The stock so obtained by the government's rice rnarketing agency,

called Bulog, are released when retail prices threaten to rise above a predetermined

(but unannounced and hence flexible) ceiling. Any shortfalls in domestically obtained

stocks for this purpose are made up by imports, and Bulog is the sole legal importer

of rice in Indonesia.

In 1980 rice production achieved its long cherished aim of self sufficiency

with imports falling from2.04 million tons in 1980 to approxirnately 40 thousand

tons in 1985 of glutinous rice which Indonesia does not produce domestically. These

production increases have, however, caused severe problems of storage and price

maintenance as Bulog's bulging warehouses, containing 3.3 million tons of stock at

the end of 1985, imposed severe constraints on its ability to carry out its price

support purchases. Indonesia's exit from international markets has also caused world

prices to tumble, thereby reducing its ability to export its surplus without incurring

large losses. The government has therefore been trying actively to discourage further

production increases since the middle of 1985, with exhortations to diversify

cultivation patterns reinforced by a dramatic shift in price policy aiming to reduce the

price incentives accorded to rice farmers for the past fifteen years. The floor price has

not been raised since 1984 and in early 1986 a substantial cut in the subsidies on

fertilisers and pesticides was announced. The resulting slow down in outpnt,

reinforced by the effect of the pest attack and drought was dramatic. However, this

prompted a resumption of earlier output promoting policies in 1987, after a virtual

stagnation in rice production in 1986.
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In reality Indonesia had reached self sufficiency in rice in the rniddle of the

1980s. But since then there emerged a scepticism about thls situation which could not

be rnaintained for the forthcoming years. The reasons are, fitst, the number of rice

fields, especiaþ in Jawa island being reduced gradually for the development of

housing complexes and industries. Second, the program of intensification for this

crop has been limited since the end of 1980s. To offset this, another efÏort

undertaken by the government was the program of developing new rice fields

outside Jawa. This seemed good in the theory, but in reality the implernentation of

this program was mostly fictitious. In the aftermath, this situation remained uncertain

due to the amount of rice stocks being insufficient, and reached to a serious problems

after 1994 where Bulog has actually imported rice due to domestic products not

being sufficient to provide rice stocks demanded by the people. The floor price of rice

(paddy) increased annually in 1989 the price was Rp 250 per kg, in 7994 it became

Rp 360 per kg (44 percent increased), in 1995 it became Rp 400 per kg (an 1 1.1 1 per

cent increase) and later in April 1996 this price increased to Rp 450 per kg. And the

latest figures from 1997 the floor price of rice became Rp.1000 per kilogram92

The government directed increases in this floor price were aimed to improve

the farmers' prosperity, but on the other side the price of fertiliser also increased.

The increased fertiliser price will burden the farmers and even decrease the farmers'

income, especially if the price of fertiliser is more expensive than the floor price of

rice itself. In line with the increase of the floor price of the rice, the retail price of rice

increased annually. In1994 the rice price varied from Rp 589.26 to 969.48 a kg, in

1995 it became Rp 741.16 to Rp 7233.23 akg and lr'1996 it becarne Rp 778.52 to

t' Kompas,4 Juni 1998, "Hentikan Laporan Fiktif , (Stop fictitious Report)
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Rp 1303.34 akg.In mid-1998 at the market, this price was approximately between

Rp 1500 to Rp 2500 a kg. Therefore, in 1998, the government will need to irnport

3.1 million tons rice.83

Cooking Oil

Before the crisis of 1997, the price of cooking oil had never been a part of the

economic problem in Indonesia. But since the beginning of 1998, debate on the

escalating price of cooking oil has been very intense, The price of this product in

1997 was about Rp 2000 a kg, but it quickly rose to more than Rp 4000 a kg.

Various rhetorical promises from the related ministers brought no result as the price

remained unstable. And there was even an effort to look for a scapegoat for this

problem by intimidating the entrepreneurs in this sector for not being 'nationalists',

and forgetting the government good deeds that had given lucrative credits in the past.

The reason was that regulated and cheap prices for cooking oil was popular f'or

ordinary people but not for professional business practitioners.

The government did not realise that the policy undertaken by the New Order

by giving lucrative credits was closely related to the strategic efforts of increasing the

competitiveness of Indonesian CPO (crude palm oil) industries in global markets. To

overcome the escalating price, on 22 July 1998, an agreement was achieved at a

meeting of the large scale producers of cooking oil product in the Grand Hyatt hotel

in Jakarta. This meeting also appointed Derom Bangun as the chairman of a tearn for

stabilising price.

83 lbid.
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At this meeting, the agreement was achieved that the cooking oil producers

promised to stabilise the price and guarantee supply for domestic markets.sa In this

coordinative meeting. it had been agreed that large scale companies should supervise

one another in order to avoid smuggling in this commodity and its derivatives to

foreign countries. Moreover this control was aimed at preventing a scarcity of these

products in domestic markets. This team also assumed that around 300 to 500

thousand tons of these products had been smuggled abroad from small sea-ports in

Sumatra. This might be related to the government policy in July 1998 that increased

the export tariff on these products by 60 per cent.ss

In reality, cooking oil production in Indonesian is far in exess of dor¡estic

demand. During September 1994 and July 1997, there was a good balance in selling

CPO between domestic markets and exports.tu The scarcity in certain periods was

due to foor distribution to the domestic and export markets. Distribution of CPO for

export and domestic markets was also influenced by international and domestic

prices. The international price was decided by an agreement of supply and dernand in

Rotterdam and Kuala Lumpur. The price in Rotterdam is more influential thanKuala

Lurnpur, but the price in Rotterdam will get bias frorn the price in Chicago.In 1994,

when Mississippi flooded heavily, the price of soya-beans in the Chicago market

increased drastically to forty per cent due as it was assumed that the production of

this crop would decrease. At the same time the CPO price in Rotterdarn increased, as

well as in Kuala Lumpur and Medan. According to the Minister of Basic

8a Bisnis Indonesia, 23 Juli 1998, 'Produsen capai kesepakatan , Pasar akan dibanjiri minyak goreng
(Producers have an agreement, markets will get huge cooking oil stocks).
ts lbid.
ru Kompas,24 JrÌy 1998, 'Matematikanya Minyak Goreng' (the calculation of cooking oil),
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Requirements, AM Saefuddin, due to poor cooking oil distribution committed by

three state owned companies, the government made a policy not to involve them

(Dharma Niaga, Panca Niaga and Cipta Niaga), and the distribution was directly

carried out from the mills to Bulog (Badan urusan. logistik) or Dolog (Depot

togistik) then distributed to cooperatives and small and medium scale fums.87 To

avoid wild fluctuations in the various prices of cooking oil in the markets, Bulog will

buy cooking oil for domestic demand from state cooking oil companies at the

price of Rp 3.400 a kg and from private companies at market price. For this

purpose the government will put a small subsidy on this cornmodity. But on the

contrary, Saefuddin said that in October 1998, the government will abolish subsidies

for flour and sugar in the food and beverage industries, but not for the general

population. Moreover, the government will keep importing white sugar but not

double refine sugar that is used in the food and beverage industries. The price of

flour in October 1998 will be about Rp 4,000 a kg compared to the current price of

onlyRp 2,200akg.tt

Steel

The Indonesian iron and steel industry is centred arround PT Karakatau Steel, an

integrated iron and steel producing complex at Cilegon, West Java. This state owned

facility became operational in 1983. A major expansion was launched in 1990

intended to result in a largescale increase in capacity by l999.In addition, plans

'1 Suøra Pembaruan,2l JuIy 1998, 'Badan Urusan Logistik Belum Aktif Distribusikan -Minyak

Goreng' (Bureau of Logistics has not actively distributed cooking oil).
It lbid.
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were unveiled in 1991 for the establishment of a second integrated plant, the

feasibility of which is currently being assessed. Apart from PT Karakatau Steel, the

industry comprises several smaller, privateþ owned enterprises producing a wide

range of products including billets, ingots, sheets, pipes, bars, profiles, rods, and

wires. A second integrated steelworks with an annual capacity of four million tons

per year is to be established n 1997-2005 by a joint venture between PT

Karakatau Steel and the Pohang Steel Company of South Korea.
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Chapter Eight

THB CRISIS OF 1997-1998

After three decades of strong economic growth which had produced the widely held

descrþtion of the East Asian Miracle, in mid 7997 an economic crisis swept the

region. The hrst country to experience problems was Thailand. The baht collapsed in

value against the US dollar and the international rnoney markets pulled assets out of

Thailand. This pattern was then repeated in Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and

South Korea. By the end of the year even the powerful Japanese yen was under

pressure. This crisis revealed some underlying weaknesses in the structure of

economic development in some of the Tiger economies, including Indonesia.

What started the crisis?

Speaking at the APEC forum in Vancouver t997, Canadian Prime Minister Jean

Cretien suggested that the currency crisis in Asia was caused by too many private

companies using loans from international financial institutions to build hotels and

shopping malls. Accidentally at the same time, it emerged that the actions of

speculators in the market caused many companies to enter dire financial tirned.

According to the V/orld Bank there are four conditions that triggered the

Indonesian economic crisis. These 'four triggers' were disclosed in the V/orld Bank

' Kompas,27 November 199'r,'APEC Akui IMF Penolong Utama Krisis Keuangan' (APEC
acknowledged that the IMF is the main helper in monetary crisis); Kompas,24 November 1997,
'Krisis Keunagan Asia Topic }langat APEC' (Asian Monetary Crisis as a tensed topic for APEC);
and for more detail see also 'Chronology of the Asian Currency Crisis and its Global Contagion on

Intemet htç://www.stern.nyu.edu/'nroubini/asia/.
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report on the Indonesian crisis launched at the CGI (Consultative Group on

Indonesia) meeting in Paris on 28- 30 July lgg8.2 The first trigger was the increase

in unhedged private foreign debt since 1992 and in the last several years, government

statistics had not fully collected data on the growth of this debt.3 The World Bank

also indicated that the government was fault when it adopted the position that

private debt must be settled without government intervention. The second, was the

unsound condition of the banking system, even long before the crisis erupted. Banks

which were unsound through excessive burdens of quick credit expansion, kept on

providing credits for their own groups. Standards of adequacy for extension of credit

were violated without sanctions. Many of banks simply had insuff,rcient capital,

several were al¡eady insolvent before the crisis. The third, the doubt of the

government. The World Bank survey showed that befbre July 7997, many

international investors were very optimistic. Bureaucratic red tape, corruption, insider

trading and the weak financial system did not deter the investors from coming to

Indonesia. Most of business players truly understood the weakness of the legal

system, the lack of transparency in decision making and the role of political forces

tending to favour the success of certain group interests. But there were still no signs

of hesitation on the part of investors to invest their capital in Indonesia. And the last

factor was the political cross roads which Indonesia reached in the midst of the

raging crisis. The economic crisis hit Indonesia six months before the Presidential

election in March 1998. Moreovor, there was speculation aboutPresidentSuharto's

' Kompas, 22 Jt¿li 1998, 'Empat Pemicu Krisis Ekonomi Indonesia' (Four reasons trigger
Indonesian economic crisis).
t This same reason also as conveyed by Palgunadi T Setyawan, PT Ast¡a International, to the writer
in interview in Jakarta in July 1997.
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health which caused the figure of Vice President to become more important than

ever before. Apart from this, according to Mar'ie Muhammad, Indonesian Minister

of Finance, the depreciation in the rupiah was, among other things, caused by rnost

of the national private companies who had bought US dollars. Moreover, he

reminded his audience that in Indonesia that until September 1997, private debts had

reached US$ 65 billion while the government debt amounted to only US$ 52.3

billionj

How Did It Evolve ?

The fîrst deregulation in the Indonesian banking sector was in June 1983. In this June

package the banks were given facilities to determine their own deposit interest rates

and there was no cental bank control over those banks in giving credits. This hrst

deregulation also introduced SBI (Sertifftat Bank Indonesia) or the Certificate of

Bank Indonesia, and Surat Beharga Pasar Uang (SBPU) or money market securities.

This package was aimed at improving bank development in Indonesia and this

measure succeeded in collecting funds from the people.

There were a large number of banks which emerged after the government

launched the October Package of 1988 that gave facilities to the private sector to

establish new banks. With capital of only Rp 10 billion, anyone could establish a new

bank and at the same time become the owner and the director of the bank.s In those

years the Indonesian economy was apparently sound and the banks imposed high

interest rates so as to draw as many funds as possible into their deposits. Once the

a Kompas, op cit,
5 Ma¡i Pangestu, 1996, 'Economic Reform, Deregulation and Privatization: The Indonesian
Experience', CSIS, Jakarta, p.143.
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ftinds were abundant, the banks became unsure about how to distribute these assets.

Finally, the expansion of banks through distributing credit was uncontrolled. The

result of such profligate lending could be predicted, and a lot of banks faced

difficulties in retrieving their money from debtors.

In correcting the bad results of the 1988 package, the Indonesian government

Iaunched another package in February 1991, called Paktri. This package signifrcantly

regulated the requirement that each bank had at least 8 per cent for its CAR (capital

adequacy ratio). During this period the banks mostly had only 5 per cent. A bitter

experience for banking development during this period was marked by Bank Duta

which collapsed due to the buying foreign currency of before the Indonesian currency

fell, the same thing also happened to BankUmumMajapahit.

Government regulation no. 70 in 1992 established further regulation by

increasing the minimum capital in establishing a bank from Rp 10 billion to Rp 50

billion. This measure was aimed at controlling the banking sector's development

which by this time had become unstable. ln 1992, the number of bank offi.ces were

approxirnately 17 thousands of which 8,400 were BPR (people's credit banks). In

this period, large volumes of foreign funds entered Indonesia through the stock

exchange to establish banks in Indonesia. The side effect in this case was that many

illegal banks emerged which were giving high interest rates for savings and deposits.

The banking sector's continued until 1994 based upon a huge credit expansion. For

example, in 1995 the credit in the property sector was about Rp. 41 billion.6

Meanwhile foreign banks were allowed to establish their branches in the six big

6 Bank Indonesia, annual report, 1995
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cities, and joint ventures between foreign and national banks was allowed. Monopoly

funds in government banks were therefore eliminated. Some banks changed to

become foreign exchange banks as the requirements for establishing foreign exchange

bank were not strict. Lots of manpower was recruited during period due to the

large number of banks available. Savings and Deposits Fund mobilisation activity was

remarkable. The other side of this situation was the tough competition between banks

in giving credits and loans. The result being that security in giving credit gave way to

unsound lending practices. In the aftermath, there were huge credits that simply could

not be retrieved.

There were several banking diseases derived from the 1988 package. The fìrst

was that many banks owned by Indonesian tycoons who then became insider lenders,

or gave credits for their own businoss group interests. This goes against all good

banking business practices. The second result was that there were a high interest rate

given by private banks of up to 30Vo, because it was not determined by market

powers and as a result the credit could not be controlled. The third result was that the

bank owners maintained their status quo to monopolising economic resources from

society. The other one was that lots of credits or investments were given to luxurious

apartments, malls or offrces and golf courses, many of which could be considered to

be fruitless investments.

A week before the CGI meeting in Tokyo, the Indonesian government issued

monetary deregulation on 1 July 1997. This package included provision for credit

lirnitation given by public banks to real estate companies. This measure was carried

out due to the amount of credit in the property sector being too high. As a

comparison the whole credit growth in general was between 23-24 per cent a year
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meanwhile the credit growth in property was 35 per cent a year. Prior to the July

package the government also made a decision on minimum reserve requirement for

banks from 3 per cent to be 5 per cent. In the aftermath, in Septernber 1997, the

government issued a policy on the cancellation of 'mega projects'.? This measure

was expected to reduce imported goods by privates as banks still had a huge burden

in these giant projects.

How Did the Indonesian Government React?

In facing the Indonesian currency fluctuation, President Suharto asked the

enterprising world to really understand the essence of the new fact due to the

fluctuations of the currencies in Southeast Asia including the Indonesian currency.

Meanwhile regarding politics, President Suharto said that the general election

guaranteed the arrangement of the democratic process which would be developed

spirited, safely, orderly, without costing lives and possessions which must become

one of the development agendas in the futures. Stressing the importance of

discussing the political agenda in the future was done by the head of the state, after

he discussed all aspects of the last arrangement for general elections which proved

still to be coloured by disturbances which took lives and loss of property. The

president also stressed that people should not take the potential threats towards

t For example, see Media Indonesia on 22 September 7997, as stated by Minister of Finance Mar'ie
Muhammad at the plenary meeting of House of Representatives on 16 September 1997 that many
government projects that totally amounting to more than Rp. 106 trillion under review.
8 This cla¡ifrcation by Suharto was conveyed in his St¿te Address at Plenary Session of the House of
Representatives (DPR) in Jakarta 16 August 1997.
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national unity and integrity, even threats towards all the foundations of the nation's

life lighily?

What did the IMF say ?

MichelCamdessus, the managing director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

commended Indonesia's actions by stating that the Indonesian authorities currently

have introduced an impressive program of macro-economic adjustrnent and structural

reform.r0 The actions taken by the Indonesian authorities and the commitment they

have in this program, has made the decision to lend support to their efforts an

easy one. These measures should restore confidence in the Indonesian economy

and contribute to the stabilisation of regional financial markets. Furthermore, he said

that the program is based in the first instance on strong monetary and f,rscal policies,

designed to bring about an orderly adjustinent in the economy and to restore

confidence to f,rnancial markets. The second leg of the program consisted of a major

restructuring of the financial sector. along with measures to ensure its future

soundness. The third leg involved significant deregulation measures and trade reforms

that should have an imrnediate and long lasting effect in improving economic

efficiency. Simultaneous efforts to promote transparency and openness will

significantly improve the governance framework and business climate.

On 5 November, 1997 under the emergency financing mechanism, and in view

of the major improvements that this program was designed to bring about in the

longer term prospects of the Indonesian economy, Camdessus asked the IMF

e tbid.
1o Kompas, 15 Januari 1998, 'Camdessus Yakin RI Lakukan Reformasi' (Camdessuss convinced
Indonesia carries out reformation).
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executive board to approve Indonesia's request for a three year stand-by arrangement

in the amount of about US$ 10 billion (SDR 7.3 biltion).rl In addition to the IMF

funding, the reform program will be supported by substantial financing fiom the

V/orld Bank and the Asian Development Bank which have made notable

contributions to the design of the program, particularly in the field of financial sector

rehabilitation and structural reform. These institutions intended to contribute to the

program through technical assistance and loans, with financing amounting to US$ 4.5

billion and US$ 3.5 billion respectively. In addition, taking account of other expected

contribution to the financing package including the use of part of Indonesia's own

substantial external assets, we arrive at a first line of financing of the order of US$

23 billion. Moreover,

Camdessus said that after three decades of sustained rapid growth and

remarkable poverty reduction in Indonesia, this program ushered in ambitious

reforms designed to equip Indonesia's economy for the challenges and opportunities

of globalisation in the coming decades. Michel Camdessus was also confident that

this program and the strong support for Indonesian reforms provided by the

international community will be of the great benefit for the people of Indonesia,

particularly the poorest.

The IMF requires the Indonesian government to liquidate banks which were

not financially sound. This is understandable as IMF's aim is to rescue Indonesian

ailing national economy.

rt lbid.
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What Did Indonesia Do ?

After two weeks of negotiation with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) team,

Indonesian monetary officials finally announced a serial reform of Indonesia's

economy. The announcoment was made in Jakarta by Minister/ State Secretary

Moerdiono, Minister of Finance Mar'ie Muhammad, the Governor of Bank

Indonesia, Sudrajat Djiwandono, and the Minister of Industry and Trade Tunky

Ariwibowo. On Novemb er 7, 1997,the Indonerian goo".nment officially revoked the

enterprising license of 16 private banks.12 This rneasure was designed to restore the

Indonesian banking system. In this case the government reserved a fund of Rp 2.3

billion as advance funds for depositors who kept funds on those 16 banks. The

amount to be reimbursed was a maximum of Rp. 20 million.

The sixteen banks which were liquidated by the Indonesian government were:

Bank Pinaesaan located in Manado, while the other fifteen were in Jakarta narnely

Anrico Bank, Andromeda Bank, Astria Raya Bank, Bank Industri, Bank Guna

Internasional, Bank Harapan Sentosa, Sejahtera Bank lJmum, Bank Umum Majapahit

Jaya, Bank Jakarta, Bank Kosagraha Semesta, Bank Mataram Danaarta, southeast

Asia Bank, Pacific Bank, Bank Dwipa Semesta, and Bank Citrahasta

Dhanamanunggal. In line with this decision, the Indonesian government gave the

following pointers:

o For those with savings, deposits, and current accounts of up to Rp 20 million,

they will be repaid in fu[, which means that about 93.7 pu cent of all depositors

will get their full claim. For those with accounts of more than Rp 20 million, they

t2 A letter of the Republic of Indonesia's Minister of Finance, no. Peng-86/MllJl9g7, regarding ttre

withdrawal of enterprising licenses for Public Banks, dated November 1,7997.
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will be paid a maximum of Rp 20 million for each account; the balance will be

paid following the sale of assets from the liquidated banks

Payrnent for small depositors will be implemented soon. The timing and

procedure of payment will be announced by Bank Indonesia shortly following this

announcement.

Regarding creditors and those holding securities from the liquidated banks, they

will be repaid from the sale of bank assets.

Regarding borrowers, they are asked to settle their liabilities, Implementation will

be overseen by liquidation teams for each bank.

a Regarding owners of these banks, they remain responsible for full cooperation

with all aspects of the liquidation and are specifically asked to assist the

liquidation teams

For all those in the banking sector, including owners, commissioners, boards of

directors, and other parties, they asked to be more prudent in managing their

banks and should always base their operations on healthy banking practices and

prudential principles

To the community at large, it is re-emphasized that this government decision was

taken with the aim of making the national banking system sound and healthy

Therefore, the community is asked to remain calm and supportive.

This is the first time that the government announced such far reaching steps to

repair Indonesia's ailing economy which has been plagued by the monetary crisis

since July 1997 . The answer to this crisis is that finally a massive bailout package was

given by IMF, which amounted to US$ 23 billion. Singapore offered a loan worth
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US$ l0 billion, Malaysia offered a loan worth US$ I billion, as did Japan and

Australia.

Chart 8.1 : Bail-out for Indonesian Crisis
(in US$ billion)
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Source: PIK (Pusat Informasi Kompas), December 1997.

President Suharto believed that Indonesia would be able to solve the current

problem of Indonesian currency crisis, because Indonesia had sound economic

fundamentals, plus assistance from the IMF, the V/orld Bank and other countries.l3

To the contrary, Prof Dr Anwar Nasution insisted that the current rupiah crisis was

becoming a complex problem, because the economic fundamentals were very weak

while exchange rates were too strong.la Such fundamental conditions caused a crisis

in demand access and lots of banks went in trouble. If such conditions continued,

many entrepreneurs will face financial collapse. He added that Indonesia lacks

13 President Suharto in a Press Conference after the Summit meeting of G-15 on 5 November in
Kuala Lumpur.
ra A Nasution in a discussion on 'Cross Shareholder Sebagai Pemacu Restrukturisasi Perusahaan
dan Spekulasi Kurs Mata IJang', at Hotel Le Meridien, 28 Augusf 1.997 in Jakarta.
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preparation in facing the ongoing deregulation as the result of 1988 package when

interest rates increased sharply, the wish to dominate US currency emerged, then the

rupiah depreciated to approximately 15 per cent, apart from this inflation increased to

more than 7 per cenI.

According to Indonesian Finance Minister, Mar'ie Muhammad, all flrnds that

have been allocated to help Indonesia weather the crisis are to be used as stàndby

loans.rs Furthermore, he added that Indonesia will keep its commitment to reform its

economy. As can be seen from the Figure 8.1, Indonesia's US$ 23 billion loan

package was accorded by the IMF, the World Bank and the Asian Developrnent

Bank. A further US$ 15 billion were made available by several Asian countries,

namely Brunei D aruss allam, Jap an, Malaysia and Singap ore.

The main themes of the ASEAN finance ministers conference centred around

the recovery of the region's currencies and evaluating current rneasures to counter

the monetary crisis. Malaysia's deputy PM Anwar Ibrahim stated that the current

crisis engullng Southeast Asia is not the consequence of the region's shaky

economic fundamentals. Rather, said Anwar, the crisis was unleashed by speculative

activities committed by foreign currency dealers. He went on to say that the world

was looking positively at Southeast Asia's currency crisis because there was an

awareness among the public that the situation was brought about by outsiders.

The suggestion to set up an ASEAN fund was welcomed by Japan, which

agreed with Anwar's statement that the fund should be set up as soon as possible,

because the region's economy had an important role to play on a global level.

tt Mar'ie Muhammad, in a Press Conference after the meeting of ASEAN Finance Minister with
dialogue partners on L December 199'l in Kuala Lumpur,
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Therefore, said Anwar, it is important to have financial institutions that can guarantee

that stability of ASEAN's economies. He expressed his satisfaction with the positive

and open way in which Asean ministers have discnssed their economic problems. This

rneeting is a flust step in laying the foundations of a stronger ASEAN Ínonetary

sector. We are working together to find a cure to our monetary turmoil, he added.

Moreover, ASEAN's finance ministers stressed that this joint effort involved

international financial institutions such as the IMF, the V/orld Bank and the ADB. In

this case Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad called on the V/orld Trade

Organisation (WTO) to establish rules and regulations for trade in foreign currencies

He also held the view that currencies hâd become tradeable commodities and as a

result they have done much damage to Asean countries.

How Did People React ?

According to Sofyan Wanandi, Head of the Gemala Group, at least fifty per cent in

real sector activities could not be run due to many private banks undergoing the

problem of a rush on deposits.r6 He expected Bank Indonesia could give six to

twelve month loans to private banks to recover their economic activitios.

Furthermore he said that the people conhdence in financial institutions had dropped,

and as a result approximately Rp 15 trillion funds was drawn from the bank in the

liquidation rush to public/government banks and foreign banks. In fact, currently

private banks in Indonesia dominated fifty per cent of real sector activities.

16 \Vanandi Sofyan, in the seminar entitled 'strategies in facing Economic Situation and Business

1998', or further discussion , see Kompas On line, 20 November 1997.
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According to Dr Peter Machmud, Mz MS LLM, who expected that assistance

from the IMF, the V/orld Bank and other countries could push the Indonesian

government in reforming the economy towards equity and efficiency.tt He added that

although it would produce difhculties, he agreed with the IMF which required the

government to eliminate monopoly activities. Furthermore, he said that people were

very interested in IMF requirernents to eliminate government protection on the

current commodities which were mostly needed by people, such as flour importation.

Apart from this, the most important thing is willingness on the part of the Indonesian

government to meet the IMF requirements properly in reforming the national, and

economy, eliminating monopolies. If it is not applied, the people and the IMF will be

disappointed.

According to Dr Carunia Mulya Firdausy, the loan packages which were

offered would be good for Indonesia in rehabilitating the national economy and

reducing the liability in the 'rupiah' currency as well.lt He added that in order to

strengthen Indonesia's economic fundamentals, the government should keep going on

deregulation in the real sector such as in improving export. He agreed with the

government decision to liquidate unhealthy banks, because the growth in this sector

was fragile or vulnerable. In the case of monopoly reduction by BULOG (Indonesian

Board for Logistics Affairs) he added that it is not necessary that all monopolistic

rnanners should be eliminated, such as in rice and sugar. Because these two items

related to daily basic need of the people.te

t' Kompas,3 November 1997, 'Reaksi Atas Paket Bantuan IMF: Pasa¡ Lebih Menunggu Realisasi
Reformasi' (Reaction on IMF Loan Package: Market waits Reform Realisation).
t8 lbid.
ln lbid.
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According to Dawam Rahardjo, recovery from the cLrrrent economic crisis

could only occur given the political will of the government.2o He added further that

economic reform is difficult to applied without undertaking political reform, because

of the current turmoil as a consequence of government policy that benefited certain

groups. At the moment, the interest of certain political groups is in the status quo.

This unhealthy political condition benefîted certain of the political elite by giving

special condition to several groups of business, practices of monopoly and

distribution and other malpractice detrimental to society. Dawam predicted that if the

current monetary turmoil could not be handled and became a long term economic

crisis, it could lead to political reform. Moreover on the crisis, he said that the effbrts

to reach the tough economic fundament, Indonesia has some problems such as; hrstly

foreign debt, high economic growth supported by foreign loans, long term proiects

funded by high interest short loans. Secondly, industrialisation with a high percentage

of imported materials or components that lead to deficit in the current account

balance. Thirdly, although Indonesia gains foreign exchange through people who

work overseas, Indonesia has to pay more for domestic seville given by foreigners.

Lastly, is the increase of consumption of goods imported due to the many luxurious

supermarkets available at this moment, and the changing way of life of the middle

class in consuming a high number imported goods.

20 Prof. Dawam Rahardjo in the seminar entitled 'Kajian Ekonomi Politik Depresiasi Mata Uang

negam Asean', November 1997 in Jakarta, see Indonesian Bisnis, 14 November 1997.
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What Are The Problems Now ?

At least 6,439 workers of the liquidated banks will have to be sacked. Such mass

dismissals is unavoidable following the liquidation of 16 private banks. Their

dismissal now being processed. They will be jobless after receiving three months

salary extra payment. According to Djoko Sarwono, chief of Bank Indonesia'a

banking coordination and development affairs, the process will be finished in

December 1997. Bank Indonesia, the Manpower Ministry and caretaker of 16

liquidated banks has reached an agreement on the dismissal of the workers.

Furthermore, according to Sarwono they could be distributed to group companies of

the liquidated banks. The workers still have the right to receive their Novernber

salary and down payment of extra payment amounts of three months salary. The rest

of the extra payment will be finished after the assets of the banks have been paid. In

line with government regulation no. 68 on Bank liquidation, payment of the workers'

salaries, as well as the extra payment is ranked frst, while the banks' obligation to

their clients ranked sixth. All the salary and extra payment of the dismissed workers

will be by the related banks. If the liquidated banks have no cash, their salary and

extra payments will be paid the government. The fund for the payment is part of the

government's backing fund amounting to Rp 2.3 trillion. Of which the fund has been

paid to the bank's clients amountingRp 20 million to the maximum.

Meanwhile, Sabar Sianturi, a director of working requirements of the

Manpower Ministry explained that the disrnissal decision was the last phase following

efforts before distributing the workers to the banks' group companies. Unfortunately,

of approximately 9,000 only 2,500 ernployees could be distributed to group
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companies of the 16 liquidated banks. Moreover, due to monetary crisis 786 real

estate companies that have collapsed due to the monetary crisis.

What Choices Does the Indonesian Government Have ?

The assistance from the IMF could not be distinguished from the political interests of

the US in the of Asia-Pacific region. This is why the US was considering helping

Indonesia to resolve the crisis. Stability in the region is not only determined in

Malaysia or Thailand but also in Indonesia. Economic problems that could emerge

into social unrest will influence the donor countries interests (CGI)?I

Table 8.2: Indonesian Private Debts (in US$ billion)

1 995 1996 1997

Source: Info Bank Daø PIK (Pusat Informasi Kompas) 1997

Apart from this, the Indonesian government has decided to launch a package

which called 'Program paket pemulihan ekonomi' or the program of economic

recovery package that will be seen in the sectors of f,mancial, fiscal, and monetary

tt Rudini, aChairman of LPSI (Indonesian Strategic Studies Institution) on 11 November 1997 at
the semina¡ entitled "Strategy and National Economic Prospects", held by HIPMI (Indonesian
Youth Entrepreneurs Association) in Jaka¡ø,
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policy, including currency rates, and structural adjustments as the follow up to the

ongoing deregulation programs. Considering that the scope of this recovery prograrn

is broad and includes all aspects of the economy, it will be carried out within three

years. These Indonesian government efforts definitely need assertive studies and strict

controls, and for this purpose Indonesia will be assisted by experts from the IMF, the

World Bank and Asian Development Bank (ADB)?'z

In the case of private debt that currently amounted to US$ 65 billion,

according to Mar'ie Muhammad, the Indonesian government will not bail them out,

while the government debt, which amounted to US$ 52.3 billion, will not be

rescheduled, because this would encumber the people. Furthermore, still in the

hearing with the Indonesian House of Representatives on November 19, 1997 n

Jakarta, he said that it would not be fair if the government has to bail out the foreign

private debt, but that the government would keep supporting private business

activities because national development could be enhanced by private business

activities.23

Political Implications

The policy of the Indonesian government in deciding to liquidate some banks as one

of its steps to restore economic confidence definitely impacted on the political

situation of Suharto's regime. Most Indonesian people know that the Andromeda

Bank and the Bank Jakarta, which were liquidated by the government, were part of

business groups in which Bambang and Probosutejo are shareholders. This gave the

22 Indonesian government Press Release, 31 October 1997 in Jakarø.

" Kompas,20 November 1997, 'Menkeu: Tidak Akan Talangi Utang Swasta' (Finance Minister:
No help for private debts negotiation).
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impression to the people that the government's action were done without

discrimination. This also proved that the national interest was a much rtore

significant consideration than powerful groups or cronies' interests. The

government's decision to revoke the operating license of the 16 banks not only

worried the customers, but also the bankers. Several bankers considered the decree

made by the Minister of finance had influenced the credibility of their banks.

As just mentioned, Bank Andromeda was one of those closed. This bank was

established on 15 May 1990 with asset of Rp 1.7 trillion. This bank was established

by the shares of Prayogo Pangestu 50 per cent, Bambang Trihatmojo 25 per cent, and

Henry Pribadi 25 per cent. Bambang Trihatmojo, as a shareholder and Vice President

Commissary, also experienced the same feeling and upon the announcement of the

liquidation, and he directly filed a lawsuit against the Minister of Finance and the

Governor of Bank of Indonesia.2a The team of lawyers for the Bank Andromeda

submitted the lawsuit to the PTUN (National Administrative Court) Jakarta on

Wednesday in the second week of November 1997 . The lawsuit questioned the basis

for the revoking of the operating license for the bank and the appointment of a

caretaker. The annulment was regarded by Hotman Paris Hutapea, a member of the

team of lawyers as to have caused huge losses to the Bank Andromeda. The

annuhnent was regarded also as having discredited Bambang Trihatmojo's reputation

as a businessman. Hotman and his colleagues demanded that the Minister of Finance

reactivate the operating license of Bank Andromeda. Bambang Trihatmojo had

previously questioned the minister of finance's decision in revoking the operational

2a Gatra, no. 52|III, 15 November 1997, 'setelah Likuidasi Berbagai Masalah Menanti' (After
Liquidation, various problems wait).
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license of Bank Andromeda. Minister Mar'ie, who signed the annulment of the

license, declined to reconsider his application to provide additional capital of Rp 350

billion to Bank Andromeda. Bambang Trihatmojo said "We arrived to deliver the

money to the Bank of Indonesia, but it was rejected on account of being too late".

Meanwhile, Peter Gontha, commissary of Bank Andromeda, admitted that

the bank had violated the regulation of the legal lending limit of a maximum of 20

per cent of the credit given to the bank, and the minimum giro requirement to his

group of companies." Bank Andromeda gave loans amounting to US$ 75 million, or

about Rp 160 billion, for PT Chandra Asri Petrochemical project, an olefin project

located in Cilegon, West Java. The loan later inflated to Rp 410 billion. This is where

it seems BankAndromeda had violated the legal lending limit requirement.

Apart from Bambang Trihatmojo, Probosutejo also refused to acknowledge

the government decision to liquidate Bank Jakarta. Probosutejo refused to sign the

document handing over the bank while accusing the Bank of Indonesia of having

made a one sided decision without consulting his party as the owner of Bank Jakarta.

Probosutejo denied that his bank was insolvent, because his group of companies had

assets are ready to back up Bank Jakarta. That is why, although the bank operational

license had been revoked as of 1 November t997, Bank Jakarta will pay its

customers ranging from 2 to 5 million rupiah from Probosutejo's personal account.

However, up to this moment, Probosutejo has not yet followed Andromeda rteasure

to bring the case to PTUN (the National Administrative Court). Probosutejo admitted

that the Bank of Indonesia had asked his bank to increase the capital. He said that his

2t Kompas, 3 November 1997, 'Bank Andromeda Akui Melanggar' (Andromeda Bank

acknowledged doing violation).
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party has already prepared Rp. 75 billion, but because of the monetary crisis, we need

the money to deal with fluctuations. According to the Bank of Indonesia, warnings

had been issued six times since March 1997. An insider of Bank Jakarta considered

that the warning given was not authoritative, because it was signed only by a head of

bureau of Bank Indonesia, instead of the BI Governor. Most people believe that in

beauraucratic affairs, the big bosses should not have to sign all the letters, they just

delegate to their subordinate to represent them.

According to Moerdiono, the Indonesian Ministry State Secretary, the

government remained firm in undertaking the liquidation program, although

objections came from Bank Jakarta and Bank Andromeda. Further, he said that the

government policy on liquidation was carried out discreetly and that the banks had

been warned. The decision was in the national interest, to improve the endurance and

cornpetitiveness of the Indonesian economy. The Bank of Indonesia endeavoured to

take a number of steps such as repeatedly given warnings to the banks to abide with

the banking regulations, search for new investors, and replace boards of management.

The Bank of Indonesia didn't regard certain individuals or organisations to be banks'

owners. The Bank of Indonesia only wanted to eamine their financial structures and

management. For example, since April 7997, banks were required to maintain a

minimum requirement giro at the Bank of Indonesia of not less than 5 per cent of

third party capital. Then, starting in September - October 7999, the capital adequate

ratio of the banks will be fxed at a minimum of l0 per cent. While the state of a

bank's solvency is assessed by making an evaluation of its assets, the quality of its

current productive assets, its management, loan book, and liquidity factors are also

taken into account.
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A bank observer, Rijanto, who has had considerable experience in banking

management, claims that the Bank of Indonesia has always given fair warning before

going to the management and owners of banks with problems, either relating to

capital adequacy or the matter of legal lending limit. After the warning, a bank would

be given the opportunity to improve itself. If, until the time of the limit, the bank has

not been able to cope with its problems, then the Bank of Indonesia would certainly

take action.26

Bambang Trihatmojo brought a lawsuit against the Minister of Finance and

the Governor of Bank Indonesia, and Probosutedjo did likewise on 7 November

1997. But while Bambang has withdrawn his lawsuit, Probosutedjo has not been

willing to follow Barnbangls step. According to fhe Jawa Post they both reportedly

rnet President Suharto last on I November 7997. From then on they chose different

directions; Bambang withdrew his lawsuit the following day on 12 November 7997,

whilst Probosutejo persisted. He was not even willing to endorse the liquidation

decision.

The decision made by Bank Andromeda to withdraw its lawsuit against the

Minister of Finance and the Governor of Bank Indonesia was due to it trying to

salvage the credibility and reliability of owner Bambang Trihatmaojo. But some

observers consider that these measures were taken to prevent the owners frorn being

embarrassed if they lost in court. Apart from preserving the owners' good names,

according to the team of Andromeda's lawyers, the measure were taken to avoid a

long drawn out battle in court. When being interviewed by 'Tempolnteraktif', Denny

26 R¡anto, the President Commissary of Bank Global Indonesia.
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Kailirnang, one of Andromeda's lawyers said that the owners priority was to settle

their obligations to customers, and the rest come second. Denny said further that

the decision to drop the lawsuit was only reached after a tough debate between

Androrneda's lawyers and the Commissioners. The dialogue between them was held

over five meetings. At the last meeting they closed with a consensus to drop the

lawsuit after the Bank of Indonesia gave its permission for the Andromeda Bank to

pay its customers, since, as mentioned in the lawsuit, Andromeda wished to pay back

their customers' money.2?

The lawsuit proposed by Bank Jakarta against the Minister of Finance

and Governor of Bank Indonesia went through the Jakarta National Administrative

Court on 30 December 7997. The court was chaired by Lintong Oloan Siahaan with

his members Ms Martina Sidabutar, Mr Sudaryono, Mr H T A Husny, and Mr

Mustahdi. The court's proceeding or decision was to delay the implementation of

Bank Jakarta's liquidation.2t In responding to this decision, the lawyers and board of

directors of Bank Indonesia and the Ministry of Finance held a rneeting on the same

day and decided to lodge an objection and they appealed to the Jakarta Higher

Administrative Court the next day on 31 Decemb er I997?e This case is still pending.

The next measure undertaken by the Indonesian government in restructuring

the banking sector was undertaking by a merger of Bank Bumi Daya, Bank Dagang

Negara, Bank Exim and Bank Pembangunan Indonesia. Along with this decision, it

was also decided to form a state own company assigned to settle bad credits frorn the

27 For further discussion, see Tempo Interaktif,Edition 37102,15 November 1997.
2t Kompas,3l December 1997, 'PTUN Kabulkan Permohonan Bank Jakarta' (PTUN Granted Bank
Jakarta Plead).

'n Kompas,2 January 1998, 'Menkeu dan Gurbernur BI Ajukan Banding' (Finance Minister and

Central Bank Governor appeal to a higher court)
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banks being rnerged, and Bank Tabungan Negara would become an affiliated

company of BankNegara Indonesia (BNI).

According to Mar'ie Muhammad, Indonesian Minister of Finance, in the

process and after the merger, the rights and services to the public, especially the

depositors, owners of variouskinds of savings and the rights of other third parties as

well as debtors, would continue as usual.'o Furthermore, Mar'ie said that this was a

part of a series of economic reforms, designed particularþ to improve the banking

sector which in the aftermath would produce a healthier banking system. It was

therefore not just to merge a healthy bank with a bank which is not so healthy. He

also clarified that in order for the merger to produce a bank which would really be

competitive on a global scale, the government would give a chance to foreign banks

with an international reputation to become a partner or shareholder. It was absolutely

essential that there would be a transfer of technology and moreover that the foreign

banks with their international network would also restore international trust in

Indonesia. The merging and restructuring of the banks would smooth the

privatisation of government banks, such as Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI), a

government bank which functions quite widely in serving small entrepreneurs and

would be maintained and perform its function as usual. Even though Bank Tabungan

Negara will continue its function to service the financing of simple houses (rumah.

sederhana) and very simple houses (rumah sangat sederhana). He added that BRI

ultimately in 2000 will go public whilst Bank Tabungan Negara (BTN) will become

an affiliated company of Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI) in 1998. Mar'ie stated that

to lbid
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the government expected the national private banks will soon undergo perf'orrn

consolidations, arnong others, by merger.

On V/ednesday 14 January 1998, the US Defence Secretary 'Williarn

Cohen, paid a courtesy call to President Suharto at his residence at Jalan Cendana.

After having been received by the President, V/illiam Cohen together with the

Indonesian Defence and Security Minister, Edi Sudraiat, and held a press conference.

William Cohen considered that President Suharto was very strong and in prime

physical condition. Therefore he thought that President Suharto was able to repeat

the history of success of the Indonesian nation, including undertaking a commitment

to restore Indonesia's economy." Cohen stressed that stability was the fundarnental

basis for peace and prosperity. He said that during the last three decades, the

economic growth in Indonesia and the improvement in standards of living has been

the an inspiration to the nations of the world. He reaffirmed President Clinton's

promise to assist Indonesia in regaining its economic strength. He put forward as a

fìrst step, cooperation with the IMF to restore confidence in the Indonesian economy.

According to Cohen, President Suharto indicated his commitment to restoring

confidence in the economic situation in Indonesia. This will be carried out by rneeting

and continual consultation with the IMF. He further explained that America's resolve

to cooperate with the Southeast Asian nations was designed to establish peace and

stability as a platform for prosperity in the region. Moreover, he said that President

Suharto had already decided to restore confidence as an important part of stability in

tt Kompas, 15 January 1998, 'Menhan AS: President Soeha¡to Sangat Kuat dan Segar Bugar' (US

Defence Minister: President Soeharto is very strong and healthy); Suara Merdeka, 15 Januari 1998,

'W Cohen, Pak Harto Sangat Kuat' (W Cohen: Mr Soehæto is very strong)
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the region. And he will certainly be quick to implement it, as he is convinced that

events in Indonesia will impact on the other nations in the regionl2

William Cohen also made a speech at the American Chamber of Commerce in

Jakarta and emphatically rejected the opinion that the United States had purposefully

cut the props from under the Asian currencies, to create instability in the region.

Because if Asia is not stable, the American business world would also suffèr a

detrimental irnpact. He also denied he was trying to promote a renewed US physical

military presence in Southeast Asia. The military cooperation established concerned

joint exercises or officer training. Cohen acknowledged several differences between

Indonesia and the US, as is the case between the US and China, Japan as well as

South Korea. But the all important thing is that all problems can be solved through

dialogues. He also mentioned the need for a government which was discipüned in

running its affairs and regarding its own behaviour, a veiled reference to cronyisrn in

Indonesia. Procedures that had been established must be correctly implemented, as

this related to the conf,rdence of the people and even to investors. Cohen also insisted

that the investors always looked for dependable governments, as this closely related

to the dollars they invest. Dependable government means one having progrilllts,

transparent banking systems and dependable cunenciesl3

Actually, the visit of the US Defence Secretary to Indonesia, according to

Cohen, was that he had lobbied the US congress to revive the International Military

Education and Training (IMET) program for Indonesia. This program was

suspended on the initiative of the Indonesian government in June 1991, to avoid

rbid.
rbid.
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IMET being tied into human rights issues. Concerning this offering, the Commander

in Chief of the Armed Forces General Feisal Tanjung said it would be studied further

and in depth. Cohen added that it was important to the US to maintain its presence in

the Asia-Pacific region. Withdrawal would draw other powers into the vacuum, such

as China, Japan or other ASEAN countries. That could happen peacefully, but could

also lead to conflict, spelling extreme danger for the region. Apart from this, US has

a stake in the creation of stability and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region, Therefore

the US considers that prosperity needs to be maintained to provide profits to US

companies.3a

The economic crisis which overwhelmed Indonesia had also attracted

attention from several heads of states such as on Sunday 1l January 1998, when the

Australian Prime Minister John Howard made a 40 minute phone call to President

Suharto. In the conversation, Howard expressed the Australian government's

greatest concern on how seriously it took the existing currency crisis in Indonesia.3s

Moreover, Howard understood the problem faced by Indonesia and appreciated the

economic development which had been achieved by President Suharto. Howard's

spokesman disclosed that as a neighbouring country Australia felt deep emphaty

toward the current situation in Indonesia. In this regard Howard expressed his view

that it was irnportant that the trust of the Indonesian public toward government be

restored.36

The US President BillClinton also made phone call to PresidentSuharto on

34 Ibid
ts Kompas 12 Januari 1998, 'PM Aust¡alia Menelpon Presiden' (Australian Prime Minister called

President Suha¡to).
tu lbid.
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Thursday 8 January 1998. According to Clinton's spokesman, Michael McCurry, he

stated that the US has interests in the economy and politics of Indonesia and is

looking towards a stable and prosperous Asia-Pacific region. President Clinton

supported the Indonesian government working together with the IMF to restore the

crisis. To prove Clinton, empathy on the current situation in Indonesia, he sent his

messengers to Indonesian chaired by US Vice Secretary of Finance Lawrence

Summers. Lawrence met President Suharto on 13 January 1998 and conveyed

Clinton's message to Suharto on the importance of economic reform and

restructuring to cope with the current crisis in Indonesia.3T In this meeting, President

Suharto also restated the government's intention to implement all programs of

economic reform that had been arranged and endorsed by the IMF.

On the same day, Singapore Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong met with

President Suharto and he was convinced that President Suharto was able to settle the

current crisis by implementing the program supported by the IMF.38 According to

State Secretary Moerdiono, US$ 5 billion assistance from the Singaporean

government would be made available as Indonesian foreign reserve and could be

used at anytime needed.

On the following day, the IMF managing director Michael Camdessus arrived

in Jakarta for a two day visit which included a meeting with President Suharto on 15

January 1998. Camdessus convinced Indonesia to carry out reforms which had been

laid out in a new agreement assigned by President Suharto on 15 January 1998.

Furthermore, Camdessus stressed that a better perception from the finance markets

t' Suara Merdeka, 14 January 1998, 'Clinton menekankan pentingnya reformasi' (Clinton sf¡essed

how important were the reforms).
t'Ibid.
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could be now seen, as it became clear that Indonesia was determined to make the

reforrns necessary to resolve the existing problems?e

Meanwhile, the New York Times of 14 January reported details that the IMF

had adrnitted that its demand that Indonesia liquidate 16 national private banks had

triggered a panic which initiated the current disaster in some of the Asian financial

systerrìs. It also reported that, nevertheless, in a very confidential IMF report, it was

rnentioned that the greatest mistake in the currency crisis suffered by Indonesia was

the failure of the government to carry out the promised reforms immediately. The

efforts at reform were not quickly evident in the government agenda, the IMF

reported. Concerning this, the planners at the IMF office in Washington were

shocked when the panic spread widely as a result of their demand that Indonesia

should close 16 banks. But as a matter of fact the IMF planners felt confident this

rìeasure would restore confidence in the Indonesian economylo

Stock market circles in Asia warmly welcomed the positive indications

launched by Camdessus, that Jakarta would accelerate reformation to gain fresh

funds support from creditors. The upward movement of the stock market was seen in

the strengthening rate of the rupiah, as Indonesian stocks recovered at the Jakarta

Stock Exchange after resuming in a seven month long fall. On 20 January the

collective share price index registered a six percent increase. It gained 25.108 points

to close at 439.028 points. Meanwhile, the LQ 45 index (a basket of 45 selected

stocks) also reflected the bullish mood and rose 7 percent (a gain of 6.364 points to

3e 'Kompas Online', 16 January 1998, 'Diakui Sedikit Ambisius' (Being acknowledged a bit
ambitious).
no The New York Times, 14 January 1998, as quoted by Sura Merdeka on 15 Januari 1998, 'IMF
Salah Menilai Indonesia' (IMF was wrong to judge Indonesia).
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close at 97.031-).4r According to a market analyst, Jasso Winarto, mergers had

propped up the value of shares, particularly those in the financial sector. However, he

warned that the recent gains in the Jakarta Stock Exchange had yet to reflect the

existing market conditions. The investors, especially foreign investors, had entered

the market because they do not want to lose a moment.a2 He added that the shares

were tending to increase in value, but it could not be ruled out that they might fall

again.

Another financial observer, Rizal Ramli, said that the then current shares

increase was due to the re orientation of fund managers' portfolios into sectors

whose outlook for recovery \¡/as faster.a3 According to another opinion from PDFCI

Securities company, a key factor to the upbeat atmosphere in the stock market was

the news of a merger involving five banks into a single entity.M Three of them were

currently listed on the Jakarta Stock Exchange, namely Bank Internasional Indonesia

(BII), Bank Dagang Nasional Indonesia (BDNI) and Bank Tiara. The rnerging of

them was well received by the markets, however, in terms of actual impact on the

index, the most gains were due to purchases of Telkom shares. This, in turn,

promoted the strengthening of other Asian currencies. V/ith the renewed optimism,

economic circles put forward the idea that the Asian market was still apprehensive

about whether Indonesia would be willing to revise its State Budget.

Domestically, commodity prices and their supply were still unstable

o' Kompas,20 January 1998, 'IHSG Melaju, Rupiah Melemah' (collective shares prices increased,

rupiah weakens)
o' Kompas,17 January 1998, 'Foreign Investors Starting To Enter Stock Exchange'.
ot Kompas,20 January 1998, 'IHSG Melaju, Rupiah Melemah' (The Collective Share Prices get

increased, While Rupiah Value Weakens).
44lbid
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Regarding this, it was reported that some soap products that had disappeared fiorn

the local scene, turned out to have been exported. In the wake of the currency

turmoil, a number of textile exporters now threatened to save the proceeds of their

exports overseas, so as not to be burdened with various expenditures in Indonesia.

They indicated this because in domestic banking they are charged 1 per cent of total

transaction for every fund transfer. The same charge was applied when the exporters

draw their export proceeds from domestic banks, despite having no legal basis to do

so. Textile exporters also said that they wished to avoid a chaotic economy situation

at the moment, namely that banks have increased the interest rates for export funding

from 25 percent to 50 percent. US dollar bank loans from domestic banks also had an

interest rate increase from 12 percent to 17 percent.as

The monetary crisis that stemmed from the Thai baht's exchange rate with the

US dollar, was followed by the Philippine peso, then the Malaysian and Singaporean

dollars, and spread to the Indonesian rupiah. Among these Asian currencies,

Indonesia was the most severely hit since October last year. And at this moment this

currency is still not stable, and has had a heavy impact on the broader Indonesian

economy. First, the price of capital imported goods became much higher, thus

stimulating the increase of production of domestic products if they could be

substituted. Second, the increase in interest rates due to entrepreneurs having to pay

in US dollars, weakening many companies. Third, the dismissal of workers could not

be avoided due to many companies not being able to afford their production costs

and employees' salaries. For exampke,320 employees of PT Jakarta Steel Perdana

Industries in Tangerang were being threatened with the loss of their jobs. This iron

ot Ibid.
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company had stopped producing steel since the beginning of January 1998.46

According to the Vice Chairman of the Indonesian Real Estate Association in

Surabaya, the same thing had occurred where 100.000 casual workers in the property

sector in East Java will be unemployed, with 70 percent of real estate developers

almost bankrupt and not being able to proceed with their business.aT Apart frorn

this, it is also recorded in the East Java regional manpower office in Surabaya, that

ten enterprises from Surabaya, Sidoarjo, Malang and Gresik had proposed job

dismissal amounting to 2,864 of their 8,865 workers.as

According to the Indonesian Observer, at least 100,000 construction workers

in Central Java had lost their jobs as the prolonged currency turmoil brought projects

in this area to an abrupt halt.ae It was said by the Chairman of Central Java's

Indonesian Construction Companies Association (Gapensi), Soendoro, that many

construction enterprises had been forced to lay off their workers, as the monetary

crisis has hampered entrepreneurs and forced the postponement of many construction

projects.so Meanwhile, in East Kalimantan, thousands of workers ernployed in

plywood related industries were threatened by mass lay offs as firms struggled to

continue with exports.sl

Other victims of the economic crisis are also to be found in V/est Java, of

which according to the chairman of Indonesian youth entrepreneurs association

o6 Kompas, 9 January lgg8, '320 Pekerja Terancam Menganggur' (320 employees are being
threatened unemployed).
o7 Kompas, S January 1998, '100.000 Pekerja Properti Jatim Bakal Menganggur' (100.000 workers
in property sector will be unemployed).
ot lbid.
oe The Indonesian Observer,22January 1998, '100.000 workers in Central JavaLose their Jobs'.
to lbid.
s' Antara, 22 January 7998.
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(HIPMI), Barkah Hidayat, in Bandung said that 300 of 600 entrepreneurs had ceased

their business activities." Among these, 180 were in the constrLlction sector, while

the rest were in property and filrance. He added further that the current economic

situation was becoming worse. The price of imported raw material for construction

was increasing as well as the level of stocks were not sufficient to serve the market

and getting credit to augment them now meant facing high interest rates.s3 In this

regard, because they had stopped their business operations, they automatically

dismissed their employees for the time being until an uncertain fttture date.

Concerning this problem, according to Cosmas Batubara, Indonesian Minister for

Public House Afläirs, said that it was possible for overseas investors to buy assets

from property' companies that have gone public.sa Moreover, according to Moch

Hidayat, the honorary chairman of Real Estate Indonesia, it is predicted that in 1998,

there will be one million workers work in the property sector who would become

unemployed.55

Another prediction on unemployment was also mentioned by Bomer Pasaribu,

Director of Centre for Labor and Development Studies, who disclosed that the

reform package suggested by the IMF and signed by President Suharto on 15

January 1998 was a hard solution for job markets, because it focused on efficiency

policy. By anticipating zero percent growth, it would raise implications of reducing

purchasing power, stagflation and markets could become fatigued which would lead

s'Kompas,26 January 1998, '300 Pengusaha di Jabar Hentikan Kegiatan' (300 enterpreneurs stop

their business activities).
s3 lbid,
so Media Indonesia,23 January 1998, 'Banyak Pengembang Melego Usahanya ke Investor Asing'
(many developers sell theirbusinesses to foreign investors).
ss Ibid.
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to many company closures.56 He predicted that the number of 'floating unemployed'

in 1998 would increase to 4.6 millionpeople, comprising 1.2 million who had lost

their jobs, 1.01 million due to the merger of finance institutions as the implernentation

of item 26 Letter of Intent, plus 23 million newly in the labor force, plus 0.6 million

who were dropped out students and 0.1 million Indonesian workers, students who

have to come back from overseas.tt Apart from this point, according to Cosmas

Batubara, former Indonesian Minister of Manpower said that by zero percent growth,

it was too difficult for the government to create job opportunities.ss He denied

several observers' opinion which stated that the unemployment was the result of the

IMF programs. Because when the IMF came to help Indonesia, the economic

situation had already been in crisis, it did not in itself create unemployment.

The other major impact of the current crisis was on the price of daily basic

requirements which became much more expensive. This situation steered the people

to demonstrations in some regions in Indonesia. For example in Kudus, on 13

January 1998, the student's group called the Islamic Student Association (HMI), and

in Surabaya on 19 January 1998 the other student's group called Kelornpok

Cipayung (Cipayung Group) held demonstrations to criticise the government's

handling of the crisis.se The students considered that the current problem was the

national crisis. They also demanded that the government should minimise

tu Kompas,26 January 1998, 'Paket Dana IMF Berpotensi Timbulkan Jutaan Pengangguran' (IMF
Loan Package potentially to create million unemployment)
t' Ibid
st lbid.
tn Suara Merdeka, 14 January 1998, 'Anggota HMI Kudus Unjuk Rasa Soal Moneter' (HMI
members held demonstration due to monetary turmoil). And, Suara Merdeka, 20 Januari 1998,

'Pengunjuk rasa soal moneter dihalau petugas' (Demonstrators on monetary expelled by security
guards).
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international debts and review the agreement loan given by the IMF on 31 October

1997 , and if possible roll over private debts on the condition that they be paid in the

middle of this year9o

More riots also took place on Tuesday, 13 January 1998 in Jember,

Banyuwangi and Pasuruan, East Java. In Jember, hundreds of rioters rushed into

stores that sell daily basic requirements and forced the owners to sell at a very cheap

prices and stores were even robbed and the goods spilt on the road.6l The sarne

situation also held in Banyuwangi, while in Pasuruan the a small riot took place at the

Pasrepan market area as it was anticipated by the security guards.

In Surabaya, on 14 January 1998, hundreds of students gathered at Airlangga

University in a long march to the building of the regional House of Representatives,

but 500 metres from the campus they were intercepted by security guards who

appealed to them to return to university.62 According to information from the East

Java regional police, hundreds of Banyuwangi residents on Friday 16, January, 1998

again did the same thing by making a convoy of vehicles and went to the stores and

market areas at Genteng, Glenmore and Kalibaru.u'Like their previous brutal actions,

they forced shop owners reduce the price of goods and then burned stores. In this

incident, three rioters were placed under arrest and 20 vehicles confiscated by police.

On the same day, hundreds of Jember residents did the same thing and formed a

convoy to store and market areas at Balung, Tamansari and Umbulsari. They robbed

uo lbid.
u' Suara Merdeka, 15 January 1998, 'Jatim Memanas, Surabya Dijaga Ketat' (Jatim province heats,

Surabaya strictly under control).
6' Ibid.
ut Suara Merdekø, 17 January 1998, 'Rusuh di Banyuwangi dan Jember, 8 Orang ditangkap, 20
motor disita' (Riots in Banyuwangi and Jember, 8 rioters under a¡rest and 20 motor cycles

confiscated)
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the stores and took home things they needed without payment. Concerning this

situation, according to East Java Governor Basofi Sudi¡man, the riots had the

appearence of the PKI's actions in 1965.64

Concerning these riots, according to the spokesman of the ruling party

GOLKAR, Mubbha Kahar Muang on the occasion of general opinion from the House

of Representative on the bill of the Indonesian National Budget 1998i1999 on 5

February 1998 said that the house has asked the Indonesian government to keep the

availability of daily basic requirements in the market with affordable prices for the

people.65 He added that the government should act swiftly on those who took

advantage of the situation by speculating, accumulating daily basic needs. Regarding

this problem, according to Indonesian Minister for Industry and Trade, Tunky

Ariwibowo, the government could not guarantee its promise that these basic

requirements would not increase until April 1998. All the prices rely on the rnarket

with its mechanisms of supply and demand. The government was only able to appeal

to the producers, distributors and retailers not to increase the prices.66

Since July 1997, there have been various policies which have been adopted by

the Indonesian government to solve the monetary crisis. After having been received

by President Suharto at his residence, on Friday 13 February 1998, Dr Steve

Hanke of John Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA conveyed his statement to

journalists in Jakarta stated that President Suharto shares the opinion on the

application of the Currency Board System (CBS) in which this system would be less

64 lbid.
us Kompas,6 February 1998, 'DPR Desak agar flarga Bahan Pokok Terjangkau Rakyat' ( The
House of Representatives urged so that the basic requirements at affordable prices).
uu lbid.
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risky than keeping the present forms of monetary management in Indonesia.6t He

continued that it should be remembered that the CBS can not create credit, and the

greatest benefit of the CBS is its transparency in the financial field, because each day

the balance of payments of Central Bank must be checked. In the CBS system the

number of foreign exchange reserve should be equivalent with the total number of

money in circulation. He will coordinate with the Indonesian government, especially

on the loan package given by the IMF so that everything could run well. He

acknowledged that he has not studied the IMF package in detail, but he felt he could

say that the CBS could have reached the objectives set out in that IMF package. For

example, the application of the CBS would urge the reformation of banking system in

Indonesia. He mentioned that like Argentina, which in 1991 had the worst banking

system in Latin America, now in 1998 the banking system in that country is

considered the best in the region.6t

The reason is simple, after the CBS was applied, bankers could no longer

come to the Central Bank to get money with ease. So they started to try and become

good and prudent bankers. Strong banks bought up weak banks, thus consolidating

the system overall. And that went on with an ever smaller number of banks, but an

increasing number of stronger banking systems. Regarding the IMF, Hanke said that

it had been discussed with President who wanted the process to go by the rules.

Furthermore he had met the IMF team, and that the IMF delegate had met

the President on the same day. Again he did not see problems with regard to the IMF

package, because the IMF did issue a mandate for the application of the CBS in

u' Kompas,14 Februari 1998, Presiden Sependapat, Risiko CBS Sedikit', (Steve Flanke: President
Shares Opinion, CBS Less Risky),
ut lbid.
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Bulgaria in July 1997, where Hanke had been adviser to the Bulgarian President. He

also mentioned that the IMF had supported the application of the CBS in Argentina,

Lithuania, and Estonia. 'When the CBS would be put into effect is still waiting for the

government of Indonesia.6e

In responding to this CBS, according to the IMF adviser, PR Navekar, who

had just been received by President Suharto, conveyed to journalists the view that the

IMF had no objections to the application of the CBS.70 But for irnplementation in

Indonesia, that matter still needs to be discussed. He also said that the IMF had even

sometimes assisted in setting up the CBS. Indeed the CBS is one method, but that

this country is vast with a population of over 200 million, therefore has more specific

problems, more opportunities, many challenges and many other matters that need to

be discussed.

Meanwhile, still in Jakarta on 17 February 1998, a press conference held by

the PWI (Persatuan Wartawan Indonesia), the Indonesian Journalists Association

was attended by hundreds of domestic and overseas journalists. Here Prof. Steven

Hanke who introduced CBS, affîrmed that application of the CBS would not be easy,

because a number of required analyses had to be done before implementing the CBS.

Therefore the CBS had to be preceded by various cautious steps.tt He also

mentioned that several matters need consideration such as the reformation of

banking, the payment system, and foreign exchange reserves. Similarly a number of

memoranda between the IMF and Indonesia needed to be considered including other

various conditions of other agreements. He said further that this also ties in with

'n lbid.

'o Kompas,18 February 1998, 'IMF In Principle No Objections To CBS'
1t lbid.
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President Suharto wish that there should be no conflict between the CBS and the

IMF program. So it is not true that the CBS program will run counter to what the

IMF wants, as reported by the mass media. In fact, the IMF prograln will be

complemented by the CBS. Hanke also reported that a grelt part of the IMF

agreement is put in for implementation in the CBS program. Similarly the Bank

Indonesia institute will continue to be maintainedl2

Some of the concerns about the establishment of the CBS are the rocketing

the interest rates, and the draining away of Indonesian foreign exchange reserves

which amount to less than US$ 19 billionl3 This apprehension was bluntly fended

off by Hanke, while mentioning the experience of Argentina and Bulgaria where

interest rates dropped sharply after a few months. Hanke stressed that the IMF's

criticisrn is not related at all to the economic crisis or just the CBS. This question is

irrelevant. It is just talk from the IMF. If Indonesia is left alone, there will be hyper

inflation and total collapse of the currency. In the meeting of finance ministers of the

European Union in Brussels, Belgium, IMF managing director Michael Camdessus

affirmed that the IMF executive council were in accord to oppose Indonesia's

decision to apply the CBS. If it is applied, the IMF would stop its financial aid ¿fter

evaluating the aid package in March 7998.14 Camdessus also said that in a normal

situation, the IMF would not oppose the establishment of the CBS. But in Indonesia,

the CBS represents a medicine which was very radical, too strong, and with a killing

impact if the patient were very ill and in a very bad condition. The central problern

with the CBS idea was that if the Rupiah were to be administered at a rate against

7'Ibid.

'3 lbid.
1n lbid.
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the US dollar which was higher than market expectations - and this was presumably

the idea - holders of the rupiah would convert to dollars immediately in the belief that

the rate could not be sustained. This rate would then last as long as the Indonesian

authorities backed the currency or ran out of foreign reserves. To that extent the

CBS system was incornpatible with the IMF package which sought to recognise

market realities and restructure Indonesian institutions and policies in conforrnity

with them.Ts

Meanwhile British Finance Minister Gordon Brown, signalled the

international concern for the majority of Indonesia's population whose daily life

becoming more difficult, day by day. He was concerned about social unrest and he

would discuss this matter with the president of the World Bank, James 'Wolfenson in

London.76 Didiek Rachbini who was guiding the press conference, stressed to the

press that with the setting of the rupiah rate against the US dollar, indeed Indonesia

needed a solution to again revive activities in the fields of industry, food, export and

supply of medicines. For this, a quick way out was needed because of the instability

of the rupiah against the US dollar.?7 He stressed further that if Indonesian

government adopts the CBS, that is because it will not wait until all the regions

through out Indonesia become paralysed. This occurred because the free float and

controlled float have proved unable to control the effects of the speculator's action

any longer. Therefore to cut off these speculators, a method has to be adopted.Ts

Tt lbid.

'u Ibid.tt Media Indonesia, 18 February 1998, 'Stâbilisasi Kurs Semakin Mendesak' (Exchange rates

stabilisation becomes more urgent).

" Ibid.
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CONCLUSION

This study has indicated that the Indonesian economic growth during the first three

decades of the New Order - from the first five year development program to the final

year of the sixth development program - was stable at approximately seven percent

annually. The success of this economic growth was marked by the Indonesian

government under Suharto implementing the outward looking policy to open up to

foreign investors. During the legacy of the Sukarno period in the 1950s, the

Indonesian economic situation was one of uncertainty caused partly by government

unpredictability, but the political participation of the people was dynarnic.

Meanwhile, during this period the Indonesian government implemented radical

economic strategies by nationalising the Dutch owned companies and declaring a

state of emergency. In this such situation the government applied a series of

economic policies aimed at creating an indigenous capitalist class. Moreover, this

situation also gave the Indonesian military more power by being involved in both in

political and economic affairs throughout the country. Sukarno's period of rule was

marked by the heavy involvement of state enterprises in economic activities and he

pursued a nationalistic economic policy based on the principle of self-sufficiency. But

in the aftermath, by the middle of the 1960s the Indonesian economy was on the edge

of collapse with an inflation rate reaching approximately 600 percent. Politically,

President Sukarno governed Indonesia in the style of a dictatorship and relied very

much on the support of nationalists, religious organisations and the communist party

- a ruling coalition known by the acronynr Nasakom. However, this support did not
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sustain him for long because there was tension and rivalry among those groups which

led to political crisis in 1965 and brought Major General Suharto into power.

In the New Order regime, the inflation rate was brought under control due to

the Indonesian economy being run by a team of prominent economists frorn the

University of Indonesia led by Prof Wiloyo Nitisastro who advocated a free market

and export oriented strategies controlled by the Ministry of Finance and the National

Development Planning Board (Bappenas). This economic policy favoured the return

of foreign capital and investors to Indonesia and the reintegration of Indonesia into

the world economy. During the period of economic stabilisation, the Indonesian

government still relied heavily on foreign furancial assistance such as loans from the

IMF, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the IGGI. Suharto's ftill

support was given to the economic technocrats and he shielded them from outside

political pressure and enabled them to undertake their economic programs by

introducing a series of ma'ior liberalising reforms up to 1970. But from the mid

1970s until the late 1980s Indonesia adopted a more inward looking economic policy

through more heavily regulated merchandise trade flows. During the 1970s,

Indonesia's trade rose steeply in the wake of Organisation of Petroleum Exporting

Countries (OPEC) initiatives, and remained at historically high levels even after oil

prices declined significantþ from 1982 to 1986. Indonesian export also faced

comparatively few international markets restrictions. Despite the huge debt of

Pertamina, the oil state owned company in the mid 1970s, Indonesia was at least

getting an impressive array of new secondary industry and infrastructure. The

concept of industrial society became clearer by opening the country to overseas

investors and introducing policies aimed at developing natural resources.
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Early in the 1970s, it was time to develop a long raîge strategy which centred

on basic industries and natural resources initiated by the government, leaving

downstream manufacturing to private enterprises. Since this time up to 1992 teal

Indonesian manufacturing output expanded by at least nine percent annually overall,

but there were three years of consecutive decline from 1981-83. It cannot be denied

that due to outward looking economic poücies and by improving exported products,

especially manufacturing products, Indonesia has achieved high economic growth

rates. Gradually, since the beginning of 1981 Indonesia oriented its economic growth

towards improving the use of international markets. Then in 1987, the value of non

oil and gas products exported exceeded the value of oil and gas products. And evcn

n 1992, the total value of non oil and gas products was sixty percent of total export

values. So it can be concluded that the Indonesian economy during the period 1968-

1993 had achieved considerable success. This success has been clearþ documented

and accredited by the V/orld Bank to Indonesia as a miracle economy and newly

industrialising economyl

The idea of fostering economic cooperation in the Asia Pacific region has

been developing during the last three decades. This could be seen in the mid 1960s

and was becoming a more widespread and elaborate expression in the 1970s. Having

realised the growing economic interdependence of the region, the region's

governments required a new mechanism for more effective comrnunication and

association with bilateralism no longer being adequate, while regional rather than

global considerations rwere more suited to the circumstances. The origin of the

l TheWorld Bank, 1993, 'The East Asian Miracle Economic Growth and Public Policy', Oxpord

University Press, New York,
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idea, however, started with a concept that emerged in response to particular events

that had already occurred as a result of the operation of the private economic sector.

For instance, the earþ concerns in post-war Japan with a scheme for broader regional

economic cooperation occurred at a time when Japan was far from sure that it could

achieve what was later described as an economic miracle. Another and different view

was expressed by the Korean academic Professor Chung when he suggested that the

Pacific,basin could be made into a world economic center by promoting freer flow of

trade and capital among the nations on its periphery.2 However, this did not come to

into fashion until the actual rise of Japan as a major economic world power and by

the later 1980s the second largest economy in the world after the US.

Being fully aware of the more intense future challenges to face in an era of

globalisation, the government of Indonesia has been continuing its reforms of the

bureaucracy by streamlining the bureaucratic procedures in order to create a fiee

business environment. Furthermore, through a series of policy packages, Indonesia

has been unilaterally liberalising its economy by reducing tariffs and eliminating tariff

barriers. The liberalisation that Indonesia has taken so far to some extend had already

exceeded its commitment within the Uruguay GATT agreement. The unilateral

liberalisation will increase Indonesian efficiency, while showing Indonesia's

seriousness in its moves to the accomplishment of APEC's goals. Indonesia had been

appointed as the host of the APEC heads of economy meeting n 1994 which

proposed development cooperation that could support the achievement of, among

' Chung Hoon-mok, 1981, 'Economic Integration in the Pacific Basin: a historical review', in llang
Sung Joo (ed), Community Building in the Pacific Region: Issues and Opportunities, Seoul, Asiatic
Research Centre, Korea University,
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other things:

Human resources development in its all aspects;

o Integration in the private business sector in APEC cooperation;

. Cooperation in developing small and medium enterprises (SMEs);

o Cooperation in developing infrastructure, either for public or commercial

purposes.

Apart from the above sectors, there are other areas of cooperation which

relate to the interests of developing countries, such as in the field of technological

transfer, a program of APEC education, and business volunteer program. In this case

it is expected that developed member countries could provide the opportunities for

developing countries to increase their economies and developments so that the gaps

could be minimised. The Indonesian government was confident that in the future

export growth will strengthen again. A series of policy packages had been released by

the government aimed at promoting gteater exports. And it was convinced that the

packages would yield result in the years to come. The development of the industrial

sector has also boosted employment opportunities, and caused structural changes in

the employment structure from the agricultural sector to the industrial sector.

Before getting into the implementation in the APEC region, Indonesia has

prepared the implementation of subregional cooperation, the ASEAN Free Trade

Association (AFTA), so that it will create an effrcient production base and Indonesian

products will be more competitive in world markets. Up to now, Indonesia, together

with ASEAN countries, have developed three growth areas, namely:

o The Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT);
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o The Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore Growth Triangle (IMS-GT);

o The Brunei Darussalam-Indonesia-Malaysia-Philippines East ASEAN Growth

Area (BIMP-EAGA).

Apart frorn this Indonesia, since APRIL 1997, has developed bilateral

cooperation with Australia. This cooperation has been decided to establish a

subregional centre named AIDA (Australia Indonesia Development Area) in which it

was expected that the Eastern part of Indonesia could be developed through this

cooperation. Furthermore, having considered the great success in past of the first

twenty five year economic accomplishments and the huge opportunities in the futtlre

free global market, Indonesia has set realistic targets for the next 25 year program

that will be faced the year 2020, when all APEC member from developing countries

have fully opened their markets.

Obviously, the APEC members from East Asia have been using the world

markets for selling their industrial products. For instance, Japan's economy was

rebuilt in the 1950s and has been using the world market since the 1960 for the rapid

growth of heavy industries, such as shipbuilding, steel, metal, chemicals, industrial

rnachinery transport equipment and precision instruments. The Tiger economies of

Asian also entered the world market with foreign loans and investments creating

export platforms and efficient economies. But the precise experiences and policies of

the four Tigers of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore were all a little different.

Export oriented industrialisation has been encouraged in Korea, however after 7962

all sectors of the economy expanded rapidly particularly manufacturing. This began

the structural transformation of South Korea such that by 1969 industry was

contributing twenty percent of GNP. By 1968 exports wero contributing over twenty
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percent of incremental growth and rising fast as increased investment came to

maturity. The Korean second five year plan (1967-71) identified labour intensive

manufacturing as the source of most of the rapid economic growth and encouraged

investment in export industries at the expense of other sectors.

In Taiwan economic rehabilitation and import substitution industrialisation

occurred in the period 1950-59. This situation led to Taiwan in 1960s adopting a

strategy combining export orientation and direct foreign investment to stimulate

industrialisation. The Taiwanese government took another important step to solicit

foreign direct investment and further integrate Taiwan's economy with the global

one, such as in 1965 it promulgated the statute for the establishment and managemert

of export processing zones (EPZ) by building up harbours and industrial areas.

Foreign and local investors enjoyed tax incentives and avoided import duties on

equipment and parts as long as they exported all that they manufactured or

assembled.

The process of economic growth in Hong Kong has almost invariably been

accompanied by structural changes involving the inter sectoral shift of resources. It

can be seen that there have been three phases of structural changes in the couxtry

during the past thirty years. The first phase occurred in the 1950s and the 1960s

when there was a shift of resources to the rnanufacturing sector. The second phase

began in the 1970s taking a direction toward the development of financial services.

The third phase was began the earþ 1980s after China initiated its open door policy

and made Hong Kong a complex service cantre, notable for the revival of entrepot

trade, continuing expansion in financial service and the rise of new services in

telecommunication, technology transfer and information dissemination. Many of
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Hong Kong manufacturing processes have been relocated to Southern China and

other developing countries leaving local companies to specialise in technological

development, product design and marketing.

Like Hong Kong, Singapore after being separated from Malaysia in 1965,

soon refocussed its economic strategy entirely on export development with the slogan

'th.e world is our mnrket'. Along with economic growth, manufactured export

expansion, and increased competition from other developing countries,

manufacturing industries in Singapore have moved upward in association with

multinational companies in capital, technology and production. With a remarkable

success in constantly upgrading its manufacturing industries and exports, Singapore

has been recently facing greater competition from other newly industrialised

economies and increasing protectionism from developed countries. Therefore, by the

end of 1980s, Singapore gradually shifted into a strategy of developing into totally

international business centre for manufacturing and services, particularly in financial

and information services. Singapore, like Hong Kong had been force to become a

globally competitive economy.

The new NICs tried to emulate this model, but with features that are their

own. Early in the past three decades, Thailand's government had brought the country

onto path towards economic development by introducing its policy called the First

Economic Development Plan, of which the country has undergone meaningful

growth and structural change from agriculture toward manufacturing and other non

agricultural sectors. During the 1960s the Thai economy was able to develop rapidly,

run by strong public sector investment in infrastructure expansion and agricultural

commodity production. Apart from this, private investment in the manufacturing
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sector, particularly in import substituting industries was also actively assured. Since

the beginning of the 1970s Thailand then gradually brought about an export led

development strategy. This set out the subsequent rapid industrialisation and growth.

Despite the oil crisis in the 1970s and the world economic recession in the 1980s,

Thailand GDP grew at respectable annual average growth rate of 7.3 percent in the

period 1965-80 and7.9 percent in the period 1981-91.3 In the Philippines there were

remarkable changes in the composition of exports and changes in product

composition of non traditional manufactures from 1970 onwards. The share of non

traditional manufactured export increased dramatically from 1.2 percent of all exports

in 1960 to 36.4 percent by 1980 and 73.2 percent in 1990.4 This trend of

manufactured export products followed the pattern of other developing countries and

more recently the newly industrialising economies. However there is no doubt that

the increased proportion of manufactured good among the country's exports is now

a permanent structural characteristic.

Malaysia in the 1990s emerged as a new tiger economy due to its dynamic

economic development. It has grown rapidly since the 1970s and particularly since

1987 after which its annual GDP growth was approximately 8 percent and

approximately 12 percent in the secondary sector. This growth shifted the economy

from one with a primary sector exporting emphasis to one favouring industry'

Furthermore, since 1994 the manufacturing sector contributed nearly 32 percent of

total GDP and thus Malaysia appeared likely to join the group of Tiger economies

3 The Worlcl Bank, 1993, World Development Reporl, Washington DC'
a National Census and Statistic Office, 'Foreign Trade Statisrics', Philippines Exports 1960-90' in

various years, Manila,
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alongside Singapore and Hong Kong. Indonesia experienced rapid economic growth

during the 1970s with an annual average rate of 8 percent until 1981. This growth

had resulted largely from and benefited rapidly rising oil prices, caused by the OPEC

cartel and then the Iran-Iraq war after 1980 with the state engagittg itt large programs

of public investment ftrnded by oil derived revenue. At the same time the government

which had previously pursued growth based on import substitution, again encouraged

local enterprises to develop behind a range of protective barriers, often in the form of

licensing arrangements. The Indonesian economy's dependence on the oil and gas

sectors made it more fragile, since the country had over estimated future revenues

and borrowed to accelerate its development, the other highly protscted sectors of the

economy were not sufficientþ competitive to take up the slack in the event of a

downturn in the oil sector. It was therefore necessary to strengthen efficiency and

national economic resilience and the competitive power of Indonesian products in

world markets, and so Indonesia has been carrying out economic deregulations

gradually since 1983.

The process of globalisation and its impact on Indonesia can be seen in the

form of foreign investments which were previously considered as a sign of the

domination of external power in economics and politics but are now being

considered as the motivator of national development. The globalising processes have

caused the government to be flexible in facing economic problems which previously

considered just in the scale of domestic economic, but now has been minimised. For

example international reaction to Indonesia's national car project, the Timor,

occurred because the territoriality of economic activities has moved beyond the

state's territory. In this situation conflict will emerge due the scope of national
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economic activity is no longer parallel with the concept of national sovereignty. The

result is that when national sovereignty is influenced by the intervention of other

country's economic activity, it can be interpreted in various ways. The problem is not

that the governmsnt no longer has sovereign power, but the government could pay

expensively on unilateral acts which do not conform with international economic

reality, such as nationalisation, protectionism, and other economic regulations' Apart

from economic reasons, there is also a lack of competitiveness and efficiency. Such

measures will definitely invite reciprocal acts by other countries. However this

situation is much reliant on interdependence and the international economy as the

motivation for cooperation and coordination in economics becomes greater. In the

aftermath the region states involvement in the various regional fora such as AFTA,

APEC and NAFTA, becomes more significant.

In contrast, the issues where globalisation impacts on politics is seen in

sceptical and sensitive ways. The reasons are, ftrst, the process of globalisation brings

internationalisation and the dissemination of what amount to subversive ideas and

democratic values as well as demands for human rights. To many countries, including

Indonesia, this matter is considered sensitive due to it having a direct impact upon

state legitimacy. This matter is widely spread in its implications towards economic

and political relations at national and international levels. Due to the sensitivity, the

acceptance and the acknowledgment of democratic values and human rights becomes

universal and may then be followed by interpretations in domestic political ways.

Furthermore there is suspicion that democratisation and human rights are in fact the

efforts of great power -the US- to suppress developing countries. This opinion is
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motivated by cultural relativism and may become dominant in Indonesia and in some

other developing countries.

During the period of the New Order economic policy was always determined

in part by the political structure of the regime. When the regime started to liberalise

the economy in the 1980s, its reform often generated political conflict between the

supporters of the regulated economy and the pressures for change and liberalisation.

This can be illustrated by reference to a few key sectors including automobiles,

cloves, cement, banking, petrochemicals, steel, rice and cooking oil. The government

was too dominant in its involvement in the economy in Indonesia that led to

distortion creating the need for free market mechanisms. The economic policy in

Suharto's regime created crony capitalism that benefited certain groups of

businessmen. However, this indicates that the structure of economic developrnent is

still fragile. In such a situation, when the crisis happened n 1997, the government

tried to review its economic policy with assistance from the IMF, the World Bank

and other countries to resolvs the crisis. The IMF saw that the banking systern in

Indonesia was unsound and suggested that the Indonesian government liquidate

sixteen banks. However, this banking liquidation caused many problems such as

unemployment. Apart from this, actions suggested by the IMF including abolishing

subsidies for oiVgas, rice, and flour (wheat). However, this policy steered those

cornmodity prices to became much higher and also led to social unrest throughout the

country. The assistance from the IMF could not be distinguished from the political

interests of the US on the strategic issues of the Asia-Pacifrc. This why the US

considering helping Indonesia to resolve the crisis. Stability in the region is not only

determined by Malaysia or Thailand but also by Indonesia.
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Apart from this, the Indonesian government has decided to launch a package

called 'Program Paket Pemulihan Ekonomi'(the program of economic recovery

package) that will be seen from in the financial, fiscal and monetary sectors, including

currency rates, and structural adjustment as the follow up of the ongoing

deregulation programs. Considering the scope of this recovery program is broad and

includes all aspects of economy, so it will need to be carried out over three years.

These efforts by the government definitely need assertive studies and strict control,

and for this purpose Indonesia will be assisted by experts from the IMF, the World

Bank and the Asian Development Bank.s The positive impact of the crisis, was that

the Indonesian trade balance was in surplus of US$ 13.47 billion from January to July

1998. This figure almost three times higher compared to the same period last year

with surplus of only US$ 5.046 million. According to Sugito, a chairman of the

Indonesian central statistic bureau, total exports in this period reached US$' 29.224

billion consisting of US$ 4.713 billion from oiVgas sectors and US$ 24.51 billion

from non oiUgas sectors.6 While total import was US$ 15.479 million. He added that

if compared to the same period last year, total import value decreased by 37.13

percent this year. But in value total Indonesian exports in this period decreased to

2.89 percent compared to the same period last year.

5 Indonesian govemment Press Release, 31 Oktober 7997 in Jakarta.
u Kompas,6 Oktober 1998, 'Indonesia surplus US$ 13,47 miliar Januari-Juli 1998'
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